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Preloce to the Second Edition

During the recent war, social scientists had an unprece-

dented opportunity to contribute their skills and knowledge.

Sociologists were called on to study soldier moralcj so that the

Army could modify attitudes and situations which limited the

effectiveness of its operations. Social psychologists were asked

to examine propaganda reaching the American public so that

that emanating from agencies in our government could be

improved, and that disseminated by the enemy counteracted.

Anthropologists drew on their knowledge of diverse cultures

to advise military governors in ways of avoiding or minimizing

frictions in dealing with the Japanese, or the Solomon Island-

ers, or the Koreans. Economists constantly studied price and

production trends in order to determine what price controls

and tax policies were necessary.

The success of these researches and the recommendations

in which they resulted has enhanced the prestige of the social

sciences. More and more frequently government administra-

tors, industry, and labor turn to the social scientist for advice.

Postwar events have indeed sharpened this trend. The atom

bomb has made us realize how far discoveries in the physical

sciences have outrun our ability to integrate them into our

social system. The possibility of a third world war, despite

universal desires for peace, has made many people wonder to

what extent social events are within the control of the various

individuals who make up society. In domestic affairs we face

problems which seem to require for their solution collective

action rather than the free play of competitive forces. Housing
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and labor relations are only two of the more conspicuous

examples. Here again, it is now quite generally accepted that

the social sciences can and should make their contribution.

These great expectations place an increased responsibility

upon social scientists- If their work is to yield useful and usable

knowledge, they must focus their attention on areas of central

significance, and they must, at the same time, approach their

problems through techniques which lead to empirical facts.

Such requirements mean that three general research prob-

lems must be considered. The first relates to the integration of

facts and theories. A proper integration of factual materials

i and theoretical formulations is basic to the existence and de-

velopment of any science. No one can make use of a mass of

unrelated facts; but, conversely, no social action can be based

on general speculations about the “nature” of society, if such

theories cannot be systematically tested in concrete situations.

Just as empirical research and social theory must be inte-

I
grated, so actual research findings must also be related to each

other. Until recently the social sciences exhibited an unfor-

tunate tendency to conduct a survey here and an experiment

there, and to let it go at that. Ph.D. candidates, for example,

prided themselves on not repeating a study “which had already

been done.” Actually, the opposite trend should prevail. Re-
sults should be checked and rechecked under both identical and

varying conditions. The complexity of social life requires that

the same problems be studied many times before basic uni-

formities can be differentiated from transitory social occur-

rences.

In the third place the kinds of problems to be studied re-

quire careful delineation. In the early history of sociology

there were many grandiose schemes for understanding the

whole history of mankind. Even at the beginning of this cen-

tury, when social scientists became more modest, there was still

a feeling that “the causes of war” and “methods of preventing
crime” could be discovered quickly and easily. Attempts to

solve such vast and complex problems soon met opposition.
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Causes and changes should not be investigated, it was asserted
j

social phenomena should merely be described. This position

led to a predilection for static, census-like studies which “sur-

veyed” the field but which did not yield findings which could

be transferred to social actions.

The way out of this dilemma seems to lie in a compromise,

perhaps only temporary. A disciplined and limited kind of

dynamic research, focused on social events and developments

lasting several months or, at most, several years, appears at

the present time to hold most promise. Systematic analyses of

political campaigns, of crisis situations, of the development of

new communities, of the reactions of different ethnic groups

coming into close contact for the first time are most likely to

produce the kinds of information on which the future develop-

ments of the social sciences depend.

In this Foreword to the second edition of The People^s

Choice^ an edition made possible by the Columbia University

Press, we shall elaborate these three points. We hope thereby

to accomplish two things. First of all, we hope to clarify the

major trends in contemporary social research. But we also

believe that the reader will find the present study more useful

if he reads it with these general developments in mind.

Our discussion of these points will refer to data and ob-

servations which either were not included in the original report,

or which have been collected in more recent studies.

Let us take up each of these points in reverse order, con-

sidering first the need for a type of social research which can

study social changes: their origin, nature, and duration.

Dymmk Social Research

Public opinion research is frequently misunderstood at the

present time. From poll findings published in magazines and

newspapers, laymen, and even colleagues in other social science

fields, have gained the impression that such research is content

to describe how people feel about a given issue at a particular

time. Actually, the scope of this new discipline is much broader
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Social scientists want to know the processes by which the

various sectors of public opinion influence legislative action and

other decision-making in government. Furthermore, we are

eager to discover in what ways attitudes themselves are formed.

The Peofle^s Choke focused its attention on this latter prob-

lem, the formation, change and development of public opinion,

A group of social scientists remained in Erie County, Ohio,

from May until November, 1940, in order to observe the

progress and effect of the presidential campaign in that com-

munity. A large number of people were interviewed, but the

study centered around a panel of 600 respondents who were

questioned every month for a period of seven months.

The panel subjects fell into two main groups: those who

did not change their political opinion during the period of the

study and those who changed in any of a variety of ways.

Some shifted their party allegiance, others could not make a

decision until the end of the campaign, and still others claimed

a definite vote intention but did not go to the polls. These

various types of changers and shifters were the central interest

of the study, for they were the people in whom the processes

of attitude formation and change could be observed. They were

compared with the “constant” people. Their personal charac-

teristics, their contacts with other people, and their exposure

to radio and newspapers were carefully examined. The reasons

they gave for their changes were related to their objective

social-economic positions. The opinions they had at one time

were contrasted with what they stated at both previous and
subsequent interviews. In other words, we did not describe

opinion
j
we studied it in the making.

Now let us consider one phase of this dynamic analysis in

order to discover its essential elements. The panel was inter-

viewed for the sixth time during October and for the seventh

and final time immediately after the election. Thus we know
how these people intended to vote shortly before the election

and for whom they actually voted. The results are as follows:
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A dual yote Ref.

VOTE

Dem.

INTENTION IN

DonH
Know

OCTOBER
DonH
Exfect

to Vote Total

Republican 215 7 4 6 232

Democrat 4 144 12 0 160

Didn’t vote 10 16 6 12 91

Total persons 229 167 22 65 483

This simple table has a surprising number of implications. Let

us assume for a moment that the interviews in October and

November had been conducted with different people, rather

than with the same people, as was actually the case. Then, the

findings would have read as follows: in October 42 percent

(167 out of 396) of those who had a vote intention meant to

vote for the Democratic Party; in November 41 percent (160

out of 392) voted for it. This would have given the impression

of great constancy in political attitudes. Actually, however,

only the people in the major diagonal of the table remained

unchanged: 418 out of 483 respondents did what they intended

to do; 13 percent changed their minds one way or another.

This 13 percent represents the turnover which took place

in the few weeks before the election. The concept of turnover

is basic for analysis of opinion formation. If the turnover is

large, it indicates that the opinion or behavior is unstable. We
know that people feel uncertain and that propaganda may be

effective, or that clarification and education are required.

If such dynamic research is conducted more frequently in

the future, it may be possible to classify social events according

to the following dimensions: What types of events show a

small or large turnover as they develop? Does the turnover

tend to become smaller as the events run their courser At what

point is a minimum turnover reached and what is likely to

increase it again? Under what conditions do we have a balanced

turnover, as in this case, where the changes in various directions

seem to cancel each other? When does turnover occur with a

shift in “marginal distributions”?
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Answers to such questions, however, would give only a

rough picture of different social events. We can be more pre-

cise, Turnover is the result of changes which come about in the

intentions, expectations and behavior of individual persons.

Three broad questions can be raised in this connection;

(a) What kind of people are likely to shift?

(b) Under what influences do these shifts come about?

(c) In what directions are the shifts made?

Question (a) can be answered in a variety of ways. Let us

concentrate here on the ‘^crystallizers,” those people who had

no definite vote intention in October but who went to the polls

in November. Long before they had reached a decision we

could predict rather successfully what they would do; They

would decide finally to vote in the same way as did people

with similar social characteristics who had made up their minds

earlier in the campaign. For example, it is a familiar fact of

contemporary American politics, corroborated in this study,

that urban people are more likely than rural people to vote

for the Democratic Party, and Catholics vote Democratic more
frequently than Protestants. If we predict, therefore, that

urban, Catholic “Don’t knows” will vote for the Democratic

Party, we shall be correct in a considerable number of cases,

and post-election interviews will verify our predictions.

Such “external correlations” sometimes evoke expressions

of disappointment. Turnover analysis, however, permits us to

go “inside the situation.” We can pick out a variety of psycho-

logical mediators which connect the social situation and the

individual decision. In each interview, for example, respond-
ents were asked who, in their opinion, would win the election.

Even among those who had not yet formed a vote intention,

there were many individuals with a definite expectation. And,
significantly enough, the expectations expressed by the unde-
cided were not haphazard ones, but instead were usually those
prevailing in their own social environments. Following the
process one step further, it turned out that expectations fore-
shadowed final decision; many people voted for the candidate
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they had previously picked as the winner. Thus these expecta-

tions were one of the “intervening” variables which helped in

explaining the development of vote decisions. (The details of

this analysis are discussed in Chapter XI 1 .)

The table on page xi also suggests answers to questions

about the specific influences which produce changes in attitudes

or behavior. Again let us focus our attention on one group,

those who said in October that they did not intend to vote. It

will be noted that the large majority of this group fitted their

actions to their words: 59 of the 65 actually did not vote in

November. But the six changers, those who shifted from an

intention of inaction to an actual vote, all cast their ballots for

the Republican candidates. The influences which produced this

change were not hard to discover. The field staff in Erie

County had observed that, in this election at least, the Republi-

can machine was much more active and efficient than the

Democratic. And, indeed, when the six changers were asked

what had made them go to the polls, all stated that they had

been visited at the last moment by a Republican party worker

who had persuaded them to vote.

Thus, by studying the different groups which contribute to

the turnover, we can analyze the influences which operate to

bring about changes in behavior. This, in itself, provides a

large field for investigation. We can record what people read

and listen to, and relate such exposure in a twofold way to

changes in mind. Some people were aware that they had been

influenced by a specific reading or listening experience, and

they told us so in the special interviews conducted with all

changers. In other cases, a more intricate statistical analysis

was necessary to trace the more unconscious influences. (These

techniques have been more elaborately discussed in a recent

publication.)^

In the present study, face-to-face contacts turned out to be

the most important influences stimulating opinion change. To
^ Hans Zeisel, Say It tcith Figures (New York, Harper and Bros., 1947),
Chapter X.

,
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the worker in a political machine this is probably not surpris-

ing, but to the social scientist it is a challenge. The discovery of

the conditions under which attitudes or modes of behavior are

particularly accessible to personal influence, the classification

of types of personal influence most effective in modifying

opinion, the examination of situations in which the more formal

influences of mass media seem to produce change, all these are

typical problems for what we have called dynamic social

research.

But the picture is not completed by knowledge only of

who changes and in response to what influences. We also want

to know the directions of the changes: Do they result in a

random redistribution of opinion, or is there some discernible

pattern? Turnover analysis in the present study provided pre-

liminary, but revealing, answers to this question. For particular

subgroups within the community, attitude change led to greater

uniformity and homogeneity: individual changes brought

members of specific subgroups into closer agreement with each

other. For the community as a whole, however, attitude

change produced greater diversity and 'polarization: individual

changes brought the members of one subgroup into sharper

disagreement with members of other subgroups. We shall con-

sider this process in greater detail in a later section of the

foreword. The point to emphasize here is that, through the

kind of dynamic research employed in the present study, prob-

lems such as the development of group cleavages or increasing

awareness of class interests become amenable to social research.

Social Research as a Continuing Endeavor

We are frequently warned that the results of a specific

study are valid only for the time and place where it was con-

ducted. Does this mean that the findings of one study can

never be duplicated in another? Should we expect different

results, even under similar conditions? Questions of this kind
suggest that terms such as “repetition” and “corroboration of

evidence” need to be considered more carefully. In fact, when
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similar studies are availablcj comparative analyses can serve

three positive functions:

1. The comparisoin may indicate that the findings of both

studies are the same. This we shall call “the function of cor-

rohoration.^^

2. The comparison may indicate thatj although the statisti-

cal results of the two studies differ, consideration of the specific

conditions under which the results were obtained will lead to

the same general conclusions. This we shall call “the function

of specification”

3. A negative result in the first study may be clarified by

new findings in the second one. This we shall call “the func-

tion of clarification”

It happens that the present study can be compared with a

similar one. A second but briefer panel study was conducted

during the 1944 presidential campaign, four years after the

one dealt with in this volume. The Bureau of Applied Social

Research, in cooperation with the National Opinion Research

Center, then at the University of Denver, conducted two inter-

views with a nation-wide cross-section of about 2,000 people:

one interview before the election, the other after. What will a

comparison of these two studies yield? We shall select several

examples to illustrate and clarify the functions of comparative

analyses.

A first example deals with the corroboration of findings.

In the Erie County study, there were 54 party changers,

persons who shifted their allegiance from one party to the

other. Here again the question about the direction of attitude

change arose. Did these party shifts bring the changers in

closer harmony with other members of the subgroups to which

they belonged, or did the changes occur in some other direc-

tion?

In order to answer this w^e made use of the fact already

referred to, namely, that the poor, the urban residents, and

the Catholics are more likely to vote the Democratic ticket,

while the well-to-do, the Protestants, and the rural dwellers
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are more frequently found in the Republican camp. On the

basis of these three social characteristics, indications of mem-

bership in different social groups, it was possible to construct

an “index of political predisposition.” The index, in turn, per-

mitted us to classify the social backgrounds of all individuals

as conducive to either a Democratic or a Republican vote. (For

more detailed discussion of the index and the types of analysis

which it engendered, see Chapter III in the present study.)

It was thus possible to distinguish between two types of in-

dividuals: those whose vote intentions were in harmony with

their social backgrounds, and the deviate cases whose intentions

were at variance with those of the subgroups to which they

belonged.

When the 54 party changers were studied, it was found

that, before their shifts in party allegiance, 36 individuals had

expressed intentions at variance with their social environments,

while, after their shifts, only 20 were deviate cases. We thus

came to the conclusion that party changes are in the direction

V of greater consistency and homogeneity within subgroups
( p.

139, below).

Because the 1944 study covered only the final few weeks

of the campaign, when party changes are rare, it found an even

smaller number of shifters. Moreover, an index of political

predisposition is less valid when applied to a nation-wide

sample than when applied to the residents of one county. And
yet, despite these limitations, the results of the second study

are an almost a fortiori corroboration of those in the first. In

1944 it was possible to study 36 changers. Before their shifts,

22 expressed intentions which deviated from the prevailing

opinion climate of their social environments
j
after the shifts,

only 14 deviated.

A comparison of similar studies can thus increase our con-
fidence in findings which might be considered doubtful if only
one of the studies had been carried out. Without such cor-
roboration, a finding based on 54 cases in one study and on 36
in a second would be so unreliable that we would question its
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validity. With the corroboration made possible by successive

studies, we are more inclined to accept the result.

Comparative analyses can also confirm general conclusions

by indicating that statistically different results are the outcome

of different specific conditions. In order to illustrate this func-

tion of “specification” we shall return once more to a group

of' changers already considered: those who said in their pre-

election interviews that they would not vote, but who finally

went to th§ polls. In the Erie County study all such individuals

voted Republican, while in the 1944 study a majority of these

changers voted Democratic. At first glance this might appear to

be a contradiction of findings. But is it? In 1940 the Erie

County Republican machine was by far the stronger
j

in 1944
the Political Action Committee was active throughout the

nation. Furthermore, P.A.C. concentrated on getting low-

income people to the polls on the assumption that, if they voted

at all, they would vote Democratic. The figures of the 1944
study prove that assumption correct. Of 20 people (largely

from low-income groups) who did not intend to vote but who
finally did, 3 cast a Republican and 17 a Democratic ballot.

Thus comparative analyses of studies carried out under

different historical or social conditions can lead to much the

same sort of confirmation as does actual duplication of results.

A comparison of the final decisions of last-minute voters in an

election where the Republican machine is strong, with the

similar decisions made by similar voters in an election where

pro-Democratic forces are active leads to one general conclu-

sion: the machine which makes a strong last-minute effort to

get stragglers to the polls can be of great assistance to its party.

Finally, a comparison of similar studies can lead to the

clarification of results. In the 1940 study there was some indi-

cation that the party changers were the more indifferent voters.

This finding was an unexpected one, for political experts have

frequently asserted that, during a campaign, the more intelli-

gent and concerned voter will shift his allegiance from one

candidate to another as he learns more about their platforms
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and as he is better able to appraise their qualifications to deal

with the foreign and domestic situations which arise. Because

the relationship between party changers and indifference was

unanticipated, the plan of the 1940 study did not make ade-

quate provisions for examining it.

This was corrected in the 1 944 study. Then all respondents

who expressed a vote intention in their preelection interviews

were asked two questions: Were they much concerned whether

or not their candidate won? and, Did they believe there were

any important differences between the two candidates? Analy-

sis of the answers to these questions revealed, in fact, that the

party changers (those who voted for one candidate after having-

said they intended to vote for the other) were considerably

less concerned with the election than were the ^^constant”

voters (those who actually voted as they had previously in-

tended to): 38 percent of the changers, as contrasted with 21

percent of the constant voters, said it made little difference

which candidate won the election
j 65 percent of the changers,

as contrasted with 46 percent of the constant voters, could see

no real differences between the candidates. It is important to

recognize that these expressions of indifference are not post-

factum rationalizations of party changes
j
they were obtained

bejore the change took place.

We can thus clarify a result in the earlier study. The people

who change their political opinion are not greatly concerned

about the campaign or its outcome. Their indifference makes it

difficult for them to reach a lasting decision, for they are easily

swayed by fortuitous influences. A conversation with a friend

today sways them toward one candidate
5
a persuasive radio talk

yesterday had convinced them to vote for the other party. It

is not impossible, in fact, that some of the indifferent voters

I

have not reached a real vote decision even as they enter the

i
polling booths.

We were able to compare only two studies and these only
at several points. Yet the comparative analysis was productive.
It did increase our confidence in results of the individual
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studieSj and it did confirm some of the broader interpretations.

Clearly, then, social scientists have missed a valuable oppor-

tunity for adding to the fund of basic knowledge by failing to

repeat the same type of study under constant and varying

conditions. Panel studies lend themselves particularly well to

such repetition: their logic is clear, and comparable aspects of

different situations can easily be isolated and contrasted.

Our discussion thus far has indicated research methods and

plans through which sociologically relevant and scientifically

precise data can be obtained. But social research does not stop

with the collection of such information. What is needed further

is a systematic integration of the data in a theoretical context.

Only then can we expect that the data will, on the one hand,

be applicable in concrete social situations, and will, on the other

hand, point out the directions in which future research work

should move.

Throughout the first edition of The People^s Choice^ we

tried to indicate the broader implications of our concrete find-

ings. Further research on specific problems growing out of the

original study is now in progress, but much work remains to be

done. It should be useful, therefore, to develop more explicitly

the theoretical framework in which the study was carried out,

and the theoretical implications of its results.

Empirical Data and Social Processes

The Erie County study resulted in a number of generali-

zations which should be relevant to any research concerned

with short-range changes in attitude or behavior. These do not

yet form a coherent system. They are generalizations which

form a bridge between the facts as they are observed and a

more systematic theory which still awaits development. They

are statements about social processes, and are, thus, high-order

generalizations when contrasted with statements of empirical

fact, low-order generalizations when contrasted with the

theoretical formulations toward which social research aims.

All of our conclusions about the social processes through
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which attitude changes occur are closely interrelated, but for

our present purposes it will be sufficient to discuss them sepa-

rately.

1. A first point concerns the stability of attitudes. The

subjects in our study tended to vote as they always had, in fact,

as their families always had. Fully 77 percent of the panel

members said that their parents and grandparents had voted

consistently for one or the other of the major political parties,

and they maintained these family traditions in the 1940 elec-

tion. This stability was made possible by a sort of protective

screen built around central attitudes. Despite the flood of

propaganda and counterpropaganda available to the prospec-

tive voter, he is reached by very little of it. And, when we
examine what exactly does reach him, we find that he elects

to expose himself to the propaganda with which he already

agrees, and to seal himself off from the propaganda with which

he might disagree.

2. Such stability cannot be explained by reference to the

“stubbornness” or “inertia” of human nature. Whatever other

social or psychological functions may be served by the preserva-

tion of basic attitudes, it provides a source of great satisfaction

to individuals in their group contacts. By maintaining their

attitudes intact, they are able to avoid or to minimize conflicts

and disagreements with the persons in their social environ-

ments who share these attitudes. Thus attitude stability is

instrumental in preserving feelings of Individual security.

3. These individual tendencies are supplemented by group
processes. While the individual preserves his security by seal-

ing himself off from propaganda which threatens his attitudes,

he finds those attitudes reinforced in his contacts with other

members of his group. Because of their common group mem-
bership, they will share similar attitudes and will exhibit simi-

lar selective tendencies. But this does not mean that ail of the
members of a group will expose themselves to exactly the same
bits of propaganda or that they will be influenced by precisely

the same aspects of common experiences. Each individual wifi
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have his private fund of information and his private catalogue

of experiences, even though these are selected and judged

according to common standards.

In their mutual interactions, each individual makes public

some of the private information and a few of the private ex-

periences which support common attitudes. Thus ail individuals

become subject to a broader range of selected influences. The
interactions serve to increase the isolation of any one in-

dividualj they provide him with additional arguments to sup-

port his position. The end result of such interactions among
group members, then, is a reinforcement, a mutual strengthen-

ing, of common attitudes,

4. And yet, change does come about in some cases. It is

important, therefore, to determine the conditions under which

attitudes lose their stability, and the processes through which

the change takes place.

One process depends on the activation of previous experi-

ences and ideas. Every individual carries around with him

germs of observations and half-forgotten experiences which

are in a sense “recessive,” usually because they do not fit into

the prevailing traditions or interests of the group to which he

belongs. Under certain circumstances, however, during a crisis

or during a period of intensive propaganda, these can be

brought to the fore. They can then lead to a restructuring of

attitudes, and, perhaps in some cases, to a change in group

affiliations.

5. Such predispositions to change are more typical for

individuals in whom cross-pressures operate. jin our complex

society, individuals do not belong to one group, only. They
have a variety of major social affiliations: their social class,

their ethnic group, their religious group, the informal asso-

ciations in which they participate. These various affiliations will

make conflicting claims on some individuals: an upper-class

Catholic, for example, may find that his religious affiliation

pulls him in one direction, while his class position pulls him

in the opposite direction. And when concrete situations, such as
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1 he problem or aetermiiimg how these cross-pressures are

resolved is one of the main tasks for social research. The fol-

lowing questions are relevant in this connection: In which of

his various group affiliations does the individual experience

such conflicting claims? Are there any general rules for pre-

dicting which claims will prove the stronger, when several are

in conflict? The reader will find that many of the specific find-

ings in the present study are pertinent to this problem, although
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of their groupj and more anxious to express themselves on

important issues. It is relatively easy to locate these individ-

ualsj and thus to study how they differ from the majority of

their group.

In the present study we found that one of the functions of

opinion leaders is to mediate between the mass media and other

people in their groups. It is commonly assumed that individuals

obtain their information directly from newspapers, radio, and

other media. Our findings, however, did not bear this out. The
majority of people acquired much of their information and

many of their ideas through personal contacts with the opinion

leaders in their groups. These latter individuals, in turn, ex-

posed themselves relatively more than others to the mass

media. The two-step flow of information is of obvious practical

importance for any study of propaganda.

The concept of opinion leadership is, incidentally, not a

new one. In the many studies of “power,” “influence,” and

“leadership,” we are reminded that every community can

point to important men and women who set the fashions and

are imitated by others. But our investigation suggests that this

familiar concept must be modified. For we found that opinion

leadership does not operate only vertically, from top to bottom,

but also horizontally: there are opinion leaders in every walk

of life.

7. Opinion leadership, however, is only one of the mech-

anisms through which the attitudes of a group are formed.

Another is what has been called the “emergence” or “crystalli-

zation” of opinion. Social situations, of which a political cam-

paign would be one example, constantly demand actions or

opinions. And the members of a group meet these demands,

even when there is no particularly articulate individual on

whom they can rely for advice. For, above and beyond opinion

leadership are the mutual interactions of group members which

reinforce the vague feelings of each individual. As these inter-

actions take place, a new distribution of articulate opinions and

attitudes is crystallized.
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In essence, then, the process of emergence is another phase

of the process of reinforcement discussed above in point (3).

When prior attitudes exist, mutual interactions will reinforce

themj when no prior attitudes but only vague feelings exist,

mutual interactions will crystallize these feelings into definite

opinions.

Such emergences of attitude or action have usually been

studied only in panic situations, or in attempts to understand

“mob behavior.” The same processes are at work in many other

situations, however, and they do not always lead to turbulence

or violence. They occur whenever a stream of propaganda

inundates a community, when an important event takes place,

or if a group decision is to be made. And, because of their

generality, it is important to study under what conditions and

in what way these emergences develop.

It is interesting to note that, formulated in this way, ques-

tions about the formation of opinion are similar to problems

with which economists have struggled for many years. For

example, they frequently view the stabilization of price levels

as a function of the interactions between supply and the de-

mands of a number of individuals. This is logically similar to

considering the distribution of opinion in a group a result of

the interactions of many individuals. In neither case can the

final result be explained by the previous actions or opinions of

individuals considered separately. In both cases the final result

is a function of interactions which have as their by-product

something which had not existed before.

8. There is still another factor in opinion change. Opinions
^1' seem to be organized in a hierarchy of stability. In the course

of a campaign, the more flexible ones adapt themselves to the

more stable levels. Each political party holds a set of tenets

which it tries to impress upon voters. At the beginning of a

campaign quite a number of people give “Republican” answers

to some questions and “Democratic” answers to others. But as

the campaign goes on, there is a tendency for the opinion

structure of more and more people to become more and more
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homogeneous. When the changes are studied, the topics can

be ranked according to their degree of flexibility. Vote intention

is most stable
j
attitudes on more specific topics tend to become

consistent with party position. Among these topics, in turn,

there are some which seem to be dragged along by others. In

the 194.0 campaign, for instance, opinions on the personalities

of the candidates were relatively more stable, and opinions on

specific issues, such as the role of the Government in economic

affairs, were likely to be adjusted to the evaluation of the men.

These are only some of the processes through which opin-

ions are formed and modified. But they should help to answer

a question raised previously, namely, whether shifts in attitudes

move in any definite direction. For, whether the process of

change involves the resolution of cross-pressures, the influence

of opinion leaders or external events, or mutual interactions,

the result of change is increased consistency, both within groups

and within individuals. As these processes mold and modify

opinions, the group members find themselves in closer agree-

ment with each other
5
there is thus the simultaneous move-

ment toward increased homogeneity within groups and in-

creased polarization between groups which we described earlier.

And correlatively, as the individual conforms more closely to

his social environment, as he resolves his cross-pressures and

finds vague feelings crystallized into definite opinions, many

of the inconsistencies in his private set of attitudes will dis-

appear.

Finally, while these generalizations refine the results of

the present study, it is important to recognize their preliminary

and tentative character. Investigations of other specific situa-

tions may lead to new generalizations or may indicate the need

to modify those outlined here. One must keep in mind the rela-

tion of a specific study and the type of generalization which

we consider. They summarize the information thus far col-

lected, but they are not only summaries. They operate also as

guides in new researches, for, with them in mind, we know
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from the start what to look for. Such generalizations, how-

ever, are always too general. The concepts which they imply

must be translated into specific indices adapted to the concrete

situation. It is through new researches and a constant interplay

between data and generalizations that systematic progress is

achieved.

Avenues of Further Research

There are four major questions which require further in-

vestigation and clarification.

First of all we should like to repeat the present study under

different political conditions. Are vote decisions arrived at

through different processes when the election centers around

important issues? In recent presidential campaigns, such as

those studied in 1940 and 1944, there have been few issues on

which the major parties W'ere split. As a result, party tradition

and machine politics have been potent factors in vote decisions.

But there is growing evidence that the Republican and Demo-
cratic parties are now moving toward sharper conflict on such

basic issues as labor legislation. Future presidential campaigns,

then, should provide an opportunity to study how attitudes

toward specific issues are crystallized, and how these attitudes

are related to vote traditions and group influences.

Much the same sort of information can be obtained by

conducting similar studies in local elections. We know that in

most of these attention is focused on local issues and that in

many of them temporary combinations of interested groups

cut across party lines. Under such conditions, party activities

are reduced. Before the individual can reach a vote decision,

he must make up his mind about specific issues and policies.

He may therefore be open to persuasion from various sources,

and the processes through which he develops a vote decision

may be different from those which operated in recent presi-

dential campaigns.

Secondly, we should like to learn more about the personali-

ties and social backgrounds of individuals who change their
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attitudes. This would require detailed case studies of both

“shifters” and “constants.” In the Erie County studyj special

interviews were conducted with the changers, but limitations

of funds did not permit us to go as far as we would have liked

or as is necessary.

A third problem concerns the relation of the influences

uncovered through panel analysis to the total flow of influ-

ences and decision within the community. Panel results can

often be Understood only when the general background of the

community is considered. One of the limitations of the present

study, for example, resulted from our failure to study the

total community in greater detail. Toward the end of the

interviewing we learned from our respondents how important

the local Republican machine was in influencing the formation

of opinion. By that time, however, it was no longer feasible

to study the political situation adequately.

A similar shortcoming was our failure to study the opinion

leaders more thoroughly. When the panel subjects mentioned

that they had received information or advice from other per-

sons, that fact was recorded and the total incidence of personal

influences was determined. But there was no attempt to inter-

view the opinion leaders themselves.

This was remedied in a later research, the results of which

will soon appear. Here again the study centered around a panel

of respondents, this time in an Illinois community. But here,

the opinion leaders received special attention: anyone men-

tioned by a panel member as being influential was asked a

series of special questions designed to determine his sources of

information and opinion. In this way we were able to obtain

a clearer picture of the flow of influence in that community.

We did not view it only through the eyes of individual panel

members, but were able to trace it along a series of vertical

and horizontal chains.

The fourth challenge is of a methodological nature. Neither

the values nor the limitations of panel methods have been

fully explored as yet. How long can a panel be retained? On
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what topics can repeated interviews be used safeiy, and on what

other subjects will repetition bias the information collected in

later interviews? Would we gain further insights if we ana-

lyzed panel results according to the sophisticated mathematical

techniques developed by the time-series analysts? How is

current laboratory experimentation on attitude formation re-

lated to field studies in which repeated interviews are used?

Fortunately, we have an opportunity to study some of these

questions. The Committee on Measurement of Opinion, Atti-

tudes and Consumer Wants, set up by the National Research

Council and the Social Science Research Council, obtained

funds from the Rockefeller Foundation in order to study the

theory and application of panel techniques.

Even during the preliminary phases of the Erie County
study it became clear that the technique of repeated interviews

was in no way restricted to studies of political propaganda. It

is a general method, applicable to any study of attitudes which

develop over a period of time. For example, if we want to

correct ethnic attitudes, or modify consumer wants, or improve
international understanding, we must do more than describe

attitudes. We must also study how such attitudes are developed
and how they can be influenced. These are all problems for the

kind of dynamic social research exemplified in the present

study.
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CHAPTER

nfroducfion

This is a report on modern American political behaylor—
specifically on the formation of votes during a presidential

campaign. Every four years, the country stages a large-scale

experiment in political propaganda and public opinion. The
,

stimuli, are comprised of everything the two parties do to elect

their candidates. What the people do in the course of this

campaign represents the reactions reviewed and analyzed in

these pages.

We are interested here in all those conditions which deter-

mine the political behavior of people. Briefly, our problem is

this: to discover how and why people decided to vote as they

did. What were the major influences upon them during the

campaign of 1940? We believe we know some of the answers
j

we are sure we do not know them all. Similar studies of a series

of major elections, especially in comparison with one another,

will confirm the valid findings of this report, correct its de-

ficiencies, and in general clarify and complete existing knowl-

edge of the determinants of political opinion in a modern
democracy.

There are several ways to analyze elections. Until relatively

recently, official vote records constituted the only available ma-
terial on elections. They were useful for the study of the geo-

graphical distribution of the political temper of the people and

not much else. Then a group of political scientists centering

around the University of Chicago introduced what might be

called the ecological analysis of voting. By examining vote

records for small units of a city or state for which a considerable
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number of background (census) data were availablcj they were

able to isolate to some extent the effects upon vote of sucli, fac-

tors as religion and nationality and gross economic status. Al-

though they worked under the handicap of dealing with voters

in the large-—e.g., not everyone living in a predominantly Irish

district was an Irishman—nevertheless they increased our un-

derstanding of some major determinants of political decision.

Then came the public opinion polls and they advanced our

knowledge by relatiiig political opinion to the characteristics of

the individual voter and by revealing vote intentions before the

election itself. /Thus they made much more precise the study of

certain determinants of vote andy to some extent, they made

possible the study of the development of vote during a political

campaign.

But it was at this very point that further progress was needed.

The full effect of a campaign cannot be investigated through a

sequence of polls conducted with different people. They show

only majority tendencies which are actually the residual result

of various sorts of changes—to or from indecision and from one

party to the other. They conceal minor changes which cancel

out one another and even major changes if they are countered

by opposing trends. And most of all, they do not show who is

changing. They do not follow the vagaries of the individual

voter along the path to his vote, to discover the relative effect

of various influential factors upon his final vote.

( In short, never before has the development of the person’s

v^e been traced throughout a political campaign, from his pre-

convention attitudes through his reactions to the barrage of

propaganda which constitutes the campaign proper to his actual

vote on Election Day. Only by such an investigation can we
establish more closely the roles of the several influences upon
vote (and other political attitudes), from both predispositions

and stimuli. This study, designed to yield such answers, used
the so-called panel technique as the next step forward in opinion

repeated inte^mins of- the
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A New Research Method

Let us briefly examine the technical plan of the investigation^

an outline of it is represented by the graphical scheme shown in

Chart 1.

The survey was done in Erie County^ Ohio^ located on Lake

Erie between Cleveland and Toledo. This county was chosen

because it was small enough to permit close supervision of the

interviewers^ because it was relatively free from sectional pecu-

liaritieSj because it was not dominated by any large urban center

although it did furnish an opportunity to compare rural politi-

cal opinion with opinion in a small urban center^ and because

for forty years—^in every presidential election in the twentieth

century—-it had deviated very little from the national voting

trends. Because of the diversity of American lifcj there is no

such thing as a “typical American county.” But it is not un-

likely that Erie County was as representative of the northern

and western sections of the country as any similarly small area

could be. In any cascj we were studying th^ d^elo^menl ol

votes and not their distribution.

In’ May7T9A0,’ every fourth house in Erie County was visited

by a member of the staff of from twelve to fifteen specially

trained local interviewers, chiefly women. In this way, approx-

imately 3,000 persons were chosen to represent as closely as

possible the population of the county as a whole. This group

—

the poll—resembled the county in age, sex, residence, educa-

tion, telephone and car ownership, and nativity.

From this poll, four groups of 600 persons each were se-

lected by stratified sampling. Each group was closely matched

to the others and constituted, in effect, a miniature sample of the

whole poll and of the county itself.^ Of these four groups of

600, three were reinterviewed only once each—one in July,

one in August, and one in October. They were used as “con-

trol groups” to test the effect that repeated interviewing might

have on the panel.^ At the same time they provided a larger

sample (1,200 respondents) on a variety of important ques-
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tions asked at the control points. The fourth group—the panel

—was interviewed once each month from May to November.
Interviews were spaced about a month apart to fit best the

natural course of campaign events. The first two interviews

were made in May and JunCj, prior to the Republican Conven-

tion—the original poll and the first recall on the panel mem-
bers. The third interview came in Julyj between the two con-

ventionsj and the fourth in Augustj after both conventions. Two
more calls were made between the conventions and Election

Day, the second as close to the eve of the election as possible.

The seventh and last interview was made in November, shortly

after the election.

Thus, the 600 people of the panel were kept under continual

observation from May until November, 1940. Whenever a per-

son changed his vote intention in any way, from one interview

to the next, detailed information was gathered on why he had

changed. The respondents were also interviewed regularly on

their exposure to campaign propaganda in all the media of

communication-— the press, radio, personal contacts, and others.

In addition, the repeated interviews made it possible to secure

voluminous information about each respondent's personal char-

acteristics, social philosophy, political history, personality traits,

relationships with other people, opinions on issues related to the

election—in short, information on anything which might con-

tribute to our knowledge of the formation of his political pref-

erences.^

Let us demonstrate the yield of the panel technique in the

case of a particular individual. This example is atypical in that

he changed his mind more frequently than the average voter

but he was deliberately selected in order to show how such

changes can be followed through repeated interviewing.

This young man, undecided in May, voted for Roosevelt in

November. But it would be incorrect to assume that at some

point during the campaign he simply made up his mind once

and for all. Actually, he followed a devious route on his way to

the polls. He was a first voter with some high school educa-
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tion and with a slightly better than average socio-economic

level. At first he favored Taft for the Republican nomination

because he was a fellow resident of Ohioj but on the other side

of his indecision was his tendency to vote Democratic “because

my grandfather is affiliated with that party.” This tendency

won out in July when he announced that he would vote for

Roosevelt to please his grandfather. In August j
however^ his

opposition to the President's stand on conscription gained the

upper hand and he came out for Willkie, even though he knew

little about him. At this point his vote intention represented a

vote against conscription and Roosevelt^s pressure for it. At

the same time, he generalized this disapproval of conscription

into a disapproval of the third term. The following month he

changed again: he simply did not know enough about Willkie to

cling to him so he reverted to a state of indecision and began

to think that he would not vote at all. This attitude persisted

throughout the last days of the campaign, when he indicated

that the outcome of the election did not make any difference to

him. During August and September he believed Willkie would

win but later he was undecided on that too, partly because a

movie audience had booed the Republican candidate in a news-

reel appearance a few days before. But on Election Day, he

voted for Roosevelt. He was repelled at the very end of the

campaign by what he considered Willkie^s begging for votes

and he was strongly influenced by fellow workers at the foundry

where he was employed. The saga of the formation of his vote

illustrates the kinds of data not available before the develop-

ment of the repeated interview technique.

In summary, then, the panel was devised as a more effective

method of getting at the important questions. What is the effect

of social status upon vote? How are people influenced by the

party conventions and the nominations? What role does formal
propaganda play? How about the press and the radio? What
of the influence of family and friends? Where do issues come
in, and how? Why do some people settle their vote early and
some late? In short, how do votes develop? Why do people
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vote as they do? By inference and by direct accounts of the

respondentSj we shall try to show what influences operated be-

tween May and November to determine the ballots cast on

November 5, 1940.

Before pushing on to the findings themseivesj let us sum-

marize briefly thejiiajor contributions of the panel technique.

iWe can determine who the changers are during the cam-

paign and can study their characteristics.; The best example of

this kind of analysis will be found in Chapters VI and VII.

(2) We can accumulate information pertaining to the whole

campaign from one interview to the next. For examplcj we are

able to distinguish people according to whether they were ex-

posed to predominantly Republican or predominantly Demo-
cratic propaganda, on the basis of indices constructed from their

answers at different times.y Examples appear in Chapters V, X,

and XIV.

\i3) When a respondent changes his vote intention between

two interviews, we catch his opinion in a process of flux. It

obviously tells us little to ask a man who has voted Republican

all his life why he favors the present Republican candidate. If,

however, a respondent intended to vote Democratic last month

and this month intends to vote Republican, the reasons for his

change ena|)le us to gauge the effectiveness of the propaganda

and other influences to which he was subjected. Such informa-

tion is discussed, for example, in Chapters IV, VIII, IX, and X,

(4) Repeated interviews also permit us to trace the effects of

propaganda statistically. For example, we can study the people

who are undecided at one interview but who have an opinion

at the next. Anything such people did or thought at the time of

the first interview, then, precedes the time of their decision.

By studying such data, we can infer what made the respondents

decide as they did. This kind of information is quite different

from that found in the usual public opinion surveys, which

provide data related to opinion at the same point in time. There

we cannot tell what is cause and what is effect, but the re-

peated interview technique allows us to establish a time se~
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quence and therefore greatly facilitates causal analysis. Ex-

amples of this sort of analysis will be found in Chapters VIII,

XII, and XV.

A Guide for the Reader

Finally, a brief preview of the organization of the book may

serve as orientation. The following chapter, describing the

county in which this study was made and recalling the time of

the study, completes the introduction. The next three chapters,

on the social and ideological differences between the parties and

on the voters’ degree of participation in the election, deal with

the more or less stable characteristics of the respondents. These

early chapters serve a twofold purpose: they report findings

important in their own right and they set the background against

which much of the rest of the study must be seen.

Once we have established the basic differences between the

supporters of the two major parties, we move on in Chapters

VI and VII to characterize the changers—the people who
changed their vote intention in one way or another during the

campaign proper. ' Such people are of particular interest because

they are the only ones who decide how to vote while the cam-

paign is going on. First the characteristics of three types of

voters are compared: those who decide how to vote before the

campaign starts, those who decide during the convention period,

and those who do not decide until late in the campaign. We
then turn to a consideration of the different kinds of vote chang-

ers, i.e., the different ways in which people whose vote inten-

tion fluctuates one way or another finally come to a definite

vote decision.’

Then follows a section of four chapters (Chapters VIII to

XI) dealing with the effects of the campaign upon the various

groups of voters previously delineated. Each of the three ma-
jor effects of the campaign is discussed in a separate chapter,

and their comparative importance is considered in Chapter XL
This four-chapter section discusses the effects of the campaign

as a whole. The final chapters deal with the role of several
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specific campaign influences. Chapter XII indicates the role of

expectations—speculations about the winner, the bandwagon

effect, etc. Chapter XIII reveals the nature of the political

content of the newspapers, magazines, and radio programs to

which the respondents were exposed during the campaign and

then Chapter XIV takes up the role of these formal media of

communication in bringing people to their vote decisions. Chap-

ter XV considers the role of social groups in maximizing po-

litical agreement among their members and Chapter XVI re-

lates this political homogeneity to the effect of person-to-per-

son contacts.

In short, this report progresses from the background charac-

teristics of the electorate to an analysis of the people who change

their minds during the campaign, to a presentation of the in-

fluences of the campaign as a whole, and finally to a discussion

of the sources of such influence.
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few Negro families in Sandusky, they were not located in clus-

ters. There were few spots which might be designated as slums

in the town and there were no rural slums.

The cultural and social life of the county was perhaps not

atypical of the middle-western small-town and rural section.

The people depended on simple things for pleasures. The fam-

ily was an important social unit (and political as well, as we
shall see later), with considerable social activity going on in the

home. Sandusky was known as a ^^church town” and the church

was often the core of social life. Each church had a wide range

of organizations for men, women and children. The preachers

were conservative: they preached the gospel and did not par-

ticipate much in civic or political affairs. Fraternal and business

groups were normally active as were the usual forum and dis-

cussion groups. The school system was manned by competent,

progressive, non-partisan elements. The Catholic Church

maintained a few parochial schools, but the attendance in the

public schools was about ten times as large. There was no-col-

lege in the county but education in the formal sense appeared

to receive the support of the population at large and the teach-

ing profession was respected within the community. The educa-

tional level of the county was considerably above the average

for the United States as a whole. By and large, the people in

Erie County gave the appearance of mingling without any great

degree of ^^ciass consciousness.”

There were three local newspapers in Sandusky—few towns

of that size have so many—-and in addition to them the people

of the county read the Cleveland Plain Dealer and a smattering

of other out-of-town papers. Of the local papers, one was

strongly Republican, one nominally Democratic but actually

neutral, and one mildly and belatedly Democratic. The Cleve-

land Plain Dealer broke with its Democratic tradition in 1940

and came out for Willkie. Cleveland and Toledo radio stations

covering all the major networks had good reception in Erie

County.



crops were usually good, in many instances better than the

state average. Compared to the nation as a whole, the farm

population was quite prosperous. A few farm organizations de-

voted themselves mainly to agricultural problems
j

political

matters were seldom touched upon directly.

The industry of the county was perhaps unusual in that it

was scattered among 60 establishments employing about 3,000

persons in all and producing a widely diversified array of man-

ufactured items. The largest plant operating in the area at the

time was a paper-box concern employing 900 workers. San-

dusky, with a good harbor, was an important port on the

Great Lakes in tonnage shipped, the chief load being coal.

Due partly to the variety of industrial enterprises and partly

to widespread dependence upon agriculture, the county escaped

much of the violence of economic shifts during the depression

years. The tenor of business affairs was generally conservative

and cautious. Most of the plants and enterprises were locally

owned and operated with comparatively little outside money
invested in the business. With little absentee ownership, the

common pattern was that of a closely held, family-unit type of

business. In spite of the large number of small businesses in the

town, industrial control of the city was well established during

the years preceding 1940. There had been some conflict within

business circles regarding the advisability of attracting new in-

dustry to the community, and the opposition faction was largely

successful in blocking expansion and maintaining a labor situa-
t 11. .1 1 -Ti .1 1 yC.I
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State organizations. Labor was not an important influence in the

county
j
the domination of business over labor was freely ad-

mitted by local labor leaders. Only Sandusky contained labor

organizations and that city was essentially an open-shop commu-
nity. Labor did not form a political bloc as such, and no group

or individual was able to deliver the labor vote. On the whole,

the labor picture was apathetic rather than calm.

The County and Politics

There were no special interest groups in Erie County wield-

ing important political influence. None of the ethnic groups

—

Negroes, Germans, or others—formed an organized voting

unit. The minority parties were not strong and there was no

youth movement in the county (although there was a Young
Republican Club). The votes of neither veteran nor fraternal

groups could be delivered
j
and there were too few relief clients

for them to be influential as a unit.

The 1940 campaign found the Republican party organization

tightly knit throughout the county and the Democratic organi-

zation split and much less effective. Several factors contributed

to this state of affairs. First, the Democrats locally and within

the state had long been subject to friction within their ranks.

Again, the Republicans had more party funds with which to

operate. And finally, the Republicans had been out of office so

long that they felt keenly the need to organize. Each of the

party organizations did a certain amount of face-to-face work

but the better-organized Republicans did a more effective job,

depending to a large extent on the strength of the women’s or-

ganizations.

The Setting of the Study

On November 5, 1940, the people of the United States went

to the polls to elect a president to lead them through the crucial

years of the war. Hitler’s blitzkrieg was in full swing. He had

already taken over Austria, Poland, and Czechoslovakia, and
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during the pre-election period his armies marched through the

Low Countries and conquered France. Just before the election,

his ally Italy invaded Greece. The United States traded some

old warships to Britain for naval and air bases in the Atlantic,

Military conscription was begun. The wholesale suppression of

civil rights in the totalitarian countries highlighted the picture

of a nation democratically choosing a leader amid free dis-

cussion.

The 1 940 campaign also gained interest from the sharply

delineated personalities of the major candidates. Each had

broken precedents in a spectacular way. One was the incumbent

running for a third termj the other had risen meteoricaily

to become the nominee of the party against which he had voted

throughout most of his career.

The major events—local, national and international—which

occurred during the period of the campaign and of the study

are represented in Chart 2. They may help to recall the at-

mosphere of the 1940 campaign.

Chart 2

1940 Cam-patgn Events in Erie County

Period Local Events National Events International Events

Last half of June Second interview of

panel respondents

Knox and Stimson

appointed to cab-

inet

GOP votes peace

platform. Willkie

and McNary
nominated.

France asks for

peace

French si^n Hitler's

terms

French-Italian ar-

mistice signed

First half of July Third interview of

panel, second in-

terview of “Con-
trol A”

Mrs. R-o 0 s e V e 1

1

speaks in Lake-

side, Ohio
Roosevelt says he

will not send men
overseas.

Churchill announces

bulk of French

fleet seized or de-

stroyed

Laval announces

“corporative” state

Second half of July Roosevelt and Wal-
lace nominated at

Democratic Con-
vention

Pan-American Con-
ference in Havana



to Willkie

g-ust Dealer switches

to Willkie

ceptance speech at

Elwood, lad.

Wallace resign s

cabinet post

Alien registration

Senate passes draft

bill

in £rst big raid.

First half of Sep-

tember

FDR’s Labor Day
speech calling

upon the U.S. to

unite for total de-

fense

Congress passes
Draft Act

Britain gets U. S.

ships in exchange

for air and navy

bases

First of 14 days of

London air raids

Second half of Sep-

tember

Fifth interview of

panel

Roosevelt signs
Draft Act

U.S. bans scrap iron

sale to Japan
iVillkie c a m p a i g n

trip through the

Middle and Far

West (8 major
speeches)

German - Italian -

Japanese 10-year

military alliance

First half of Octo-

ber

Willkie speaks in

Sandusky

Last day for vote

registration

Roosevelt visits Ohio

in “non-political”

defense inspection

trip

Balkan crisis

Last half of October Sandusky News
backs Roosevelt

Sixth interview of

panel, second in-

terview of “Con-
trol C”

Gerald L. K. Smith

addresses 3,000

people in Will-

kie rally in

Sandusky

Conscription regis-

tration

John L. Lewis backs

Willkie

Willkie in the Mid-
west and East (8

major speeches)

Roosevelt’s first
three pol itical

speeches of the

campaign

Italy invades Greece

First half of No-
vember

Seventh interview

of panel

Last campaign
speeches: Roose-

velt in Brooklyn

and Cleveland j

Willkie in New
York

Election Day, No-
vember 5th



CHAPTER III

Social Differences between

Republicans and Democrats

Any practical politician worth his salt knows a great deal

about the stratification o£ the American electorate. It is part

of his everyday working equipment to know what kinds of

people are likely to be dyed-in-the-wool Republicans or tradi-

tional Democrats. He would not be in business long if he did

not know who was most susceptible to the arguments of either

party.

Today, in most sections of the country, the politician can

count on the banker, the business manager, the farmer, the

bishop and a good many of his flock to vote Republican. In the

same way, he knows that the immigrant, the working man, the

priest and most of his parishioners—particularly those in cities

—constitute the mainstay of the Democratic party outside the

Solid South.

The features by which the politician differentiates a Republi-

can and a Democrat, then, seem to be economic status, religion,

residence, and occupation. To these can be added a fifth—age.

Tradition has it that youth shuns the conservative, in politics as

well as in clothes, music, and manners.

For the most part, the study of Erie County’s voting be-

havior in 1940 confirms this voice of experience. But it does

more than merely lend scientific status to common-sense knowl-

edge. By systematizing the knowledge, by giving an actual

measure of the influence of each of these factors of stratification,

the study places them in their proper rank-order and brings out

their interdependence.
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The Role of Socio-Economic Status

Before discussing the role which socio-economic status plays

in the composition of the two major political parties, let us

consider the index by which we measure this characteristic.

Public opinion research customarily makes use of interview-

ers’' ratings of socio-economic status. For convenience let us

refer to them as SES ratings. Interviewers are trained to assess

the homes, possessions, appearance, and manner of speech of the

respondents and to classify them into their proper stratum in the

community according to a set quota. The people with the best

homes, furniture, clothes, etc., i.e., the ones with the most

money, would be classed as and the people at the other

extreme would be D’s. In Erie County, the quota was approxi-

mated in the following distribution: A, 3%j B, 14%^ C-f-,

33%5 C—, 30%5 and D, 20%h
There are a number of general considerations implied in such

a classification which can only briefly be summarized here.^

The first question concerns the reliability of such a classification

procedure. Would two independent tests yield the same re-

sults? We have some evidence on this question. Experiments

have shown that two sets of ratings, representing two indepen-

dent appraisals of the same subjects by the same interviewers

but spaced three weeks apart, have a correlation of .8. When
the same subjects are observed by two different interviewers,

the correlation goes down to .6 or .7.^ Although there is some

variation, then, the ratings provide a fairly stable classification.

But do these ratings classify people so that the result corre-

sponds to general experience? Again there is evidence to show

that the SES ratings are closely related to the material posses-

sions of the respondents. The higher the rating, the higher the

average income, the average number of expensive household

articles owned, and so on.^

These SES ratings are closely related to the educational level

of the subjects. Also, the higher ratings go to business and

professional people, while the lower ones are given mainly to

workers and manual laborers.
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In shortj special studies have shown that these qualitative

ratings represent a sort of average ofj or common factor tOj the

various status ratings for the different specific social groups

with which people are associated. It is well known, for example,

that in many communities a family name that dates from cen-

turies back brin^ more prestige than does wealth. A respondent

with money and family status is ranked higher by interviewers

than one who qualifies on only one of these two points. And the

latter person, in turn, would be placed ahead of someone who
had neither money nor a time-honored name. The SES ratings

can therefore be considered a measure of the number of quali-

fications each respondent has for a high rank on the socio-eco-

nomic scale.'' In this sense, the SES ratings represent a general

stratification index.

Now, to what extent did the SES levels differentiate party

vote? To what extent did people on the various levels support

the Republicans or the Democrats? The answer is that there

were twice as many Republicans on the A level as on the D
level (Chart 3). And with each step down the SES scale, the

proportion of Republicans decreases and the proportion of

Democrats correspondingly increases.

Such a general index, useful as it is in establishing general

relationships, often obscures interesting nuances. For example,

a sociologist interested in the concept of “class” might believe

that such an index of socio-economic stratification befogs the

issue more than it clarifies it. He might suggest that it is the

objective and concrete position of the individual in the general

system of business and production that really matters. For a

statistical answer to this problem, a sub-classification of the re-

spondents m^Mn the diSerent SES levels is necessary. Al-
though it is not the purpose of this study to consider stratifica-

tion systems in any great detail, an example or two of such sub-

classifications will show that the general SES index does not
obscure the more refined problems of social stratification, but
rather aids in the study of them.

As a first basis for further classification (Chart 4), we can
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use the occupations of our respondents. On each SES level, the

^%pper” occupational groups—professionals, business men, cler-

ical and commercial people—were more Republican than the

^^ower” groups (skilled mechanics, factory workers, and man-

ual laborers

However, once people are classified by the general SES
index, the further classification by occupation does not refine

the groups very greatly. In other words, people of the same

general socio-economic status have about the same political atti-

tudes regardless of their occupations. When the contribution of

the general SES level is held constant, the influence of occupa-

tion itself upon vote is small indeed.

But perhaps the crucial factor is not so much a personas ob-

jective occupation as his own opinion of his social status. A
worker, for instance, may be or aspire to be a foreman and

hence may identify himself with management. He may then

,

feel that his personal welfare is linked to the welfare of busi-

ness rather than labor. Perhaps a personas own “class” identifi-

[ cation influences his vote more than his actual occupation. In

order to study this possibility, the following question was asked

in October and November:® “To which of the following groups

do you feel you belong? ” For those who did not consider them-

selves in any of the groups, the following question was raised:

“In which group are you most interested?” The answers which

the respondents gave to these questions provided the data for

our second sub-classification.

The identifications which people make in their own minds

are more important in determining their vote than is their ob-

jective occupation (Chart 5). This is not surprising since we
here introduce an attitudinal element closely related to other

attitudinal factors which influence vote. In fact, the addition of

this element of identification considerably improves the predict-

ability of political allegiance available from the classification by
SES levels alone (Chart 3). There we found twice as many
Republicans on the highest SES levels (A-{~B) as on the lowest.

Now, with the people’s own social identification included, the
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CHART 5

Whereas actual occupation does little to refine the relation-

ship between SES level and vote^ it makes more difference

whether a voter considers himself as belonging to ^^business^^

or ^Habor.^^

C+ r*

Business Labor Busin®® Labor Business Labor Business Lctoor

] Democrats tZr'yA Republicans ( ) Totol Cases

discrimination has increased to a ratio of almost three-to-one.

In short, the general SES index can be refined by combina-

tion with other social measures—particularly identification. As

the social characterization of the respondent becomes more de-

tailed a closer relationship to political affiliation can be estab-

lished, The wealthier people, the people with more and better

possessions, the people with business interests—these people

were usually Republicans. The poorer people, the people whose

homes and clothes were of lower quality, the self-acknowledged

laboring class—they voted Democratic. Different social charac-

teristics, different votes.

Religious Affiliation and Age

In Erie County there was another factor which was no less

important than SES level. That was religious affiliation.

Sixty percent of the Protestants and only 23% of the Catho-
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lies had Republican vote intentions in May. At first glance^

this might appear to be a spurious result. As a groups Catholics

are ordinarily lower in economic status than Protestants and

hence this result may simply reflect SES levels. But it does not.

On each SES level, religious affiliation plays an important role

in determining political affiliation (Chart 6).

CHART 6

Religious ajfiUation splits vote sharply. This cannot be

attributed to the fact that Catholics in this country are^

on the average^ lower in SES level than Protestants. The
relationship between vote and religious affiliation holds

true on each SES level.

A+B C4- C- D

Protes- CatJio- Protes- Cafho- Prates- Catho- Protes- Catho-

tant lie tanf lie font lie font lie

I I Democrots Y^/Z/A Republicans { ) Total Cases

This difference between Protestants and Catholics may have
several explanations. Perhaps it was due to differences in the

national origins of the religious groups. In the big cities, the
Irish, Polish, and Italian people—most of whom are Catholic
—have strong ties with the Democratic party. But this is not
adequate to explain the voting behavior of Erie County Catho-
lics. For there was only one nationality group, other than the
Anglo-Saxon, of any appreciable size in Erie County—the Ger-
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man. The religious composition of this group was the same as

that of the rest of the population residing in Erie County.

But that attempt at explanation, unsatisfactory in itself, con-

tains the germ of another hypothesis which undoubtedly has

greater validity. The Catholics have traditionally been affili-

ated with the Democratic party through the waves of Irish,

Italian, and Polish immigration. Many Democratic party lead-

ers have been Catholics—note these recent chairmen of the na-

tional committee: Raskob, Farley, Flynn, Walker, Hannegan

—

and A1 Smith, the Democratic candidate in 1928, is the only

Catholic ever nominated for the Presidency. The political

affiliation of the Catholics is explained, to some extent, by this

simple historical fact.

It is possible, too, that this tendency is reinforced by the

traditional inclination of the Catholic clergy toward the Dem-
ocratic party developing out of the immigration history of the

different European nationalities. Although the priests may not

have exerted any direct influence, their preferences probably

filtered through to their religious communities. It is not un-

likely that some parishioners, especially those not too interested

in politics in the first place, simply follow the lead of their

priest as an expression of the group solidarity so frequently

found among Catholics.

Another possibility is that the predominant Democratic vote

of the Catholics is the expression of an out-group supporting

the out-party. In most American communities, the Catholics

are in the minority when compared with the Protestants as a

wholej and in most northern communities the Democrats rep-

resent a minority party despite their recent successes, since the

“normal” vote is Republican. The Catholics may vote Demo-
cratic as an affirmation of this common minority identification.®

The differences in the political inclinations of the two relig-

ious groups serves to introduce the relationship between age and

vote preference. Legend has it that older people are more con-

servative in most things, including politics, both because they

like to perpetuate their own idealized past and because they
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have more to conserve. By the same tokenj younger people are

more liberal, more receptive to change. If one accepts the com-

mon stereotypes—that the Republican party is more “conserva-

tive” and the Democrats more “liberal”—then the legend

seems to hold for Erie County in 1940.

In May, 50% of those below 45 years of age, but 55% of

those over 45 intended to vote Republican. However, this re-

sult does not hold for the Protestants and Catholics separately

(Chart 7 ) . Only among the Protestants were the older people

CHART 7

Within each religious grou'p the younger voters

show tendencies of opposition. Younger Protes-

tants vote less Republican than older Protestants

j

and younger Catholics less Democratic than older

Catholics.

PROTESTAMTS CATHOLICS

45 YEARS
a OVER

BELOW 45
YEARS

45 YEARS
a OVER

j

1

72%
84%

s % 7/
(214) 060)

( ) Total Cases[ZZ3 Democrats 7772 Republicons

more Republican. Among the Catholics, the relationship was
reversed: the older people were more Democratic. This refine-

ment of the relationship between age and political preference
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probably has two explanations. First, the younger people, who
are generally less church-influenced than their elders, show less

influence of religion upon vote. Thus young Protestants are

less Republican than old Protestants and young Catholics less

Democratic than old Catholics. And secondly, the myth that

age brings political conservatism—here shown to be incorrect

—

may apply in another sense. Like appetite, custom grows by

what it feeds on. The religious factors which influence vote

preference are intensified through the years so that they carry

more weight for the elderly. They have a longer time to exer-

cise their influence, to indoctrinate the respondent, to affect him

through the common elements. In other words, advancing age

may not bring folmcal conservatism but it does bring sodd
conservatism.

An Index of PoUticd Predisfosition

To this point, we have isolated two major influences upon

vote: the SES level and religious affiliation. And, incidentally,

we have seen that the political effect of age differs for Catholics

and Protestants. A number of other factors were investigated,

but only one proved statistically significant: there were 14%
more Republican voters in the rural part of the county than

in Sandusky, the one large industrialized town with a popula-

tion of 25,000.

Other differences were less important. Women were some-

what more inclined to favor the Republican party. The same

was true for better-educated people, but education is so highly

related to SES level that it is hard to say whether the influence

of education alone would be distinguishable if a more refined

economic classification were used.

The multiple correlation between vote and the social factors

discussed above is approximately .5.^^ But the greatest part of

the predictive value of all these factors derives from three fac-
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tors: SES levely religion, and residence. Of all rich Protestant

farmers almost 75% voted Republican, whereas 90% of the

Catholic laborers living in Sandusky voted Democratic.

In order to use these factors in a simple way, we constructed

an index of political predisposition (IPP)^“ so that the. respon-

dents could be classified on a scale ranging from those with

strong Republican predispositions at one extreme to those with

strong Democratic predispositions at the other. While an index

is, of course, cruder than a coefficient of multiple correlation, it

does serve to distinguish easily among the votes of people with

different combinations of personal characteristics (Chart 8).

The proportion of Republicans falls off consistently and signifi-

CHART 8

High SES level
y affiliation with the Protestant re-

ligiony and rural residence fredispose a voter for the

Republican party; the opposites of these factors make
for Democratic predisposition. Summarized in an in-

dex of political predisposition (/PP), their effect is

illustrated by the high correlation with vote intention.

POLITICAL PREDISPOSITION
strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly

Rep. Rap. Rep. Dm Dem. Dem.



cantly from one extreme of political predispositions to the other.

And thus a simple combination of three primary personal char-

acteristics goes a long way in “explaining” political preferences.

There is a familiar adage in American folklore to the effect

that a person is only what he thinks he is, an adage which re-

flects the typically American notion of unlimited opportunity,

the tendency toward self-betterment, etc. Now we find that the

reverse of the adage is true: a person thinks, politically, as he is,

ciailv. Social



Ideological I ^ n

Republicans and Democrats

c
Oome of the objective characteristics which distinguished the

average Republican voter from his Democratic counterpart have

now been described. To what extent did the two groups differ

in their thinking about public affairs, especially about the issues

involved in the election?

The first question is whether the social stratification of the

two parties was reflected in attitudes toward social and economic

matters. There is a variety of sources from which we derive an

affirmative answer. As a matter of fact, the difference in the

social philosophies of the two groups of voters was even more

pronounced than their social composition.

Economic and Social Attitudes

The task of propaganda in a political campaign is to arouse

expectations among the voters. What they believe the victory

of their candidate will mean for the country or for themselves

should indicate the social philosophy of the two party groups.

We therefore asked our panel the following two questions:

“What class of people do you think would benefit most by the

election of Roosevelt? What class of people do you think would
benefit most by the election of Willkie?”

The picture of the two candidates as seen through the eyes

of the voters was fairly similar for Republicans and Democrats.

A very large majority of both groups thought that it would be

the common man, the plain people, the working class, who
would benefit if Roosevelt were elected. Both groups also

agreed, although not to the same extent, that Willkie’s victory
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would be best for the business class. But there were a number
of finer distinctions which shed light not only on the image

of the two. candidates but also on the attitude of the electorate

itself.

Seventy-six per cent of the Democrats and 64% of the Re-

publicans thought that the common people would benefit most

by the re-election of Roosevelt. But three-quarters of the

Democrats explicitly used terms of reference such as “workers’^

or “laborers” while an equally large majority of the Republi-

cans talked about “WPA jobholders,” “relief people,” or “un-

employed.” The two groups therefore were agreed on what the

social meaning of a Roosevelt victory would be, but his oppo-

nents felt that the people whom Roosevelt would try to help

were not the most valuable element of the population. In 1940,

the connotations of the term unemployment were still traumatic.

Forty-one per cent of the Republicans stressed that the unem-

ployed would benefit by a Roosevelt victory, but only 3% of the

Democrats used this term. Apparently both groups felt that

“unemployed” was a derogatory term. Obviously, unemploy-

ment is still not regarded as an economic phenomenon.

The picture of Willkie was somewhat less clearly defined.

For one thing there were many more in both party groups who
did not know w/^o would benefit most from his victory. And
the two parties did not agree on Willkie as clearly as they did

on Roosevelt. Fifty-seven per cent of the Democrats felt that

business groups would benefit most from a Willkie victory, but

only 25% of the Republicans thought so. Nineteen per cent of

the Republicans claimed that his victory would be beneficial

for the working class and the common people.

In other words, the majority of both groups looked upon

Willkie as a business man’s and Roosevelt as the working man’s

champion. But while the Democrats let it go at that, there was a

strong tendency among the Republicans to stress that what is

good for business is good for everyone or even to add a specific

claim for Willkie as offering the most promising situation for

the common people too. In short, the onus now rests upon a
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business candidate
j
he must somehow claim a connection with

the people. No parallel obligation rests upon the candidate of

the working people
j
he does not have to pretend to benefit

business.

We now turn to a second source of data on the social attitudes

of the two groups of voters: the arguments which people gave

to explain their change in vote intention. If a respondent was

found to have a vote intention different from the one he gave

at his previous interview, he was asked the reasons for this

change. The main emphasis in these detailed interviews was on

tracing the influence of radio and newspaper. But in the course

of their replies the respondents were bound to mention the ar-

guments which had impressed them.^

More than a third of the Republicans and more than a quar-

ter of the Democrats mentioned economic arguments as reasons

for a change of vote. These arguments fell roughly into two

groups. The majority of them were “class” arguments
^
one

way or another they took a stand on the “poor man—rich man”
issue. The other group had no readily apparent class character.

There were several ways of stating a class position. A “poor

man’s” argument might be approval of the WPA or a state-

ment that Willkie favored big business or the contention that

wages would go down if he were elected. A “rich man’s” argu-

ment might be that Willkie would restore business confidence or

that Roosevelt was ruining business or that he had undermined

the self-reliance of workers by his unemployment policy.

The non-class arguments referred to farm matters
j

to an

anticipated increase in general prosperity under one or the other

candidate
j
to the inadequacy of the President’s relief program

j

to the national debt and the excessive spending under the New
Deal

5

^ and they included several miscellaneous comments such

as “FDR is creating class hatred.”

Of people who mentioned economic arguments when they

made changes favorable to the Republicans/ 49 mentioned class

arguments and 48 non-class arguments. Among the Democrats,

73 made comments on economic issues which had a class charac-
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ter and only 12 did not. Inddentallyj this shows once more
that the Democrats were more inclined to think and argue in

class terms. This does not mean that Democrats were more
^•^class conscious” but rather that they did not experience social

pressure to disguise their class interest.

The vital point for our present discussion is the clear-cut re-

lationship between party and the content of economic argumen-

tation (Table I). The Democrats, when they cited class argu-

TABLE 1: NUMBER OF REPUBLICAN AND DEMOCRATIC
CHANGERS MENTIONING CLASS ARGUMENTS

Type of Argument Republicans Democrats

Poor man’s argument 14 73

Rich man’s argument 35 0

Total class arguments 49 73

ments, usually used ^‘poor man’s” arguments exclusively. The
Republicans stressed mainly the “rich man’s” point of view.

The 14 Republicans who explicitly stated that they changed to

Willkie because his election would be beneficial to the worker

and the common man are an interesting exception. They ar-

gued largely in general terms, saying that Willkie would be

“for the working man,” or that because he had worked his way

up he would understand the needs of the working class. (The

latter point, Willkie’s humble beginnings, was made much of

during the campaign and will be mentioned again later.)

For the future historian, the details of this kind of argumen-

tation should be of great interest. The arguments can logically

be classified in four groups: 1. My own candidate is for —

j

2. The other candidate is for
;

3. The other candidate

is against —
j
4. My own candidate is against — Out

of the more than 100 comments we could draw on, there was

not one case of Type 4, where a vote intention would be ex-

plained by a candidate’s stand against something. The Demo-

crats never said that Roosevelt was against big business or mo-
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nopoliesj and the Republicans never said Willkie would do away

with the WPA or any other social legislation. In this election

at leastj people showed a reluctance to assign any aggressive

tendencies to their own candidates.

The opposition^'s candidate is, of course, freely accused of

being dangerous to specific groups in the population, in argu-

ments of Type 3 above. But here a noteworthy distinction be-

tween the two parties comes to light. The Democrats argued

twice as often in favor of Roosevelt’s social program as they did

against the danger they saw in Willkie’s affiliation with big

business. The Republicans, on the other hand, were inclined

to point up Roosevelt’s dangerous economic policies at least as

often as they stressed Wilikie’s value for the business man.

In sum, whenever economic and social matters were referred

to there was a clear class structure in the argumentation used

by the partisans of the two candidates.

Political Extroversion^^

The second major difference in the attitudes of the supporters

of the two parties can best be introduced by reporting on the

following question which our panel was asked in August and

then again in October: ‘Tf you had to choose for President be-

tween a man who has had mostly experience in government and

a man who has had mostly experience in business, which would
you choose.?”

In October, 40% of the entire panel voted for government

and 47% for business experience with 13% remaining unde-

cided. (In August the figures were very similar—41%, 45%
and 14% respectively.) The sample, therefore, divides fairly

evenly on this issue, but there are sharp party differences

(Chart 9).

The Republicans voted, in large majority, for the business-

man while the Democrats, with practically the same frequency,

preferred a presidential candidate with government experience.

There are probably two factors which have to be drawn on in

the interpretation of this result. One is that one of the two
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candidates had come from a business careerj and the other one

from a career as a public official. To a certain degreCj there-

forCj their followers had to accept this distinction and make the

best of it.

CHART 9

Republicans prefer a president

with business experience^ whereas

Democrats think it more impor-

tant to have a president with gov-

ernment experience.

Republicans Democrats

But at the same time
j

it is hardly a coincidence that the two

standard bearers had such characteristically different pasts.

Since the Civil War it has always been the Democratic presi-

dents who symbolized the importance of government as a pur-

suit of its own. Grover Cleveland is associated with the first

success in Civil Service reform. Woodrow Wilson was a pro-

fessor of government and his notion of the “New Freedom^’

highlighted the role of government. Roosevelt’s New Deal,

finally, called for a completely new conception of our govern-

mental institutions.

The Republican administrations in turn were always more

concerned with business matters. After the Civil War they
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were the symbol of expansion toward the West» McKinley had

to concentrate on monetary or tariff matters. The three Re-

publican administrations after the World War were all elected

on prosperity platforms, with Harding almost an anti-govern-

ment candidate."^ Coolidge thought that “the business of Amer-
ica was business,” and Hoover was the “Great Engineer,” a

representative of successful mining enterprise. In short, the

result in Chart 9 seems to represent the residual effect of a

fairly consistent historical tradition.

CHART 10

In their conversations with friends^

Republicans talked more about

the campaign and less about the

war than Democrats.

Favorite topic

Republican of conversation Democrat

Wor iim

Campaign

(200) Total Coses (148)

The idea might even be further generalized to the notion of

social inclusiveness. We might think of political “extroverts”
who take government more seriously than business and who
give more weight to international than to national concerns.

There is some indication in our material that the differences

between the two parties extend to this broad field. In October
our respondents were asked: “Do you talk with your friends
more about the war or about the coming election?” Chart 10
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shows the answers to this question among people who at the

time had a Republican or a Democratic vote intention.

The Democrats were markedly more interested in the war

than the Republicans, Thus according to our dataj the Demo-
crats were indeed more likely to be political extroverts^ with a

more inclusive viewpoint. They considered private business less

important than public affairSj and were relatively more inter-

ested in the international scene than in domestic matters.

We have thus suggested two ideological differences between

the two parties: (1) they take opposite sides on social issues and

(2) they diverge along a hypothetical scale of political ^^extro-

version’’ or social inclusiveness.®

The War in Europe

These differences are helpful in explaining a third and more

temporary difference between the two parties in 1940: their

attitude toward the European war.

The reader must still remember the climate of war discus-

sion in the summer of 1940. The “phony war” had been suc-

ceeded by a series of shattering German victories. The ques-

tion of American involvement became more and more acute.

The conscription bill had been passed and the industrial de-

fense program had started to gain momentum. Lend-lease was

still to come, but the inclination of the Roosevelt administra-

tion to give aid to the Allies had become apparent. The Ameri-

ca First Committee had begun to set its weight against this

trend in our foreign policy. Whether isolationism was possible

or desirable was the question of the day.

We have two sets of data which show that the Republican

voters tended more toward the isolationist side and the Demo-
crats less. One source is a score which we might call an index

of pro-Allied activism and which is constructed on the cumula-

tive basis used for the IPP in the preceding chapter. Two ques-

tions were used;
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“At the present time, which of the following should the

United States do about helping England—^less than we are

doing now, the same, or more than we are doing now but not

get into the war?^^

“How do you feel about the passage of the conscription bill

—do you approve or disapprove?’’

About 25% of the Republicans opposed both the conscription

program and any increase of aid to Britain whereas only 11%
of the Democrats took this “isolationist” position on both ques-

tions. The relationship becomes especially clear in the extremes.

Of the 38 people who wanted the United States to give less

help to England, 82% were Republicans
5
and of the 42 people

who disapproved of the conscription bill after it was passed,

again 82% were Republicans.

This split in opinion becomes even more apparent if we turn

to our second series, the reasons which respondents with chang-

ing vote intentions offered to explain their change of mind.

Forty-eight per cent of the Democratic changers and 26% of

the Republicans referred to the war in their comments. But

more than half of the Democratic comments were statements to

the effect that one cannot dispense with Roosevelt’s experience

in view of the European crisis, although they did not take a

stand on whether the United States should enter or stay out of

the European war.

About three-fourths of the arguments which took a stand on

this question stated a desire to stay out of the war and one-

fourth did not. Those which did not—the “non-isolationist” ar-

guments—for the most part actually expressed only the aware-

ness that our participation in the war was inevitable and should

be anticipated by a constructive program, rather than taking a

clear-cut interventionist position.

It is here that the difference between the two parties becomes

apparent (Table 11). The Republicans, in almost a solid block,

stressed keeping America out of the war. The Democrats were
strikingly more likely to see the war situation from the point of

view of our possible involvement in it
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TABLE 11: REASON FOR CHANGE WHICH PERMITTED A

Non-Isola-

tionist Ar-

guments

5

19

This elaboration of the differences between the parties should

not be taken to mean that all Democrats disagree on all issues

with all Republicans. In late October, when the formal cam-

paigning reached its most intense stage, only 25% of the re-

spondents were in what might be called whole-hearted agree-

ment with their own parties. That is, only that number held

the “correct’’ attitude on all, or nearly all, of eight arguments

made by both sides.® On the other hand, about 35% of the

partisans were relatively lukewarm toward the arguments made
by their own party. Republicans and Democrats ranked equally

on this scale. In short, there was a good deal of political toler-

ance on the part of the voters. And this is made still more

noteworthy in comparison with the partisanship with which the

campaign managers presented their cases in print and on the

air. As is evident in Chapter XIII, campaign propaganda was

far more partisan than the mass of the people.

Another indication of this lenient attitude toward the cam-

paign is provided by the changes in opinion of some Republi-

cans toward Roosevelt just after the election. Even a week or

so after Election Day, when the smoke of the campaign battles

had hardly had time to clear away, 22% of the Republican

voters had already bettered their opinion of Roosevelt, now
that he had again been elected president. Most of the Re-

publicans, of course, still maintained the opinion they had held

before Election Day.

This relative tolerance in partisanship is partly explained by

the fact that there are a few areas in campaign argumentation

CLASSIFICATION ON THE WAR ISSUE

Isolationist

Arguments

Republicans 36
Democrats 28

Partisanship and Party Argumentation
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on which the two parties substantially agree. The major area

of agreement dealt with the personalities of the candidates. In

a list of eight arguments submitted to the respondents, there

were two arguments dealing with personality characteristics:

“Roosevelt has great personal attractiveness, capacity for

hard work, and keen intelligence.”

“Willkie is a self-made small-town man who made his way

by his genius for industrial organization.”

Not only were these arguments the most widely accepted by

the respondents. In addition, they were the only arguments

accepted by more members of the opposition than disagreed

with them. Even Republicans conceded that Roosevelt was in-

telligent and industrious and even Democrats admitted that

Willkie was a success. Whatever the people may think of

minor politicians, they apparently prefer to believe that the

nominees for the highest office in the land are worthy men.

This is one important factor that facilitates the post-election

adjustment on the part of those who voted for the loser.

The Republicans and Democrats tended to agree about the

personalities of the candidates. There were two other kinds of

reaction to the issues of the campaign. On economic problems

the partisans were intent on arguing back and forth since each

side was convinced of the soundness of its own position. Not so,

however, with another kind of argumentation. In this case

there was no joining of the issue. Each side had its own good
argument—which it stressed. And each side recognized the

opposition’s good argument—which it avoided.

The Republicans’ good argument involved the third term
tradition. The Democrats’ good argument involved Roosevelt’s

experience in foreign affairs during a world crisis. On such

arguments, the twain never met. There was hardly a Republi-

can who did not mention the third term as a reason for his Re-
publican vote. And there was hardly a Democrat who tried to

justify the third term as such. They preferred to ignore the

issue. Instead, the Democrats argued against the third term
theme by emphasizing the indispensability of Roosevelt’s ex-
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perience in a world at war. And here it was the Republicans

who were embarrassed for an answer. They did not argue that

such experience was not desirable or necessary, or that Roosevelt

really did not have it, or that Willkie did. They simply avoided

the issue as such, and tried to compensate for it by stressing the

dangers of the third term, experience or not.

This raises the question of how strongly the people felt about

the election, and we turn now to that topic.



CHAPTER V

Participation in the Election

Now that the social structure and the ideology of the two

parties have been established, we need to introduce one more

way in which people can be characterized in order to set the

stage fully for the later discussion of the effectiveness of cam-

paign propaganda.

(The people at whom the campaign is directed are like the

audience of any performance. They attend differently.) In the

audience of a radio program, for example, there are those who
have the radio turned on but who do not listen to it. Perhaps

they are only waiting for their favorite program which comes

on the air next. There are others, at the opposite extreme, who
are giving the program their full attention. And then there are

numerous intermediary stages of attending. In the same way,

the people of Erie County and the country were reached by the

campaign to different degrees. \Some kind of index is necessary

to help us classify our respondents according to the extent to

which they were psychologically involved in the political events

preceding the presidential election. How interested they

ija the campaign?}

All through the study we collected a variety of indicators

by which our respondents’ interest could be gauged. A careful

study of all pertinent interrelationships was made to decide

which was the best measure to use.^ iThe conclusion reached by

? this analysis was that the respondent’s self-rating was the best

index we had of his interest. The question was: “Would you
say you have a great deal of interest in the coming election, a

moderate interest, a mild interest, or no interest at all?” And
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his answer was more closely related to his involvement in the

political scene than any other test we could make. So we took

his word for it. On the basis of the answers to this question, we
can classify the respondents into three groups: great, medium
(moderate and mild), and no interest.

This is actually not as naive as it may sound. It is not sur-

prising that people^s self-rating on interest stands up well under

a series of tests of consistency and validity. For being interested

is a clearly recognizable experience, as anyone knows who has

ever been unable to put down a detective story or been bored

to tears at a cocktail party. Given any two activities, we can

frequently tell at once which is the more interesting for us.

During the interviewing, this question was asked a total of

5,260 times, and there were only 62 “Don’t knows,” or 1.2%.

In other words, the question made sense to almost everyone and

almost everyone had a ready answer.

Furthermore, if the self-rating is justified, the classification

of interest will be related to other activities—activities which

would reasonably come under the heading of “interested be-

havior.” fActually, we can show that people on a higher level

of interest (a) had more opinions on issues involved in the

election} (b) participated more in election events} and (c) ex-

posed themselves more to the stream of political communica-

tions^

To present this best, we use again the technique of forming

simple cumulative indices which were introduced at the end of

Chapter III when we talked about political predispositions.

The indices incidentally contain information secured at different

periods during the study^ and thus exemplify one of the ad-

vantages of the repeated interviewing technique. The indices

can be used to answer the question: how do people on dif-

ferent interest levels differ as to breadth of opinion, partici-

pation in the election, and general exposure to propaganda? As

the level of interest decreases, (a) the more frequent the “Don’t

know” answers to certain opinion questions, (b) the lower the

index of participation and activity in the campaign, and (c)
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CHART 1 I

The more interested feofle are in the election^ the more

ofinions they have on 'political issues^ the more actively

they participate in a campaign^ and the more they expose

themselves to campaign propaganda.

Breadth of Ofsnicn Participation Exposure

the less exposure to political communications (Chart 11).

Thus a reasonable relationship exists between the respon-

dent’s self-rating and the other components of what we call

the ^^interest complex.” And hence the interest rating is a valid

classification device. To familiarize the reader with these inter-

est levels, which will play a major role later, we now turn to

some preliminary applications.

Who Are the Interested People?

Statistical results can be obtained only as answers to preceding

speculations. The first possibility that comes to mind is the

relationship between economic status and interest. Being poor

means that few interests have been developed and that those

which have been developed are in danger of becoming extinct

as a result of repeated disappointments. Hence we would ex-

pect people on lower SES levels to be less interested in the elec-

tion. Formal education is, of course, a direct creator of interest.

But economic status and education are themselves highly re-

lated. Therefore to appraise the two factors correctly we have
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Differences of interest bet

as great as the stereotype of

to expect. About 30% of the

on farms or in towns of f

Both SES level and education afeet interest in the elec-

tion. The pooTy uneducated voters show the lowest in-

terest
j
and the more prosperous

y
educated ones the high-

est. The two middle groups reveal that SES level and

education have about the same influence upon interest in

the election.
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Great Interest
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themselves on the highest level of interest. This may be pe-

culiar to Erie County. The inhabitants of the urban center of

Sandusky were not generally different from their neighbors on

the farms because Sandusky is not a metropolis
j
and the sur-

rounding farm area, on the other hand, was highly developed.

In determining the role of age, we must control the factor

of education. In the last few decades the general level of edu-

cation has greatly increased in this country. As a result, the

younger generation has a higher educational level on the aver-

age than the older generation. Therefore, in order to appraise

the influence of age we must deal with it separately on at least

two educational levels.

On each educational level the older people are more inter-

ested in the election than the younger ones (Chart 13). This is

a result which should not be passed by lightly. Is it desirable

CHART 13^

‘ Older peofle have more interest in the election than younger.
This diference is especially marked with educated people^

hut is still visible mth the uneducated.

Some High School No High School

or more

Under 45 45 Yeors Under 45 45 Years
Years of Age and Older Years of Age and Older

(1174) (439) Total Cases
( 37S) (869)

(May Interview)
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that younger people withdraw from the political scene? This

might make for a greater stability of political life but at the

same time it might also deprive it of a certain amount of energy

and vitality and^ thus, be regrettable from the standpoint of

civic improvement. At any rate, the difference between Ameri-

can and European experience in this regard is clear
j

in pre-

war Europe political movements on the part of youth were very

active.

There is a prevailing belief that women are less interested in

politics than men. This is corroborated by our data. In the

May poll, 33% of the men but only 23% of the women pro-

fessed great interest in the election.

In short, the person most interested in the election is more

likely to be found in urban areas among men on higher levels of

education, with better socio-economic status, and among older

age groups.

Least Participation in the Campaign—the Non-Voter

The acid test for interest in the election is actual voting. In

1940 Erie County had the high voting record of 81%. This

was almost perfectly reflected in our panel, where 82% of the

5 1 1
people finally interviewed reported that they had actually

voted.

The greatest proportion of non-voters was indeed found on

the lowest interest level. People with no interest in the election

were 1 8 times as likely not to vote as people with great interest

(Chart 14).

Non-voting is a serious problem in a democracy. It is there-

fore worthwhile to look at these non-voters somewhat more

closely. The great majority of them were deliberate non-

voters; in October, during the last interview before the elec-

tion, 29% intended to vote and knew for whom they would

vote, 7% intended to vote but djd not yet know for whom,

and 64% did not intend to vote. (In other words, two out of

three cases of non-voting were intentional and premeditated,

according to the voters* own statements.! But even in the other
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CHART 14

; Non-voting is a function of the level of interest.

LEVEL OF INTEREST IN OCTOBER

groups there were some non-voters who resembled the pre-

meditated ones.

Of the people who did not carry through their preceding

vote intention, only one-half had a legitimate reason: they were

ill or had made a mistake about registration rules. The other

half had never been interested in the elections and the reasons

they gave were not at all convincing: “too busy sorting apples/’

“there were too many people waiting at the polls,” and so on.

A few people could not decide how to vote right up to the

last moment. Half of them liked or disliked the candidates

equally, so they finally decided not to vote at all. The other

half had such low interest records throughout the sequence of

interviews and offered so little to explain their indecision that

they, too, would be more aptly labelled deliberate non-voters.

On the other hand, a few people in the group of deliberate non-
voters were not without interest in the election

j
they saw no

difference between the two candidates or they felt that voting is

no remedy for current social ills.

As a net result, three-quarters of the non-voters stayed away
from the polls deliberately because they were thoroughly un-
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concerned with the election. This sheds a new light on the

whole problem of the non-voter. Only a small number of peo-

ple were kept from the polls by a last minute emergency. The
possibility that the deliberate non-voters could have been made

more interested during the campaign is slight
j

their decision

not to vote was too persistent.,^ A long range program of civic
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'

increases greatly as interest decreases—but if a person is inter-

estedj he will vote irrespective of his formal educational level.

On the other hand, if he is not interested, he is not likely to

vote in any case.

A similar picture is obtained for people on different SES

age and religion groups. But the result is startlingly different

for the sex of the respondents (Chart 16).

CHART 16

Sex is the only fersonal characteristic which affects non-

voting
^
even if interest is held constant. Men are better

citizens hut women are more reasoned: if they are not

interested^ they do not vote.

GRE/Q

tSgx differences, alone among the personal characteristics, af-

fect non-votingi«i^^<9^i<9«//y of interest. The less a group is

interested in the election, the greater will be the amount of
deliberate non-voting among women as compared with men.
If a woman is not interested, she just feels that there is no
reason whv she should vote. A man hAWPtrfir io

SM Will vote cm Will not vote (, } Total Coses (May Interview)
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social pressure and will therefore go to the polls even if he is

not “interested” in the events of the campaign. Not only is it

true that women feel no compulsion to votCj but some of them
actually consider their aloofness a virtue.; Remarks such as these

were not infrequent:

“I don^t care to vote. Voting is for the men.”
“I think men should do the voting and the women should

stay home and take care of their work.”

“I have never voted. I never will. ... A woman^s place is

in the home. . . . Leave politics to the men.”

In other words, although legal restrictions upon women’s
participation in politics were removed some twenty-five years

ago, the attitude of women toward politics has not yet brought

them to full equality with men. Changes in the mores have

lagged behind changes in legislation,

(in summary, then, efforts to extend political participation

will have to overcome the general indifference to current af-

fairs which seems characteristic for a part of the population. In

addition, however, such efforts must refute the idea that public

life is, by common consent, the man’s realm.^].

Most Particifation in the Campaign—the Opinion Leaders
f

(
The non-voters represent the low point in political participa-

tion. The high point is illustrated by the people most active in

a presidential campaign—the “opinion leaders.” Common ob-

servation and many community studies show that in every area

and for every public issue there are certain people who are most

concerned about the issue as well as most articulate about it.

We call them the “opinion leaders.” '

(
The opinion leaders of a community could best be identified

and studied by asking people to whom they turn for advice on

the issue at hand and then investigating the interaction between

the advisers and the advisees.) It is obvious that in a study in-

volving a sample, like the present one, that procedure would

be extremely difficult if not impossible since few of the related

leaders and “followers” would happen to be included within
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the sample. As a substitute deviccj howeverj we can identify

the opinion leaders and the followers within our panels without

relating them directly to one another.

At about the middle of the campaign, the respondents were

asked these two questions:

“Have you tried to convince anyone of your political ideas

recently?”

“Has anyone asked your advice on a political question re-

cently?”

All those people who answered “Yes” to either or both of

these questions—21% of the entire group—were designated as

opinion leaders. Their responses to other questions during the

series of interviews as well as subsequent check-ups on their ob-

jective roles within certain groups established the validity of

the identification. In short, the opinion leaders are substantially

representative of that aggressive section of the community—or

rather, the aggressive sections of the several sub-communities

—

which tried to influence the rest of the community.

(In connection with this last, one important matter must be

emphasized: the opinion leaders are not identical with the so-

cially prominent people in the community or the richest people

or the civic leaders. They are found in all occupational groupa-’

(Table HI).

TABLE III: PROPORTION OF OPINION LEADERS AND OTHERS
IN VARIOUS OCCUPATIONS

Occufation

Ofirdon
Cases Leaders Others

% %
Professional ... 17 3S 65
Proprietary, managerial 28 25 75
Clerical 21 33 67
Commercial, sales 16 56
Skilled workers .. .. . 37 35 65
Semi-skilled workers .... ..... 31 32 68
Unskilled workers .... 47 23 77
Farmers . 46 15 85
Housewives 230 13 87
Unemployed 13 IS 85
Retired 23 35 65
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1
In all respectSj the opinion leaders demonstrated greater

political alertness.’i Whereas only 24% of the ^^followers” pro-

fessed a great deal of interest in the clecdoiij fully 6
1% of the

opinion leaders rated themselves thus.
:
Similarly in exposure

to political communications: on each level of interest
j
the opin-

ion leaders read and listened to campaign material much more
than the non-opinion leaders (Table IV), What is more, the

opinion leaders who considered their interest only ^^moderate^^

or ^^mild” still managed to read and listen more than the non-

opinion leaders who thought they were “greatly interested.”

iln addition, they talked politics more than the others.) Fully

90% of the opinion leaders conversed about the campaign with

their associates just before our October interview whereas only

58% of the others had done so.

TABLE IV: INDEX OF EXPOSURE OF OPINION LEADERS AND
OTHERS TO THE FORMAL MEDIA OF COMMUNICATION

Graai Interest Less Interest

OLs Others OLs Others

Newspaper 15.8 12.3 14.8 6.6

Radio 14.6 12.3 13.0 7.6

Magazine 20.6 14.1 15.8 4.6

;
In all important respects, then, the opinion leaders were the

most responsive to campaign events.® i In a later part of this

report, we will return to the specific role which these opinion

leaders played in the course of the campaign.

Now that we have established the factor of interest in the

election, which will be used frequently in the following chap-

ters, we can turn to the section of the population which stands in

the center of attention: the people who formed their final vote

intention during the course of the campaign itself.



Time of Final Decision

All during an election campaign, people can make up their

minds. Many traditional party voters, however, know far in

advance of the campaign for whom they will vote. It might

be possible now to forecast the party for which Southerners will

vote in 1960
,
although the issue and candidates will not be

known for fifteen years. Others decide during a particular term

of office whether they will support the incumbent and his party

at the next election. Many know in May, even before candi-

dates are nominated, how they will vote in November.

/
Interviews with the panel permitted us to distinguish three

kinds of voters classified according to the time when they made
their final vote dedsion—r-tht decision which they followed

throughout the rest of the campaign and in the voting booth.

^^May Voters^^: These pre-campaign deciders knew in May,
at our first interview, how they would vote, maintained their

choice throughout the campaign, and actually voted for that

choice in November. Their votes had been finally determined

by May. ;

fi^June-to-August Voters^*: These people settled upon a can-

didate during the convention period (our August interview was

the first interview after both conventions), maintained their

choice throughout the rest of the campaign, and actually voted

for that choice in November. Their votes were finally deter-

mined in June, July or August.}

^^September-to-November Voters”: These people did not

definitely make up their rninds until the last few months of

the campaign, some of them not until Election Day itself. Their
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votes were finally determined only in September, October or

November.

What were the significant differences between these groups

of people? Why did some people make up their minds before

the campaign began, others during the first months of the cam-

paign, and still others not until the end of the campaign? ^

The analysis in this chapter develops two major factors in-

fluencing the time of final decision. First, the people whose

decision was delayed had less interest in the election. Second,

those who made their choice in the late days of the campaign

were people subject to more cross-'pressures, “cross-pres-

sures^’ we mean the conflicts and inconsistencies among the fac-

tors which influence vote decision. Some of these factors in the

environment of the voter may influence him toward the Re-

publicans while others may operate in favor of the Democrats.

In other words, cross-pressures upon the voter drive him in

opposite directions.

Interest and Time of Decision

The more interested people were in the election, the sooner

they definitely decided how they would vote. Almost two-

thirds of the voters with great interest had already made up

their minds by Mayj but considerably less than half of the

voters with less interest in the election had made up their minds

by May (Chart 17)d Only one-eighth of the greatly interested

waited until the late period of the campaign before finally de-

ciding how they would vote
j
twice as many of the less inter-

ested delayed their decision until that period.

The general tendency for late decision among the less inter-

ested held for both parties (Chart 18). But on each level of

interest, the Democrats tended to decide later than the Re-

publicans.

Certain other manifestations of interest also wane in the

group whose decision is postponed until the later stages of a

campaign. At one point respondents were asked whether they

were “very anxious” to see their candidate elected, whether it
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was terribly important” although would like to see my
candidate elected,” or whether “it doesn^t make much differ-

ence.”

The particular persons who were “very anxious” to have their

candidate win were those who decided on their vote early in the

campaign (Chart 19). The same reasons which impelled them

to choose a candidate early in the game and stick with him also

served to make them quite concerned about his election. The
people who were not particularly concerned about the outcome

of the election were those who decided late in the campaign.

They felt that nothing much was at stake and waited for hap-

penstance or friends to make up their minds for them.
^
As the

campaign moved on, the respondents who answered “don^t

know” were also saying in effect “don’t care.”

The campaign managers were thus continliously faced with

the task of propagandizing not only a steadily shrinking seg-

CHART 1
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ment of the electorate but also a segment whose interest in and

concern with the election also steadily shrank. By the end of

the campaign, the managers were exerting their greatest efforts

to catch the few votes of the least interested and least involved

persons.

Cross-Pressures and Time of Decision

In Chapter III, we indicated that there were a number of

factors differentiating Republican and Democratic voters. Each

of these factors could be considered a “pressure” upon final vote

decision. We found the Protestant vote allied to the Republi-

cans and the Catholic vote more strongly Democratic. We
found that individuals on the higher SES levels tended to

vote Republican and their poorer neighbors to vote Democratic.

In other words, a vote decision can be considered the net effect

of a variety of pressures.

Now what if these individual factors work in opposite direc-

tions? Suppose an individual is both prosperous and Catholic?

How will he make up his mind? Or suppose he belongs to the

Protestant faith and lives in a poor section of the community?

Which of the conflicting influences will win out? People who
are subject to contradictory and opposing influences of this kind

are said to be under cross-pressures.

The more evenly balanced these opposing pressures were, the

longer the voter delayed in making up his mind. We shall use

six instances of cross-pressures to show their effect in delaying

the time of decision. The first three cases involve personal char-

acteristics of the voter} the next two, relationships between the

voter and other people around him} and the last, the voter’s

basic political attitudes. The effect of cross-pressures of all six

types in delaying final vote decision is shown in Chart 20.

(1) Religion and SES Level: The first cross-pressure we
have already mentioned. Protestants on lower SES levels (C-—
& D) and Catholics on upper SES levels (A, B, & Cff-) were
subject to this cross-pressure.

{2) Occupation and Identification: In the November inter-
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view respondents were asked with what groups in the commu-
nity they identified themselves—^big business, small business,

labor, etc. While most people identified themselves with the

class to which they would have been assigned by occupation,

some semi-skilled and unskilled workers tended to think of

themselves as belonging with the business class and a few white-

collar people thought of themselves as belonging with labor.

Since the business group ordinarily supported one party and

the labor group the other, a cross-pressure was set up between

the voter^s objective occupation and his subjective identification.

(3) 1936 Vote and 1940 Vote: Most of the people—^but

again not all of them—^voted for the same party in both presi-

dential elections. The voters who changed between the 1936

and the 1 940 elections—primarily made up of persons who had

voted for Roosevelt in 1936 but were for Willkie in 1940

—

could be regarded as having something of a tradition to over-

come. Their way was psychologically more obstructed than that

of the people who voted consistently for the same party in all

recent elections.

(4) The Voter and His Family: As we shall see, the Ameri-

can family maintains considerable political solidarity, with all

adult members voting the same way. But sometimes other

members of the respondent's family disagreed with him and

oftener other members of the family were undecided. In either

case, the respondent was under a cross-pressure between the

views of two members of the family or between his own ideas

and those of at least one other member of his family. '

(5) The Voter and His Associates: Friends as well as family

create a political environment which may be congenial or hostile.

In the October interviews, respondents were asked whether they

had noticed changes in vote intention on the part of people

around them. Republicans who noted a trend toward Willkie

and Democrats who were aware mainly of changes toward

Roosevelt were in a congenial situation. What they saw going

on around them coincided with their own preferences. But the

few who noticed trends towards the opposition party were sub-
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jected thereby to conflicting pressures from their associates.

(6) 1940 Vote Intention and Attitude Toward Business and

Government: And, finally, cross-pressures may exist between a

person’s vote intention and his attitude on a basic issue of the

election. In the October interview, respondents were questioned

on their attitudes toward one such issue : they were asked wheth-

er they considered it more important for a president to have ex-

perience in business or in government. Most people with Re-

publican vote intentions wanted a president with business ex-

perience and most people who intended to vote Democratic pre-

ferred government experience in their candidate. There were,

however, some respondents whose attitude and vote intention

were conflicting—Republicans who wanted government experi-

ence in their presidential candidate and Democrats who thought

business experience was more important. These deviates, then,

were subject to a certain amount of cross-pressure.

The Effect of Cross-Pressures

Whatever the source of the conflicting pressures, whether

from social status or class identification, from voting traditions

or the attitudes of associates, the consistent result was to delay

the voter’s final decision. As shown in Chart 20, the voters

who were subject to cross-pressures on their vote decided later

than the voters for whom the various factors reinforced one an-

other. And of all the cross-pressures which we have identified

the single most effective one in delaying vote decision was the

l^ck of complete agreement within the family.

I

Why did people subject to cross-pressures delay their final

decisions as to how they should vote? In the first place, it was
difficult for them to make up their minds simply because they

had good reasons for voting for both candidates. Sometimes
such reasons were so completely balanced that the decision had
to be referred to a third factor for settlement. The doubt as to

which was the better course—to vote Republican or to vote
Democratic — combined with the process of self-argument
caused the delay in the final vote decision of such people.
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In the second place
j
some of the people subject to cross-pres-

sures delayed their final vote decisions because they were wait-

ing for events to resolve the conflicting pressures. In the case

of conflicting personal characteristics, such resolution was hardly

possible but in other cases a reconciliation of conflicting interests

might be anticipated. A person might hope that during the

campaign he could convince other members of his family, or

even more, he might give the family every chance to bring him
around to their way of thinking. And the family often does

just that. Or, again, he might wait for events in the campaign

to provide him with a basis for making up his mind. Although

there is a tendency toward consistency in attitudes, sometimes

the contradiction was not resolved and the voter actually went

to the polls with the cross-pressures still in operation.

Such conflicting pressures make voters “fair game” for the

campaign managers of both parties, for they have a foot in

each party. They are subject to factors which influence them to

vote Republican and others, perhaps equally strong, which in-

fluence them to vote Democratic.

From this particular point of view, the heavy campaign-

ing of both parties at the end of the campaign is a good invest-

ment for both sides—^to the extent to which it can be effective at

all. We will recall that the people who make up their minds

last are those who think the election will affect them least. It

may be, then, that explicit attempts by the candidates and their

managers to prove to them that the election w7/ make a differ-

ence to them would be more effective than any amount of con-

tinued argumentation of the issues as such. One hypothesis is

that the person or the party that convinces the hesitant voter of

the importance of the election to him personally—in terms of

what he concretely wants-—-can have his vote. i

Interest and Cross-Pressures

How are interest and cross-pressures inter-related? Remem-
bering that controversy often makes issues exciting, we might

expect that those for whom the decision is difficult would be-
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come most involved with and concerned about the election.

But that would leave out of the reckoning a basic pattern of

human adjustment. When people desire and shun a course of

action in about equal degree, they often do not decide for or

against it but rather change the subject or avoid the matter

altogether. For many clashes of interest, the easy way to get out

of the uncomfortable situation is simply to discount its impor-

tance and to give up the conflict as not worth the bother.^

Thus, many voters subject to cross-pressures tended to belit-

tle the whole affair. They escaped from any real conflict by

losing interest in the election. They had no clear-cut stake in

the victory of either candidate. Thus they were relatively in-

different as to who won, and the election became less important

to them and less interesting. Those with no cross-pressures

showed most interest in the election
j
even one cross-pressure

meant a substantial increase in the proportion of voters who felt

less interested in the election. And, as the number of cross-

pressures increases, the degree of interest shows a steady de-

cline (Chart 21).

CHART 21

As cross-pressures increase
^ the amount of in-

terest in the election decreases.

Number of Cross “Pressures
None One More
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Given that the two factors bear such an inverse relationship

to one another^ how do they work jointly to affect the time of

final decision? Is one more important than the other?

Naturaliyy the people who made up their minds first were

the people who could make them up with the least difficulty

and who had the most incentive for doing so—i.e.j the people

with no or one cross-pressure in voting background and with

great interest in the election (Chart 22). Fully three-fourths of

them knew in May how they would vote in November^ while

only 7% of them waited until the last weeks of the campaign

before settling their vote intention once and for all. At the

other extreme were the people subject to two or more cross-

pressures and without much interest in the election. Only one-

fourth of them made a final decision as early as May and fully

one-third waited until the last period of the campaign before

finally making up their minds.

CHART 22

cross-fressures md lack of interest delay the final

vote decision. Their joint effect is especially strong.

Separately^ they show about equal strength.

Voters witli no or Voters two or
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But what of the people with one of the factors favorable to

an early decision and the other unfavorable, i.e., those with

several cross-pressures and great interest and those with no or

one cross-pressure and less interest? These middle-of-the-road-

ers do not differ from each other in the time at which they made

their final decision. In other words, when the two factors

—

interest and cross-pressures—-work in opposing directions, they

are about equal in strength.

The comparison between cross-pressures and lack of interest

is not fully expressed in these quantitative statements. There

are qualitative differences in response as well. If the voter faces

a clear-cut situation, free from cross-pressures, then interest de-

termines how soon his practically inevitable decision will be pre-

cipitated. Awareness of the election is paralleled at once by

recognition of his “natural” position. If the voter happens to be

faced by cross-pressures, then interest operates a little differ-

ently. Where interest is not too strong, the tendency is to dis-

miss the whole issue as not making very much difference. The
line of least resistance is not to vote at all, and many such peo-

ple do not vote. Strong interest may overcome the impulse to

avoid the matter and keep the prospective but puzzled voter ar-

guing the case with himself and his friends until Election Day
forces a decision or some incident serves to swing the close bal-

ance of decision. Great interest tends to bring a decision as such

whereas lack of conflicting pressures brings a decision for one or

the other party.



CHAPTER VII

The Types of Changes

Rsople delayed their final vote decisions either because they

did not have enough interest in the election to push through to

a definite choice or because the selection of a candidate put them

in a difficult situation, containing elements favorable to both

sides. But the process of delay did not work identically for

all of them. Some people were “Don’t Know’s” until some-

time during the campaign and then definitely decided on their

vote. Others decided early in the campaign for one of the

candidates, then had a period of doubt when they became un-

decided or even went over to the other side, and finally came

back to the original choice. Still others changed from one par-

ticular party to the other. In short, the people who did not

make up their minds until some time during the campaign

proper differed in the ways in which they came to their final

vote decision. In this sense, the three main kinds of changers

were the following (the figures are percentages of the voters as

a whole) d

28% Crystdlizers: They are people who had no vote inten-

tion in May but later acquired onej they went from “Don’t

Know” to Republican (14%) or from “Don’t Know” to Demo-
crat (14%).

15% Waverers: They are people who started out with a vote

intention, then fell away from it (either to “Don’t Know” or

to the other party) and later returned to their original choice.

Most of them went from a party to “Don’t Know” and then

back to the original party (11%: Republicans, 5.5%j Demo-
crats, 5.5%), and others from a party to the other party and
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then back to the first party (4%: RepublicanSj l%j Democrats

j

3%).

8% Party Changers: They are people who started out with a

vote intention and later changed to the other party^ finally vot-

ing for it. They went from Republican to Democrat (2%) or

from Democrat to Republican (6%).

We might note nowj for use later
j
that all the changes of the

crystallizers and most of the waverers involved only one of the

parties
j
the other part of the change was a ^'^Don’t Know” opin-

ion. On the other hand, all the party changers and some of the

waverers were at one time or another in the camp of each party;

their changes involved allegiance to both parties at different

times. In other words, 39% of the changes made by the voters

involved only one party and only 12% of them involved both

parties. Or, adding the constants from May to November, the

vote intentions of 88% of all the voters were limited to one

party and the vote intentions of only 12% of the voters took in

both parties, at one time or another.

Of the waverers who left their original choice for indecision,

fully 82% returned to it as the more congenial home. But those

who wandered away to the other party did not return so readily;

only 32% came back to the party of their first choice. If a

person leaves his party for indecision he almost always returns

to it later, but if he leaves it for the opposition, he seldom re-

turns to it.

Time of Final Decision and the Changers

* As the campaign wore on, what kinds of changers were still

left to be convinced, once and for all?

The three kinds of changers—^the crystallizers, the waverers,
and the party changers—all came to their final decision some-
time after May, but not all at the same time. Actually, the
crystallizers decided much earlier than the others; 68% had
settled their vote by August as against only 48% of the party
changers and 46% of the waverers.

But the waverers—the people who left the party of their
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original choice but later came back and voted for it—comprise a

special group because^ as we noted above^ there were two dif-

ferent kinds of waverers. There were those who wavered only

to indecision and there were those who wavered all the way to

the other party. This ^^distance” of the wavering is significant

both for time of final decision and^ as we shall see^ for the roles

of interest and cross-pressures. The indecision waverers defi-

nitely decided much earlier than the party waverers ( 57% by

August as against 14%). If, then, we divide the changers in-

to two groups—the one-party changers (crystallizers and in-

decision waverers) and the two-party changers (the straight

party changers and the party waverers)—we find that the peo-

ple who intended sometime during the campaign to vote for

both parties took much longer to reach a final vote decision than

those who varied only between one of the parties and indecision

(Chart 23). Almost two-thirds of the two-party changers did

not definitely decide until the last period of the campaign
5
al-

most two-thirds of the one-party changers definitely decided by

August. As the campaign went into its last weeks, the people

who were still to make up their minds, relatively speaking,

were those who had been in the camp of the opposition earlier.

Interest^ Cross-Pressures
^ and the Changers

What were the roles of interest in the election and cross-

pressures in voting background for these groups of voters who
had arrived at their final vote decision in different ways? Did
these two influential factors differentiate such voters?^

The story is clear. There was a steady decrease of interest*

and a steady increase of cross-pressures from constants to one-

party changers to two-party changers. The people who changed

their position during the campaign but never enough to move
into both parties stood between the constants and the two-party

people. In other words, the more interest and the fewer con-

flicting pressures a person had, the more he tended to decide

once and for all early in the game and never change his mind

thereafter (Chart 24). If a person had somewhat less interest
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and somewhat more cross-pressuresj then he tended to doubt

longer and oftener than the constants but he slid back only to a

tentative “don’t know” and never far enough to get into the

other camp. Only those people who had much less interest and

many more conflicting pressures actually vacillated between the

two parties.®

; That tells the story of the two-party changers: they were the

people who were torn in both directions and who did not have

enough interest in the election to cut through the conflicting

pressures upon them and come to a deliberate and definite de-

cision. Instead, they drifted along during the campaign, drift-

ing into both parties. They not only delayed longer than any

other group of voters in making their final vote decision but

when they did make it, as we shall see, they were as likely as

not to be swayed by someone in their immediate environment.

These people, who in a sense were the only ones of the entire

electorate to make a complete change during the campaign were:

the least interested in the election
5
the least concerned about its

outcome
j
the least attentive to political material in the formal

media of communication
j
the last to settle upon a vote decision

j

and the most likely to be persuaded, finally, by a personal con-

tact, not an “issue” of the election.

In short, the party changers—relatively, the people whose

votes still remained to be definitely determined during the last

stages of the campaign, the people who could swing an election

during those last days—'Were, so to speak, available to the per-

son who saw them last before Election Day. The notion that

the people who switch parties during the campaign are mainly

the reasoned, thoughtful, conscientious people who were con-

vinced by the issues of the election is just plain wrong. Ac-

tually, they were mainly just the opposite.

The Personality Traits oj the Changers

The personalities of the different kinds of voters can be

compared on the basis of ratings made by our interviewers.

After the fourth interview, by which time the interviewers had
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become reasonably well acquainted with the respondentSj each

member of the panel was rated on a graphic rating scale cover-

ing ten personality characteristics readily observed during in-

terviews.

On almost all traits^ the constants were rated superior to

voters who changed in any way. Constants were reported to

be more self-assured, better informed, more cooperative, and

broader in their interests. All the traits correspond to their

greater enthusiasm for the political campaign. All the changers,

on the other hand, showed a limited range of community con-

tacts and interests in their personality ratings as well as in other

measures indicated previously. This underlines the finding that

the campaign itself is progressively waged in order to win the

less interested and less involved, the ^Vithdrawn” individuals

living within narrower horizons.

The waverers were distinguished by a higher rating on ^^fair-

mindedness” which probably grew directly out of their hesita-

tion and reservations, jn addition, the waverers seemed to suf-

fer somewhat more from emotional maladjustment as evidenced

in more unhappiness and lack of self-assurance. It is a well-

known psychological pattern for uneasiness to lead to fiounder-

ing about in areas not directly related to the distress.

The ratings on the party changers indicated that the direction

of the change has to be taken into account. There were no per-

sonality characteristics which distinguished the party changers

as such. In personality, the party changers resembled the ad-

herents of the party they changed to more than the adherents of

the party they changed from. - As we shall see, this is also true

for other social variables.
‘

"

The Mutaifilfty oj the Changers

If various factors were sufficient to change people^s minds
once, perhaps they also served to change them again and again.

This was exactly the case. At any particular time, voters who
had changed their vote intentions previously were more likely
to change again. In all, 59% of the changes made by voters
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throughout the entire campaign were made by only 38% of the

changers (who were in turn only 19% of all the voters). This

concentration, of multiple changes in a relatively few people

can be illustrated in another way. For each interview we can

classify the voters into two groups: those who made a change/

of any sort at that time and those who did not. The voters who
changed were three times as likely to change on the next inter-

view as those who did not.

Such mutability represents only an extension of the influence

of interest and cross-pressures. The people who found it diffi-

cult to distinguish between the virtues of the two parties and

who at the same time were not sufficiently interested in the elec-

tion to push their way through to a definite decision were more

subject to the currents of campaign influence and hence were

more changeable.

The Story of the Changers

All the changers definitely made up their minds sometime

between June and November. But different times, different in-

fluences, The first influence upon the changers as a whole came

in June, with the fall of France. The repercussions of that turn

in the European war were strongly favorable to the Democrats.

Of the people who definitely decided their vote in June, two-

thirds decided for the Democrats, mainly on the ground that

the European crisis necessitated the continuance of an experi-

enced administration in Washington.

Then came the conventions, and the final vote decisions

reached in July and August were mostly attributable to them.

Voters who decided after the Republican convention were large-

ly attracted to Willkie whereas those who decided after the

Democratic convention divided more evenly between the parties

but still favored the Republicans somewhat more. As a whole,

then, the convention period helped the Republicans. On the

one hand, the Republicans held a dramatic convention in which

the dark-horse Willkie came to the fore in a striking finish
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whereas on the other hand the Democrats held what was gen-

erally regarded as a mismanaged and flat meeting which broke

a major American precedent in nominating a third term candi-

date. As a result, the voters were attracted by the Republican

convention and nomination but not by the Democratic. Finally,

of all the people who changed to or from a party during the

convention period, not one mentioned either party^s platform or

either vice-presidential nominee as a reason for change. The
third term and the candidates themselves were the “issues” that

dominated the reasons for change.

During the last weeks of the campaign, there were no events

comparable in influence to the fall of France and the party

conventions. During this late period, the two parties received

roughly their proportionate share of votes. We now turn to the

processes which affected the distribution of the shares.



CHAPTER Vni

The Activation

The preceding chapter differentiated among the kinds of

people who changed their vote intention during the campaign.

But what about the nature of the decision they were likely to

make? Why did they end up as Republicans or Democrats?

Here we come to one of the main results of our study. For

while people hesitate and meditate and imagine that they decide

rationally on the better road to take^ it would often have been

possible to predict at the outset what they would decide to do

in the end. Knowing a few of their personal characteristics, we
can tell with fair certainty how they will finally vote: they join

the fold to which they belong. What the campaign does is to

activate their political predispositions.
}

Let us first explore the decisions made by those people whom
we call the crystallizers, i.e., the respondents who at the first

interview in May had not yet made up their minds for whom to

vote but who decided later in the campaign. Their political

predispositions are known from the IPP—the index established

in Chapter III. iThe study of the people with well-established

voting habits revealed that the three factors of SES level, re-

ligion and residence proved highly related to vote intention.

We recall that if a person was Catholic, lived within the city

of Sandusky, and belonged to the lower half of the SES scab
,

there was a strong likelihood that he would vote Democratic.

The opposite of the same three factors identified the people

with the strongest Republican predispositions: prosperous Prot-

estant farmers,)

Now suppose we apply this index to the crystallizers, who
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were undecided in May as to how they would vote but later

made up their minds. About two-thirds o£ those with Republi-

can predispositions decided by October to vote Republican^ and

about three-fourths of those with Democratic predispositions

decided for the Democrats (Chart 2S)} Thus from a simple

three-factor index, we can predict with considerable consistency

CHART 25

Predisposition^ as measured by the

IPP scale^ permits us to predict sub-

sequent vote decisions of people who
originally are undecided.

CRYSTALLIZERS
WITH

REPUBLICAN
PREDISPOSITION

CRYSTALLIZERS
WITH

DEMOCRATIC
PREDISPOSITION

the outcome of deliberations which the deciders themselves can-

not foresee. The explanation for this is clear. What the po-

litical campaign did, so to speak, was not to form hew opinions

;

but to raise old opinions over the thresholds of awareness and
decision. Political campaigns are ipiportant primarily because
they activate latent predispositions. We therefore turn to a
more thorough analysis of just what happens in this process

of activation.
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The Process of Activation

Perhaps a few analogies will help to bring out the meaning of

the concept of activation. A photograph is on an exposed iiega-

tivCj but it does not appear until the developer acts to bring it

out—first faintly but finally in all its sharp contrast. The de-

veloperj howevetj has had no influence upon the content of the

emerging picture. Or, children often shade a piece of paper

placed over a coin. The structure of the coin determines the

picture which emerges. No picture would have come out if the

coin^s surface had had no structure. But in additiouj stroke after

stroke of shading is necessary to bring out the underlying out-

line. Campaign propaganda has something like the effect of the

developer and the pencil shading. It brings the voter’s predis-

positions to the level of visibility and expression. It transforms
'

the- latent political tendency into a manifest vote.

The activating forces of political communications are of two

types. Firstj there are the materials in the formal mass media

—

the newspaper, magazine, and radio. Secondly, there are direct

personal influences which, as we shall see later, can be more

important than widespread publicity,’ but that analysis must be

reserved for another chapter. Here we shall be concerned

mainly with the way in which the formal propaganda develops

or activates the latent inclinations of the voter.

The Four Stefs of Activation

There are four continuous steps in the normal process of

activation. We shall state them here and then develop the evi-

dence for each in more detail.

1. Profaganda Arouses Interest: As the campaign gains mo-

mentum, people who have not been interested begin to pay at-

tention. At this stage it is the rising volume of propaganda

which initiates the change.

2. Increased Interest Brings Increased Exposure: As people

^%ake up” to the campaign, their aroused attention leads them

to see and hear more out of the supply around them. The
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voter^s initiative is more in evidence at this stage
j
but the rela-

tionship is circular. Increased attention brings increased expo-

sure which further arouses interest and attention and adds to

exposure and so on.

Z. Attention is Selective. As interest increases and the voter

begins to be aware of what it is all about, his predispositions

come into play. Out of the wide array of available propaganda,

he begins to select. He is more likely to tune in some programs

than others
j
to go to some meetings rather than others

5
to un-

derstand one point in a speech than another. His selective at-

tention thus reinforces the predispositions with which he comes

to the campaign. At this stage the initiative is almost wholly

with the prospective voter rather than with the propagandists.

Whatever the publicity that is put out, it is the selective atten-

tion of the citizen which determines what is responded to,^

4. Votes Crystallize. Finally enough latent lines of thought

and feeling have been aroused and sufficient rationale has

been appropriated from the campaign so that the decision is

made. The latent has become manifest
j
the uncertainty dis-

appears
j
the voter is ready to mark his ballot.

Propaganda Arouses Attention

As more and more political propaganda poured into Erie

County it broke over normal barriers of resistance and forced

the election into everyone’s attention. Some few, perhaps, re-

mained impervious but for the county as a whole the develop-

ing campaign was accompanied by rising interest. Between May
and October the proportion of respondents uninterested in the

campaign fell from 13% to 7% and the proportion with a

strong interest increased from 28% to 38% (Chart 26).

This general rise in interest might perhaps have been attrib-

uted merely to the approach of Election Day, were it not possi-

ble to study more closely the relationship between exposure to

propaganda and the level of interest. The method will be ex-

plained here in some detail for it will be used several times in

this study. Only on the basis of repeated interviews with the
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same individuals is it possible to analyze so carefully the re-

lationship between influences abroad in the community and

changes in opinion through time.

CHART 26

Interest In the election invariably increases

as the campaign progresses.

1 FVFl OF MAY

INTEREST

28%

Great

Medium .... 59%

None
'

13%
llii. .al

!

Total Cases (2795)

AUGUST OCTOBER

31%

38%

60% 5-»o

(1017) (9^6)

Let us start with the people who expressed a medium amount

of interest in the campaign in August. We know how much

political propaganda they read or listened to in the period be-

tween August and October as expressed in the general expo-

sure index described in Chapter V. Now, let us divide the

persons with medium interest into two groups—those with more

than average exposure during that period and those with less.

(A finer classification might be made but this has the advan-

tages of simplicity and of keeping the number of cases sizeable.)

How did the interest level of these two groups change be-

tween August and October? All were on the medium interest

level in August but by October some had gained and others

had lost interest. And the amount of propaganda to which theyV

were exposed did make a significant difference in interest (Chart

27). Of those with more than average exposure, 21% moved

from medium interest to high whereas of those with less than
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average exposure to propagandaj
only 8% moved up from me-^

dium interest to high. It was not the passage of time alone

which accounted for the increase in interestj for time was con-

CHART 27

This chart deals only with feofle

with a medium amount of interest

in August, Those who read and

listen to campaign materials more

than average between August and

October end uf with a higher de-

gree of interest than those with

exposure below average.

EXPOSURE EXPOSURE
ABOVE AVERAGE BELOW AVERAGE

stant for both groups. Nor can we account for the differences

in October by differences in initial level of interest for all were
alike (with some allowance for the broad steps of our scale) in

their medium concern with politics when the comparison began.
It was greater exposure during the August-October period
which resulted in a substantially greater interest level in Octo-
ber. (A similar comparison over an earlier and longer time
span—May to August—gave the same result.)
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Increased Interest Brings Increased Exfosure

Once interest has been aroused, the citizen begins to look for

information on his own initiative. We have already seen, in

Chapter V, that people with a greater interest in the election are

also exposed in greater measure to the stream of propaganda.

But can we show that it is the higher level of initial interest

which brings about the greater exposure? Our repeated inter-

views make this possible. Again let us follow the method

closely.

We shall start with pairs of groups which were alike in their

exposure to political campaign materials during the May to

August period. Two were high, two medium high, two medium

low, and two low. In August one group in each pair reported

a keen interest in the campaign
j
the other group lacked interest.

The problem is: what happened to their exposure for the

two paired groups, alike in their previous exposure but differ-

ing in interest?

During the August-October period, the more interested

group in each pair read and listened more to campaign mate-

rials (Chart 28 ). The expected general tendency for the pairs

with high exposure during May-August to continue relatively

high during August-October is apparent from the slope of the

whole chart. But we are concerned here with the differences

between the bars in each pair. More interest in August meant

more exposure to campaign materials during subsequent

months.

This serves to demonstrate the second point in the activation

process, that once interest has been aroused it operates to in-

crease exposure. Actually, the two factors interact. The two

results just described are part of a continuous process. Propa-

ganda leads to increased interest which in turn makes people

more willing to expose themselves to further propaganda, and

so on.® But, as we shall see now, in the course of this process

not all people are reached by the same kind of propaganda.



specUve of their previous exposure level.

EXPOSURE FROM MAY THROUGH AUGUST

I
Length of bar indicates average exposure from September to October

Great Interest in August iLe^ Interest in August ( ) Total Cases

Attention Is Selective

In a typical American presidential campaign, there is often

not a complete balance between material favorable to the

Democrats and that favorable to the Republicans, but still any-

one who wants to read a particular side can usually find it. (The
situation in Erie County in 1940 is described in Chapter XIIL)
But supply need not be equated to exposure and actually was

not. People selected political material in accord with their own
taste and bias. Even those who had not yet made a decision

exposed themselves to propaganda which fit their not-vet-con-

scious Dolitical nredisoositio
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This is easily demonstrated. The people who in August did

not have a definite vote intention are classified by their index of

political predispositions (IPP) into two groups: those with so-

cial characteristics which should predispose them to be Demo-
crats and those with characteristics indicating Republican

predispositions. Remember that these people had not yet made
up their minds how they were going to vote. Next we look at

their exposure to political communications but we do it dif-

ferently from before. What interests us now is not the extent

but the political color of the material to which they were ex-

posed. All the speeches, magazine articles, or newspaper stories

they reported reading or hearing were classified according to

their political content. Thus we were able to classify the ex-

posure of each respondent as predominantly Republican, pre-

dominantly Democratic, or neutral (the last if the respondent

had neither heard nor read anything or if his attention was

evenly balanced between the two parties).

The still-undecided persons with the economic, religious, and

residential attributes which usually characterize Republicans

managed as a rule to see and hear more Republican propaganda

(Chart 29). Among those whose characteristics—economic, re-

ligious and residential—tended Democratic, three times as

many saw and heard more pro-Democratic propaganda than

pro-Republican.

There are at least two factors which account for the differ-

ences. One is external to the voter himself. He lives in the

country so he reads farm journals that happen also to be more

Republican
j
or he lives in the city so he hears more talk from

fellow-workers who are pro-labor and pro-Democratic. The
environment sifts the propaganda which the respondent sees

and hears.

But there is also an effect caused by the still-unconscious psy-

chological predispositions of the voter himself. From his many

past experiences shared with others in his economic, religious,

and community groups, he has a readiness to attend to some

things more than others. His internal as well as his external
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situation is weighted one way or the other. Voters somehow

contrive to select out of the passing stream of stimuli those by

which they are more inclined to be persuaded. So it is that the

more they read and listen^ the more convinced they become of

the rightness of their own position. And that brings us up to

the final point-—clinching the decision.

CHART 29

People who have not yet decided

about their vote expose themselves

more to propaganda of that party

for which they are predisposed by

background.

Republican Democratic

Predisposition Predisposition

Votes Crystallize

The human being is biologically integrated for action.

Thought and emotion may occasionally be nurtured for their

own sake, but more frequently they are used to guide action.

The normal outcome of the process of political activation is the
act of voting. As we have seen, this is ordinarily reached in
three stages: (1) the awareness of a campaign and the presence
of propaganda warms up interest

5 (2) interest in turn sets off
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the quest for more information and creates the readiness to

notice more of what has been available all the time
5
but (3) the

voter’s attention is steered by his predisposition, i.e., he dis-

covers mainly what he will find acceptable. Political writers

have the task of providing ^VatlonaP’ man with good and ac-

ceptable reasons to dress up the choice which is more effectively

determined by underlying social affiliations. At some point

along the line the evidence reaches a satisfactory level
j
the in-

dividual is persuaded
j
the choice is consciously completed.

In psychological terms the act of decision ends the internal

competition. One system of values and loyalties— say, the

Democratic-—^would, if put in operation, lead to one line of ac-

tion. The other involves different (Republican) ways of look-

ing at and feeling about the campaign. So long as the decision

is withheld, both may be recognized as valid, and a few voters

even shift from one framework to the other. But people are

urged to vote and find it embarrassing to remain suspended be-

tween the sides and identified with neither. To decide means

to discard what has been up to the time of decision a possible

frame of thought and feeling and to act in accord with the

other.

We have seen how the arguments read and heard by the

respondents conform more and more to the outlook of their so-

cial groups. Arguments enter the final stage of decision more

as indicators than as influences. They foint outy like signboards

along the road, the way to turn in order to reach a destination

which is already determined. So, in a sense, it is for votes at

this fourth stage. The political predispositions and group alle-

1

glances set the goal
j
all that is read and heard becomes helpful

and effective insofar as it guides the voter toward his already

**chosen” destination. The clinching argument thus does not'

have the function of fersuadingXht voter to act. He furnishes

the motive power himself. The argument has the function of

identifying for him the way of thinking and acting which he is

already half-aware of wanting. Campaigning for votes is not
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writing on a public tabula resa; it is showing men and women

that their votes are a normal and logical and more or less in-

evitable expression of tendencies with which each has already

aligned himself. Perhaps some illustrations may help to make

clear all four stages o£ the process of activation.

Some Illustrations of Activation

The whole process of activation is rather complex and our

respondents were not likely to be aware of it themselves. The

following case is a typical example, from our interviews, of how
the expression of political predispositions came about. This

respondent is a Protestant store owner with an SES level of B,

living in a rural part of the country. In the first months of the

campaign period he could not decide which candidate he fa-

vored. He thought Roosevelt had been a good president, had

instituted many important reforms, and had “kept us from the

internal revolution that they said was threatening the country.”

He also stated that “if times were different, Willkie might be

good.” But his Republican predisposition naturally led him to

propaganda favorable to the Republican party. And by Sep-

tember, constant reading of a newspaper which came out for

Willkie had brought him into line with others of his social

group: “Aow that he {Willkie') has come out and said what he

was for—defense is the most important thing—I plan to vote

for him. ... I also like his business program of trying not to

interfere with business or burden business with taxes. I have

been reading the texts of Willkie^s speeches in the Cleveland

Plain DealerP

Another way to trace the role of activation is to see how the

same argument takes different forms for respondents of differ-

ing backgrounds. One of the slogans in favor of Willkie was
that he represented the American ideal of the poor boy who
made good. The following three quotations illustrate how
Willkie became all things to all men:

Well-to-do Railroad Foreman
^
Retired: ^‘He is a business
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mm and that is what will most likely put the nation back on its

feet. Roosevelt is all politician, and I wouidn^t vote for any-

body for a third term anyhow. . .

Poor Unemployed Musician: ^‘^Willkie is jor the poor peo-

ple, ... I have been reading how he was a poor farmer boy and

worked for 75 cents a day tending cows and how he was for the

poor people. He has got to be president of some big company
just through hard work. . .

Well-to-do Woman Engaged in Farming: “I am against the

third term and since reading Willkie’s life in the Farm Journal

I am rather sure I will vote for him. I was waiting for both

conventions before deciding. I am greatly impressed by an

article in the Fa^'m Journal that Willkie started as a poor boy

and now owns four farms valued at $88,000.”

It seems, incidentally, that the social function of such stereo-

types can be better understood in the light of the internal and

subjective selection of influences. A campaign argument will be |

particularly successful if a variety of meanings can be read into
'

it. From this picture of the man who started humbly and be-

came successful any of three different elements may be brought

to the fore: the poor people can feel that he will not have for-

gotten them, the rich people can be convinced that he will take

care of their interests, and the middle-class voters can be at-

tracted by the implications of hard work and thrift which are so

prominent in their own ideology. One may speak of structured

and unstructured stereotypes. The former are too well defined

to be useful. The unstructured are catch-alls into which each

voter reads the meanings he desires.

A final example of activation can be taken from our own

panel procedure. Interviewers returned to members of the

panel six times and as a result, the interest of our panel mem-
bers was increased. Their interest level became somewhat high-

er than that of the control group, and the panel members them-

selves testified to this effect. The proportion of the panel who

actually voted was also somewhat higher than that of the
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county. But the distribution of votes was not affected by it.

The interviewers activated the predispositions of some of our
more sluggish respondents but did not affect the ratio in which
they finally voted for the two parties.

ThuSj personal relationships were also instrumental in acti-

vating the latent predispositions of the voters. Before dealing
v/ith them directly, however, let us turn to some other effects

of the campaign.



The Reinforcement Effect

R,radoxically enoughj campaign propaganda exerted one ma-
jor effect by producing no overt effect on vote behavior at all

—

if by the latter “effect” we naively mean a change in vote. Half

the people knew in Mayj before the campaign got underway,

how they would vote in November, and actually voted that way.

But does that mean that campaign propaganda had no effect

upon them? Not at all. For them, political communications

served the important purpose of preserving prior decisions in-

stead of initiating new decisions. It kept the partisans “in line”

by reassuring them in their vote decision
5

it reduced defections

from the ranks. It had the effect of reinforcing the original

vote decision.

The importance of reinforcement can be appreciated by con-

jecturing what might have happened if the political content of

the major media of communications had been monopolized, or

nearly monopolized, by one of the parties. European experience

with totalitarian control of communications suggests that under

some conditions the opposition may be whittled dowai until only

the firmly convinced die-hards remain. In many parts of this

country, there are probably relatively few people who would

tenaciously maintain their political views in the face of a con-

tinuous flow of hostile arguments. Most people want—and

need—to be told that they are right and to know that other

people agree with them. Thus, the parties could forego their

propagandizing only at considerable risk, and never on a uni-

lateral basis. So far as numbers of voters are concerned, cam-

paign propaganda results not so much in gaining new adherents
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as in preventing the loss of voters already favorably inclined.

Wherever the parties stand in substantial competition—as

they do throughout most of the country and as they did in Erie

County in 1 940—party loyalties are constantly open to the dan-

ger of corrosion. Party propaganda—from his own party—
provides an arsenal of political arguments which serve to allay

the partisan’s doubts and to refute the opposition arguments

which he encounters in his exposure to media and friends-—in

short, to secure and stabilize and solidify his vote intention and

finally to translate it into an actual vote. A continuing flow of

partisan arguments enables him to reinterpret otherwise unset-

tling events and counter-arguments so that they do not leave

him in an uncomfortable state of mental indecision or inconsis-

tency. For example, Republicans who might be disturbed by

Willkie’s relationship to utility interests were equipped with the

notion that his experience in business would make him a better

administrator of the national government than Roosevelt. Simi-

larly, Democrats uneasy about the third term as a break with

American tradition were able to justify it by reference to the

President’s indispensable experience in foreign affairs at such a

time of world crisis. (In fact, this latter argument was the an-

swer to the disturbing third-term argument for many loyal

Democrats.)

The provision of new arguments and the reiteration of old

arguments in behalf of his candidate reassure the partisan and

strengthen his vote decision. Should he be tempted to vacil-

Jate, should he come to question the rightness of his decision,

the reinforcing arguments are there to curb such tendencies to-

ward defection. The partisan is assured that he is right
;
he is

told why he is right
j
and he is reminded that other people agree

with him, always a gratification and especially so during times

of doubt. In short, political propaganda in the media of com-
munication, by providing them with good partisan arguments,

at the same time provides orientation, reassurance, integration

for the already partisan. "jSuch satisfactions tend to keep people
“in line” by reinforcing their initial decision. To a large extent,
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stability of political opinion is a function of exposure to rein-

forcing communications.

Partisanships Partisan Exposures Reinforced Partisanship

The availability of partisan propaganda in Erie County in

1940 was somewhat out of balance. There was much more
Republican material available (see Chapter XIII) but it was

still reasonably easy to read or listen to the Democratic side. If

the exposure of the partisans paralleled the partisan distribution

of available communications, they would always be running up

against the case of the opposition, especially the Democrats.

Thus reinforcement would take a step forward and then a step

back, and its effect would be halting and lame at best.

But, of course, actual exposure does not parallel availability.

Availability plus predispositions determines exposure—and pre-

dispositions lead people to select communications which are con-

genial, which support their previous position. More Repub-

licans than Democrats listened to Willkie and more Democrats

than Republicans listened to Roosevelt. The universe of cam-

paign communications— political speeches, newspaper stories,

newscasts, editorials, columns, magazine articles—was open to

virtually everyone. But exposure was consistently partisan, and

such partisan exposure resulted in reinforcement.^

By and large about two-thirds of the constant partisans—the

people who were either Republican or Democratic from May
right through to Election Day—managed to see and hear more

of their own side’s propaganda than the opposition’s.^ About

one-fifth of them happened to expose more frequently to the

other side, and the rest were neutral in their exposure (Chart

30). But—and this is important—the more strongly partisan

the person, the more likely he is to insulate himself from con-

trary points of view. The constants with great interest and with

most concern in the election of their own candidate rntro. more

partisan in exposure than the constants with less interest and less

concern. Such partisan exposure can only serve |o reinforce the

partisan’s previous attitudes. In short, the most partisan people
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protect themselves from the disturbing experience presented by

opposition arguments by paying little attention to them. In-

stead, they turn to that propaganda which reaffirms the validity

and wisdom of their original decision—which is then reinforced.

CHART 30

The more interested feofle are in the elec-

tion^ the more they tend to expose themselves

to propaganda of their own party. This chart

deals only with those with constant vote in-

tention from May to November.

Great Interest Less Interest

Exposed equally

to publicity of

both parties

Exposed mainly

to publicity of
,

other party

Exposed mainly

to publicity of ,

own party

Total Cases
( 119 )

One of the assumptions of a two-party democratic system is

that considerable inter-communication goes on between the sup-

porters of the opposing sides. This evidence indicates that such

inter-communication may go on in public—in the media of

communication—without reaching very far into the ranks of the

strongly partisan, on either side. In recent years, there has been

a good deal of talk by men of good will about the desirability

and necessity of guaranteeing the free exchange of ideas in the

market-place of public opinion. Such talk has centered upon
the problem of keeping free the channels of expression and com-
munication. Now we find that the consumers of ideas, if they
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have made a decision on the issue, themselves erect high tariff

walls against alien notions,

Re'mjorcement Described by the Reinforced

Partisans need reasons for being partisan, and the formal

media supply them and thus reinforce their partisanship. At

one point during the interviews, the respondents who main-

tained a constant voting preference were asked why they fa-

vored the candidate of their choice. Their answers sometimes

showed the effect of reinforcement.

Faint beginnings of doubt about the wisdom of their decision

were counteracted by appropriate propaganda, and corrosion is

thus halted. For example, a young married woman, a Demo-
crat with low income, reported: ^Tn FDR’s Wednesday night

speech, he stated the facts of his administration. He men-
tioned several facts of which I had been unaware—for example,

that there have been fewer bank failures in his administration

than in previous ones. I cannot recall any others at present, but

I had no idea FDR had accomflished so muchP The final

phrase clearly expresses this partisan’s relief and gratification in

the apparent validity of her decision.

Similar reinforcement—-the other side of the coin—is evident

in the case of a young salesman on a low SES level who was for

Willkie in 1940 just as he had been for Landon in 1936. His

actual economic position conflicted with his appraisal of himself

as belonging to small business. He granted that “Roosevelt’s

policies were good but we don’t need them now,” and then con-

tinued; “I have been reading various articles about Roosevelt

lately and he didn’t do as much as I thought, . . . Read m Na-

tion^s business about the NLRB. The basic idea was all right

but they didn’t push it far enough. It just sounds like he has

done a lot hut he really didnHF This man’s wife disagreed

with him on politics. Under all these cross-pressures, perhaps

insecure in his Republican vote intention, he turned to business

publications to reassure himself, to convince himself that he was

right, and to get good ideas for purposes of argument. With-
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out such remforcement, this man might have swung away from

the Republicans.

But some respondents had more than the faint beginnings of

doubt
j
they had enough doubts actually to leave their original

choice for indecision or even the other party, after which they

returned to their first decision. Such people are the waverers

we have discussed in earlier chapters. The influence exerted

upon them by the media of communication to return to their

original decision is no less a reinforcement effect than that ex-

erted upon someone who doubted but never actually left his

party. It is just that they needed more reinforcement.

Consider the case of a young unemployed laborer on a low

SES level—a ^‘^natural” Democrat. Originally Democratic, he

favored Roosevelt because “he gave us work” and because he is

“damned if he knows” who will benefit from Wilikie’s election.

And yet he decided in August to vote Republican because of the

third term issue; “Two times is enough. The rest of ’em didn’t

take it.” But then he heard an argument which served to rein-

force his Democratic predispositions: “I heard a Lowell Thomas
broadcast yesterday saying that Hitler and Mussolini wanted

Willkie elected. I don’t want to vote for any Bund.” And so

this respondent returned to his Democratic vote intention be-

cause “FDR has the experience we need at this time and I don’t

have the confidence in Willkie, without experience in this

crisis.” And once again, he cited his favorite commentator,

Lowell Thomas, as the source of this reason for change.

Another illustration of the effect of, reinforcement upon a

waverer involves the vice-president of a bank, with strong Re-
publican predispositions. In May he was Republican, but by

June—after Germany’s conquest of Western Europe—he was

not sure : “My decision will depend upon who will keep us out

of war. That is paramount in my mind.” But all his attitudes

and values, and probably associates, were so firmly Republican

that his indecision was short-lived. By August he was back

doing business at the same old stand: “For one thing, FDR’s
running for a third term made me very disgusted . . . Any man
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{Willkie') who has tnade s-mh a success of himself in such a big

business as Commonwealth and Southern will do a lot for this

country in a business way. Pve read articles about him in the

Cleveland Plain Dealer and also the Chicago Tribune. I have

also read a bookj ^The Smoke Screen/ which woke me up to

iust how badly FDR is spending the taxpayers’ money.”

, It is in comments o£ this kind that we find indications of the

reinforcement functions of partisan arguments. They reinforce

by validating, orienting, and strengthening the original deci-

sion, by minimizing tendencies toward an internal conflict of

opinions, by buttressing some opinions at the expense of others,

and by countering possible or actual corrosion of partisan atti-

tudes.



champaign propaganda activated people by bringing their

latent political attitudes to the surface of recognition and ex-

pression. It reinforced people by telling them what they most

wanted to see and hear. But what of the third effect of cam-

paign propaganda—conversion? When people speak of the

influence of the press and radio, that is usually what they mean.

Were people actually convinced by campaign propaganda to

renounce their original choice in favor of the opposition or to

decide upon a vote contrary to that ordinarily associated with

their social characteristics? How often did conversion occur

and, how did it work?

The first thing to say is that some people were converted by

campaign propaganda but that they were jew indeed. What we
have already learned about the factors involved in vote deci-

sions makes this less than surprising. Clearly, several factors

other than short-run communications took precedence in influ-

ence. Such factors or conditions actually served to insulate

various groups from the conversion influence, thus delimiting

its area of application. In combination, they acted as a fine

political sieve through which relatively few people passed. As
the following summary briefly indicates, a whole set of estab-

lished behavior patterns operated against conversion and hence

made it an uncommon experience.

Restriction 1

:

Half the people knew in May for which party

they would vote and clung to this choice throughout the cam-
paign. They were the least susceptible to conversion.

Restriction 2: Of those who were undecided in May, about
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half made up their minds after they knew who the nominees

were and maintained this decision throughout the campaign.

Such partisans, who made their choice conditional on the nomi-

nee, were likewise not open to ready conversion.

Restriction 3: The vote decisions of 70% of the people,

whether or not they expressed an early vote intention, corre-

sponded to the vote tendencies prevailing among groups with

social characteristics similar to their own. The predispositions

of such people were so deeply rooted that they could not be

readily converted by the opposition’s campaign propaganda.

Restriction 4: The strongly partisan devoted most attention

to campaign propaganda. In other words, the people who read

and listened most to political communications had the most fixed

political views. Thus, in sheer quantity campaign propaganda

reached the persons least amenable to conversion.^

Restriction 5: The people who read and heard most political

communication were exposed to more of their own partisan

propaganda. Thus in partisanship too, attention to propaganda

led away from conversion.^

: In summary, then, the people who did most of the reading

and listening not only read and heard most of their own par-

tisan propaganda but were also most resistant to conversion be-

cause of their strong predispositions. And the people who were

most open to conversion-—the ones the campaign managers most

wanted to reach-—read and listened least. Those inter-related

facts represent the bottleneck of conversion.

But although these restrictions considerably narrow the ap-

plication of conversion, they do not eliminate it altogether. For

the sake of the record, let us definitely establish the occurrence

of conversion on the basis of campaign communications available

in the formal media. To do so, we must show that exposure to

partisan propaganda leads some people to vote against their pre-

dispositions. Within the limitations outlined above, this does

happen (Chart 31). Persons with Republican predispositions

who were exposed to predominantly Democratic propaganda

voted more Democratic than those with the same predisposi-
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CHART 3 1

Exposure to political propaganda has a converting effect:

people predisposed tozvard the Republicans vote more
Democratic if they are exposed to Democratic prop-

aganda. The same finding holds for those with Demo-
cratic predispositions.

REPUBLICAN
PREDISPOSITION

Republican Democratic

Exposure Exposure

Voted Democratic

Voted Republican

(138) (60) Total Cases

tions who were exposed to predominantly Republican propa-

ganda. And the same was true for those with Democratic pre-

dispositions.
;
Among people with definite predispositions, then,

a certain proportion exposed to propaganda in opposition to their

predisposition voted in line wnth the propaganda and out of line

with their predispositions. Such people were converted by cam-

paign propaganda. }

The Conversion Effect Illustrated—The Third Term Issue

Every campaign has its major issues and arguments which are

supposed to be not only the most ^fimportant” but also the most

effective in converting voters. In 1940, the major Republican

argument—perhaps the major issue of the whole campaign—

DEMOCRATIC
PREDISPOSITION

Republican Dernocrofic

Exposure Exposure
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was the third term. What success did it have in converting

people?

Naturally, almost all the Republicans disapproved of the

third term in principle, and most of the Democrats favored it.

But this indicates nothing as to its value as a converting argu-

ment To show how influential for conversion it “really” was,

we must set up rigid criteria. Let us say that the third term issue

have converted to a 1 940 Republican vote only those who

(1) voted for Roosevelt in 1936 and (2) did not intend to vote

Republican in May, 1940 (i.e., before Roosevelt was nominat-

ed) and (3) believed that Roosevelt had been a good president.

The application of these criteria narrows the field considerably,

but at the same time it serves to delimit sharply the “real” con-

verting influence exerted by the argument. If we find that such

people ascribed their Republican vote in 1 940 to the third term

issue, then we may agree that it exerted a “real” influence upon

them.

Of all the persons who changed toward Willkie during the

course of the campaign, only 1 5 qualified on all these criteria of

good-will toward Democratic policies. Of those, only nine

mentioned the third term as the most important reason for their

final vote decision when queried just after Election Day. But

only six of them gave the third term as the sole reason for

change at the time they shifted to a Republican position. Ac-

cording to our criteria, then, the third term issue served as a

“real” converting influence only for these few people—about

2% of the total Republican vote. (And even then, probably not

all six were “real” converts, since five of them had mixed po-

litical predispositions tending toward Republican. Thus, even

the 2% for whom the third term argument was “really” effec-

tive were partly activated and only partly converted to a Re-

publican vote.)

One clear case of the effectiveness of the third term argu-

ment—the one clear case as outlined above—is presented by a

poor Catholic carpenter on the lowest SES level, obviously a

man with strong Democratic predispositions. He had voted for
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Roosevelt in 1932 and 1936 (and for A1 Smith in 1928), he

approved what Roosevelt had accomplished, and he originally

had planned to vote for him again—but ^^the third term is a

stumbling block.” When he finally decided to vote Republican

in August, he explained his change in these terms: “I have

changed because of the third term. / donH affrove FDR^s
running for a third term. He wants to be the first dictator in

the United States. . . . This will be the first time 1 have ever

voted for a Refublican. I am voting for Willkie despite the

fact that he’s talking too much and making too many promises

he won’t be able to fulfill.”

Thus, insofar as mass media of communications led to con-

version at all, it was through a redefinition of the issues. In

this example and others, issues about which people had pre-

viously thought very little or had been little concerned, took

on a new importance as they were accented by campaign propa-

ganda. In this way, political communications occasionally broke

down traditional party loyalties.

Willkie
y,
Champion of the Poor

The third term issue was a “natural” for the Republicans.

But one propaganda problem which faced them was to convince

voters on the low SES strata that Willkie had their interests at

heart. The Republican pro-business tradition as well as Will-

kie’s utility background worked against him in this regard.

In all, there were 14 people on the lowest SES level who
changed to Willkie for economic reasons. These respondents

were deviates from the general trend, which would suggest that

they were converted by what they read and heard. Republican

propagandists were successful in twisting the Democratic argu-

ment that “Willkie is in league with big business” into a form
which would appeal most to these low-income people. It is

interesting that a few of the respondents specifically mention
Gerald L. K. Smith or Townsend as the sources of their opin-

ions. Their reasoning follows these lines; “Willkie promised
work, and the Republican party is the money party so he •mil
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be able to keef his fromise^^; “Willkie would increase wages be-

cause he was born foor. Roosevelt was born wealthy and

doesn’t know what it was like to be poor”j ^Willkie will throw

out New Deal measures. Cooferating with capital will create

work.^^

The ^^Doubters^^

Finally, there was a small number of conversion cases—very

small—who were greatly interested in the election, who felt

that there was something important to be said for each side,

who tried more or less conscientiously to resolve their doubts

one way or the other during the campaign. They, and only

they, conformed to the standard stereotype of the dispassionate,

rational democratic voter.

For the most part, such persons had “weak” predispositions,

i.e.j they tended to fall at or near the center of the IPP score.

In other words, their social position was such that they could

“afford” conversion through thought. Such people had estab-

lished for themselves certain criteria by which to judge a presi-

dential candidate—criteria formulated in terms of the interests

of the country as a whole rather than the interests of a special

group—^but they were in doubt as to whether Roosevelt or

Willkie fit the specifications better. They were subject to

strong attitudinal cross-pressures (resulting from their “weak”

predispositions)
;
they liked Roosevelt for this and Willkie for

that, or they approved one part of a candidate’s program but dis-

approved another part. They gave some evidence of careful

and objective thought about the problem of casting their ballot.

For example, here is a young man with slightly Republican

predispositions. This first voter—^i-ated extremely fair-minded

by the interviewer—-had a high school education and a little bet-

ter than average means. He considered experience in business

and in government equally important in a president, approved

conscription but with reservations, was not particularly im-

pressed by the third-term argument, and thought Willkie and

Roosevelt agreed on most issues. He approved Roosevelt be-
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cause has handled the problems of the middle class very

welP’ and he liked Willkie because of his business and execu-

tive ability. He was undecided in vote until the last few days

of the campaign and then settled on Roosevelt. Said he:

would rather have the man with the practical experience

than the untried man. The two men seemed to think along the

same lines and be on the same platform and it seemed that about

the only difference was that one was experienced and the other

was not. Willkie is a smart man in his line but he is not quali-

fied to be president now because of the European situation. If

the Republicans had put up a man like Taft, I might have voted

Republican. No new information has come up to help form my
opinion. It was just that I wanted to weigh facts right up to

the end and keep my mind open to new information. . .

The real doubters—the open-minded voters who make a sin-

cere attempt to weigh the issues and the candidates dispassion-

ately for the good of the country as a whole—exist mainly in

deferential campaign propaganda, in textbooks on civics, in the

movies, and in the minds of some political idealists. In real

life, they are few indeed.



CHAPTER XI

The Over-All Effect of

the Campaign

The presidential campaign as a whole, then—the speeches,

the events, the writings, the discussions, the total propaganda

output—had three effects upon the voters. The campaign acti-

vated the indifferent, reinforced the partisan, and converted the

doubtful. We have suggested the relative importance of these

effects of the campaign. Let us now summarize by a some-

what more systematic approach to the problem of the over-all

effect of the campaign.

November 1936-tO'-May 1940 as Against May-to-Octoher 1940

The proper perspective on a presidential campaign is gained

only by a consideration of the changes from one presidential

election to another. Only then can one basic question be an-

swered: does the formal campaign during the summer and fall

of an election year simply extend the long-term voting trend

evident from election to election? Or does the campaign hasten

or retard the trend line? In other words, what does the cam-

paign do that would not have been done by the mere passage of

time?

This problem is part of the problem of voting cycles. Presi-

dential elections since the Civil War have moved in long-time

trends from one party to the other.^ From a low of 35% of the

two-party vote in 1924, the Democrats reached a peak of 62%
in 1936. Between 1936 and 1940, the Democratic majority

fell off, but remained a majority. How much of such gross
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change occurs between one election and the beginning of the

next campaign and how much occurs during the campaign?

In Erie County in 1940, changes in vote intention during the

campaign were much fewer than changes in vote intention dur-

ing the preceding three-and-a-half years. Everybody who

stayed with the Republicans in 19365 a lean year, was also Re-

publican in 1940 (actually, 99%). But the abnormally heavy

Democratic vote in 1936 diminished as time went on. Between

Election Day, 1936, and May, 1940, 21% of the 1936 Demo-

crats had fallen away from the party. Between May and Oc-

tober, 1940, only another 8% left the Democratic fold. In

other words, all the events of the intermediate period—local,

national and international—changed over twice as many votes

as all the events of the campaign.

What the campaign did was to speed up the long-term trend

toward the Republicans. The 8% change during the six months

of the campaign represents a greater change per unit of time

than the 21% change during the 42 intervening months. The
campaign served not only to extend the trend but to intensify it.

The movement away from the Democrats from 1936 to 1940,

so to speak, was activated by the whole business of the campaign.

TABLE V; THE EFFECT OF THE CAMPAIGN UPON VOTE
INTENTIONS (MAY TO OCTOBER)

1

Vote Intention in October

Vote Intention

IN May
Vote Intention

|

Followed
Predispositions

Vote Intention

Ran Counter to
Predispositions Undecided

Vote Intention

Followed

Predispositions

Reinforcement

36%
Conversion

2%
Partial Con-

version 3%

Vote Intention

Ran Counter to

Predispositions

Reconversion

3%
Reinforcement

17%
jPartial Con-

version 3%

Undecided Activation

14%
Conversion

6%
No effect

16%
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Assessment of Campaign Effects

That sets the stage for the following summary of the three

effects of the campaign—activation, reinforcement, conversion.

(The same effects of political communications, of course, op-

erated between elections as well.)

The three effects were defined as they were discussed. For

purposes of clarity and summary, let us represent them and the

numbers of people to whom they apply in a single table (Table

V). The table covers all the possible vote combinations at

two different times. The data apply only to the status of vote

intentions as of May and October
j

obviously, many changes

went on between these two points in time and they could be run

out similarly. But the May-October relationship, from begin-

ning to end of the campaign, is the best single illustration of the

basic matter—the nature and extent of campaign effects. In

sum, then, this is what the campaign does: reinforcement (po-

tential) 53%} activation 14%} reconversion 3%} partial con-

version 6%} conversion 8%} no effect 16%.

But a few important caveats must be entered. We cannot say

for sure whether all the constants were really reinforced by the

campaign
}
certainly not all of them needed reinforcement. But

no other effect than reinforcement could have operated for

them. In this case, the figure certainly represents the maximum
application of the effect. The same is true in the case of con-

version, but for another reason. The data are based upon a rel-

atively rough designation of predispositions, the IPP construct-

ed in Chapter III and involving only the three primary charac-

teristics of SES level, religion, and residence. A finer index of

predispositions, containing basic political attitudes as well as ad-

ditional such personal characteristics, would provide a much

more reliable result—and would probably lower the figure for

actual conversion. For example, many cases listed under con-

version here refer to persons with relatively “weak” predisposi-

tions, i.e., persons with cross-pressures acting upon their vote

decisions. A more exact measure of their original predisposi-
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tions would undoubtedly eliminate a good many of them from

the ranks of the converted.

Andj to follow this up, those eliminated would enter the

ranks of the actlvatedj i.e., they would have made their vote

decision in line with their actual political predispositions. In

short, the figure for activation is probably low and the figure

for conversion is probably high.^ In any case conversion is, by
far, the least frequent result and activation the second most

frequent manifest effect of the campaign.



During a presidential campaign, most people know how they

are going to vote and think they know who is going to win the

election. In the following chapter, we shall see that a large

proportion of the communications on the campaign is given

over to just such speculation and prediction. Do editors and

commentators meet a public need by playing up the contest ele-

ment in the election?

In order to study this matter we asked our respondents the

following question at every interview: *^*Regardless of which

man or party you would like to see elected, which party do you

think actually will be elected?”

Although the respondents were always Republican in the ma-
jority, they always expected the Democrats to win. Among
those who had a definite expectation as to who would win, the

proportion of those who favored Willkie was at its lowest in

June just prior to the Republican convention and when the war

situation in Europe was most exciting; at that time only 29%
thought the Republicans would win. After the Republican con-

vention came a sudden increase in those favoring the Republi-

cans. From the Democratic convention on, the proportion of

those who gave the Republicans the better chance varied be-

tween 46% and 48%.
The number of people who had no vote intention diminished

gradually as the campaign progressed, but the figures show a

different trend for expectation of winner. Up to the nomina-

tions, one-third did not express an opinion on who would win.

After both candidates were known, the proportion of people
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without a definite expectation dropped to one-fourth and stayed

there.

Expectations were considerably more uncertain than vote in-

tention. While 48% never changed the party for which they

intended to vote, only 25% kept the same expectation as to who

would win the election all through the campaign. The more in-

terested people were, the less did they change their expectation.

For every ten people who throughout the study thought that

the same candidate had the best chance, there were fifteen on the

high interest level who changed their minds, 24 on the middle

interest level, and 30 on the lowest.

As could be expected, there was a close relationship between

vote intention and expectation of winner. By and large each

party expected its own candidate to win and the people who
had no vote intention were also not interested enough to form

much of an opinion as to the probable winner.

The greater the interest in the election, the closer the rela-

tionship between expectation and vote intention. For people

on the highest interest level the two factors have a Pearson cor-

relation of .68 j
for those on the lower levels combined the

correlation is only .59.^

Changes in Expectation

Whenever a respondent changed his expectation between two
interviews, he was asked what made him change his mind. An
analysis of the comments of these respondents aptly illustrates

the importance of personal contacts. When people explained

their changes in vote intention

^

they gave as sources of their de-

cision radio or newspaper or personal conversations with other

people in about the same frequency. But when they named their

reasons for change in expectation, they mentioned face-to-face

contacts with other people slightly more frequently than both

formal media taken together.

There seemed to be two main ways in which people influenced

each other’s expectations. First, someone can be told by some-
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one else that the chances of a candidate have changed, as exem-
plified in the following quotation from the interviews:

^^People say each time Willkie speaks he loses a lot of votes.

I don’t know myself but I believe he may lose out.”

Secondly, the respondent formed his own conclusions by
watching what went on around him. He did not need to be

told because he could see the signs on the wall himself:

^*Oii previous interviews it seemed as though more people

were for Roosevelt. But the third term is against him, the

feople donh like the way he made the trade with England for

the naval bases without conferring with Congress, so now I am
not so sure any more who will win.”

It is interesting to observe that as the campaign progressed

the former kind of remark—where our respondents just took

over other people’s predictions—decreased and the latter kind

of comment—where our respondents observed what other peo-

ple felt—increased until in October the two kinds of comments

were about equally frequent.

The reading of our material gives a very strong impression

that in political discussions the question of who will win is the

most frequent topic among people, although our data are not

set up to permit a definite statement on this point.

The Bandwagon Ejf&ct

This leads directly to a basic question: was there a bandwagon

effect? The answer is yes. The respondents who had not

formed a vote intention in May can be classified by the candi-

date they expected to win. In October some of these people had

decided which candidate they wanted to support. The subse-

quent vote intention followed the preceding expectation (Chart

32 ),

In everyone of twenty-one such charts which can be formed

from our material by comparing interviews taken at different

times, the same result was obtained.^

The influence of expectation on vote intention is psychologi-

cally a rather complicated one. Probably some people had al-
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ready half made up their minds for whom to vote but it

seemed less dangerous to put it in the form of an expectation

rather than vote intention. In other casesj hearing about a can-

didate's chances might have activated a predisposition already

existing. But in some cases, respondents did not hesitate to say

straight out that they were deliberately trying to vote for the

winner:

“Just before the election it looked like Roosevelt would win

so I went with the crowd. Didn^t make any difference to me
who won, but I wanted to vote for the winner

“I have always been a Democrat, but lately IVe heard of so

many Democrats who are going to vote Republican that / might

do the same. Four out of five Democrats I know are doing

that.^’

CHART 32

People tend to vote for the candi-

date they expect to win.

No Vote Intention No Vote Intention

in Moy but Expect in May but Expect

Republicans to Win Democrats to Win

Undoubtedly, then, a bandwagon effect does exist and cam-
paign managers do well to take full advantage of it. There
are undeniably people for whom direct argumentation would
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be less effective than the impression that everyone is support-

ing one candidate. There were many ways to influence people’s

expectations as to the winner. We repeatedly found references

of the following kind:

“I have heard a number of Democrats on radio voting for

Willkie—Irvin Cobb, John L. Lewis. I therefore feel that

Willkie will get it, with such backing.”

“I heard over the radio the other night that one of the larg-

est betting houses in New York was betting 9 to 5 on Roosevelt

and when they give those odds, there is really something to it.

Also heard a broadcast from Hollywood where leading movie

stars are coming out for Roosevelt.”

Public opinion polls as a source of change in expectation were

explicitly mentioned by forty-two respondents.^



CHAPTER Xfll

What fhe Voters Were Told

T
1 o the people of Erie Countyj as to the people of the United

States at large, the presidential campaign of 1940 was brought

home in the available communications—newspapers, magazines,

radio newscasts, speeches, pamphlets, personal conversations.

What appeared in these sources represented the campaign for

the voters. What were the people told?^

This report is based upon an analysis of important campaign

communications coming into Erie County through the most

widely read newspapers and magazines and through the most

listened-to speeches and newscasts.^ Actually, the magazine

stories and the radio speeches were nation-wide in coverage, and

so duplicated the appearance of the campaign available most

other places throughout the country. The same is true, though

to a lesser extent, of the newspaper accounts of the campaign,

which were usually the accounts available from the major wire

services. The newspaper columnists available in Erie County

also appeared in newspapers throughout the United States. In

short, the following account of the appearance of the campaign

to the reader and listener in Erie County would probably not

vary much for the reader and listener in many places through-

out the country.

Three samples were chosen at different stages of the cam-
paign. The first, August 5 to 10, came during the pre-campaign

lull between the Democratic convention and Willkie’s accept-

ance speech which started the actual campaigning, at least for

the Republicans. The second period, October 12 to 17, catches

the increasing tempo of the campaign at the start of the final
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month
j
just after Wilikie^s tour of the East and coinciding with

the President's “non-political” inspection of defense plants (in

which he made speeches at Akron and Dayton in Ohio), The
third and final periodj October 25 to November 4j covered the

last and most active eleven days of the campaign.

What of the communication media themselves? How did

they reflect the campaignj in terms of straight partisanship?

(Table VII). As a wholcj the magazines were most partisan

(3 to l)j the newspapers next (just over 2 to l)j and the radio

broadcasts least (just under 2 to 1). This calls for some dis-

cussion.
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TABLE VII: PARTISANSHIP: MEDIA OF COMMUNICATION
Newsfa-per Radio Magazine

Republican 54-% 54% 58%
Pro-Willkie 18 17 34

Anti-Roosevelt 36 37 24

Democratic 26 29 19

Pro-Roosevelt 15 16 10

Anti-Willkie 11 13 9

Neutral 20 17 23

The term “partisanship” is used here in a strictly objective

sense, simply to denote the support of one or the other side.

No connotation of deliberate distortion is implied. However,

this question is crucial to the problem of democratic communi-

cation. Unless partisans on all sides of a controversial issue

believe that the media of communication provide them with a

reasonably fair picture of the controversy, their faith in the

media turns to suspicion and then to outright disbelief, and as

a result political groups may come to lack any common ground

for public discussion. (Some evidence for this is presented in

Chapter XIV).

The partisanship of printed media, for the Republicans par-

ticularly, has been much discussed in recent years and is there-

fore not a surprising result. That the content of radio time has

almost the same character is to be explained by two factors. For
one, it appears that within the period sampled, Republican

speakers bought much more time on the air than did the Demo-
crats. (A more specific analysis shows that the difference was
considerably smaller in the last few weeks before the election,

when Roosevelt went on the air himself.) But in addition, the

preponderance of Republican speakers also influenced the politi-

cal color of the radio newscasts themselves. After all, if the Re-
publican campaign is a more vigorous one, the newscasters have
to report more Republican speeches. It is useful to distinguish

between the direct and the reflected political content of radio

time during the campaign. The direct content, composed of

partisan speeches, had this composition in our sample: 58%
Republican, 29% Democratic, and 13% neutral. For the re-
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fleeted contentj composed of newscasts, the distribution was as

follows: 46% Republican, 27% Democratic, and 27% neutral.

The newscasts were more balanced than the partisan speakers.

This can be documented by reference to the partisanship of

the three Sandusky newspapers in the 1940 presidential cam-

paign. One of the papers was strongly Republican, another was

traditionally (and less strongly) Democratic, and the third was

nominally Democratic but actually neutral. The gross partisan-

ship of the three papers differed (Table VIII). Now all three

papers were reporting to their readers the same external events

—the events of the campaign—for the same time periods. If

the papers were strictly objective in their reporting, the readers

of ail three would have been given roughly the same picture

of the campaign, in terms of over-all partisanship. Actually,

however, they were not. The Republican paper managed to

stress the Republican side, the Democratic paper managed to

stress the Democratic side, and the neutral paper—undoubtedly

more reliable than either of the others in simply reflecting the

campaign—managed to strike a balance between the other two.

TABLE VllI; PARTISANSHIP: THREE LOCAL PAPERS
Refuhlican Neutral Democratic

Pafer Fafer Pafer

Pro-Republican 72% 54% 46%
Pro-Democratic 14 17 36

Neutral 14 29 18

This distribution, in fact, illustrates both the reflection of and

the selection from the campaign, i.e., the effects of both report-

age and partiality. The Republicans campaigned longer and

hence made more reportable news, and this is evident in the

partisanship of all three papers—even the Democratic paper,

which was thus “forced” by events to give somewhat more

weight to the opposing candidate. Within this framework, how-

ever, the papers did what they could to express their own edi-

torial policies, and the figures on partisanship show how success-

ful they were. Perhaps the distance between the neutral paper

and each of the others can be taken as a measure of the relative
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emphasis of the reporting function as against the partisan func-

tioHj in this situation.

The particular slant taken by the magazines tells a story of

its own. The magazines alone were strongly pro-Willkie;

the emphasis on the Republican side both in radio and news-

paper was almost as strongly anti-Roosevelt. This pro-Willkie

material consisted largely of biographies and sketches of the

candidate and was hence a “natural” for the American mass

magazine. Such life stories and character delineations consti-

tute one standard ingredient in the make-up of American mag-

azines. The careers and personalities of “interesting” people

of the day are always being described in such magazines, and

Willkie’s story fitted this formula perfectly. It was a typical

American success story of the man suddenly placed in the

center of the public stage, and the magazines played their

specialty heavily. (Roosevelt was too familiar a figure for such

treatment, and he got little of it.) Of course, at the same time

the editors felt that they were both satisfying their readers^

expectations and fulfilling the need to acquaint them with this

relatively unknown politician. Whatever the motivation

—

whether inspired by public or private reasons—the fact re-

mains that the magazines, relatively free from the compulsions

to reflect the news, were strongly Republican and within that

were strongly pro-Willkie rather than anti-Roosevelt.

Ail of this documents the commonplace notion that the es-

sence of a presidential campaign is partisanship, but just ho<m

partisan is it? An answer can be found by ascertaining the

amount of neutral statements and of admissions in stories and
speeches which clearly supported one or the other candidate.

Only those items are included here which openly favored one

side, e.g., partisan speeches and statements, flattering character

sketches, partisan argumentation by columnists, etc. If an item
as a whole was neutral or balanced, it was omitted from consid-

eration here. Of all the material in such clearly partisan items,

nearly 80% favored the candidate supported by the item as a

whole. Another 15% were neutral, and only about 5% con-
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ceded some virtue to the other side. Whether the American
publiCj or that part of it not itself strongly partisaUj sees in

such extreme one-sidedness a distortion of reality is problemat-

ic. More likely, such partisanship is either attributed to the

usual behavior of ^‘^politicians^^ or interpreted within the frame-

work of American sport where the main objective is to win.

For better or for worse, the presidential campaign is depicted

almost exclusively in black or white.

Subject-Matter: Main Emphases and Themes

Within this most general framework of partisanship, what

topics did campaign propaganda deal with? What subjects

were the people told most about?

The most talked-about subject matter during the campaign

was the campaign itself. Over a third of all discussion centered

on the progress of the campaign, on the campaign methods of

the two parties, and particularly on speculations about the can-

didates^ chances. Next came the Roosevelt record, with an-

other one-fourth of the campaign material devoted to it. These

topics were followed by the future policies of Willkie and

Roosevelt and by discussions of the candidates themselves.

The appearance of the election as a contest in which oppo-

nents struggle for the advantage derives in part from the em-

phasis on prognoses dealing with the campaign. On the one

hand, the protagonists and their supporters sought to create the

illusion of victory-already-won
5
and on the other hand, the

independent commentators sought to establish themselves as

shrewd analysts of the progress of the campaign. As a result,

the outcome of the election received considerable attention. The
developing campaign was discussed and predicted at every

stage, just as sports writers speculate about the outcome of the

World Series or next Saturday’s football game. To some ex-

tent, this is a clue to the strong feelings on the part of the

constant partisans: they wanted their team to win.

In the 1940 campaign, in the nature of the case, the Presi-
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dent stood on his record whereas Willkie had to sell himself

as a ^^future.” As a result, the battle of the “issues’^ was a

battle between Roosevelt^s record and Willkie^s promises.

An administration’s record, simply as a history of something

tangible done or left undone, is always open to criticism from

those whose function it is to recommend other ways of doing

the same things. Campaign promises, on the other hand, are

easily made by everyone. In a presidential campaign, each side

takes pains to draw its own attractive blueprints of the future

i rather than concentrate on pointing out the flaw in the oppo-

nents’ and thus focus public attention on them. This general

proposition was borne out in the 1940 election propaganda.

Each side attacked its opponents’ record more than that record

was defended. And, to an even greater degree, each side spent

more time in advocating its own future policies than in object-

ing to its opponents’. When the record was being discussed,

attack predominated over defense by about 3 to 2. When fu-

ture policy was being discussed, praise predominated over at-

tack by about 2 to 1. In short, “their side” made the most

;

mistakes and “our side” makes the best promises.

Although the 1940 campaign began just after the fall of

France and ended just after the Axis attack in the Balkans, the

foreign situation took a back seat to domestic problems in cam-

paign propaganda. Of the total discussion of the issues, 73%
dealt with domestic issues and only 27% with foreign affairs.

In the light of subsequent events, this distribution of attention

may seem out of proportion to the relative importance of the

two topics.

The unprecedented “challenge to American traditions” in

1940 made the third term a natural talking point—for the Re-
publicans. Fully 85% of all references to the third term were
opposed to it. In addition, the Democrats argued specifically

for the third term as such less than for any other subject
j
of

some 1,200 pro-Roosevelt sentences only 13 were pro-

third term. The Democrats were content to handle the ques-

tion by avoiding it, lest they simply add fuel to the Repub-
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lican lire. Furthermore there was less neutral discussion of

it than of any other topic (7% as against an average of 20%).

The Center of the Camfmgn: Roosevelt

There is a political legend in the United States that presi-

dential campaigns are wagedj and presidential elections decid-

edj for and against one of the candidates rather than for both

of them. Thus the campaign of 1928 is said to have been

settled on a pro- or anti-Al Smith basis. In 1932 the central

figure was supposed to be Hoover and in 1936 Roosevelt.

Whatever the extent to which this legend is borne out in these

and earlier electionSj there is some evidence on the situation

in 1 940j at least so far as the campaign propaganda is concerned.

Firstj howeverj one caution against generalization. If any

recent campaign should support the legend it would be the

campaign of 1940, in which the President for two historic

terms was standing for re-election on his much-debated record.

His opponentj a newcomer to politics with no record of his own
to stand on, was virtually forced to define his position by ref-

erence to the incumbent^s administration. Thus the circum-

stances of the election stacked the deck in favor of the legend

—

as of course they may for every election.

The campaign material in press and radio favored Willkie

slightly more than 2-to-lj but it centered on Roosevelt 3-to-2.

Thus partisanshif and focus are far from identical. Both the

material favoring the Republicans and that favoring the Demo-
crats dealt with the President more than with his opponent.

In other words, the former was more anti-Roosevelt than pro-

Willkie and the latter was more pro-Roosevelt than anti-Will-

kie (see Table VI).

The Ends of the Campaign: History
^
Money

^
Security

The major end of a political campaign is to win the election.

In order to do this, however, the candidate must offer the voter

some inducement to gain his vote. As is evident above, most
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campaign propaganda consisted of an attempt to show that ^^our

policies” are good and “their policies” are bad. But what were

the policies supposed to be good or bad forl^ What were the

(future) goals and (past) results in terms of which policieSj

plans, decisions, beliefs, acts were justified? What was the

voter to get for his vote? The answer suggests which appeals

the candidates and their managers thought most effective for

American voters.

The major social goal advanced during the campaign was

conformity to principles, i.e., conformity to the past, since the

principles are supposed to have proved themselves, one way or

the other, during the past. Such appeals are probably good both

waysj that is, they are good for the propagandist because of

their convenient adaptability (almost anything can be shown

to conform to or oppose some “historical principle”) and they

are good on the voters because of the strong emotional appeal

exercised by the familiar past and its symbols. Psychologists

could discourse on this appeal’s subjective role (its roots in

infancy, etc.) and sociologists could discourse on its social role

(its conserving influence, etc.). At any rate, it constituted the

dominant social value in terms of which the candidates at-

tempted to sell their programs.

The Means: The Less Said ...

In addition to talking about the goals and results of their

policies, the candidates and their spokesmen had to say some-
thing about the methods by which their policies, or their oppo-

nents’ policies, would be realized. Actually, not much was
said. Only 14% of the total material contained references to

methods, and that was often either irrelevant or vague. In

other words, there was little inclination on either side to in-

trude much discussion of how their programs would be realized

upon the more desirable (and less controversial) discussion df

the attractive programs themselves.
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Emoiioml Terms: The Labels of the Campaign

Ail sorts of propaganda rely on emotional appeals to get
their message across. Such appeals are usually embodied in the
use of various sentimentalized terms—symbols which the peo-
ple are strongly for or against, like democracy and communism.
In 1940, such terms were found in virtually every sentence of
campaign propaganda. There was twice as much use of them
in late October as in early August

j
they kept pace with the ris-

ing intensity of the campaign. Furthermore, material dealing
with Roosevelt —whether pro or con—contained more emotion-
al heat than parallel topics dealing with Wilikie. Evidently the
president was more '4oved'' and “hated” than his opponent.



CHAPTER XIV

The Radio and the Printed Page

A presidential election means a presidential campaign,, and

that means a flood-tide of political propaganda. Campaign

managers devise comprehensive strategies and ingenious tactics

in an attempt to make their will the will of the electorate.

Party workers adapt general policy to specific situations in an

effort to corral the timid, lead the willing, and convince the

reluctant. Partisan leaders of opinion—^the newspaper editor,

the columnist, the free lance writer and the syndicated car-

toonist, the radio commentator, and the local sage—all edge

into the campaign by placing the weight of their authority be-

hind the cause of their favored candidate. Propaganda is let

loose upon the land to control or inform, to constrain or tease

potential voters into the appropriate decision.

Thus the outfUrt of campaign propaganda is tremendous. But

what of the mtakef Unheard music may be sweeter, but unseen

or unheard propaganda is simply useless. How much actual

attention is paid to it? By whom? In which media of commu-
nication? In short, what about actual exposure to campaign

propaganda?

Most people have several claims upon their attention and
interest which necessarily compete with one another. There is

competition between the problems of their “private world” and
those of the “public world.” Pre-occupation with personal

problems does not leave much time or energy for concern with

such relatively remote issues as the choice of a president. And
even within the world of public affairs, no single focus of at-

tention remains unchallenged. For example, the campaign of
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1940 had to compete for attention with a series of major events

which have not marked a presidential campaign since 1916—

a

European war.

As everyone knows, the intensity of a presidential campaign

hits its high point just before Election Day when all the media

of mass communication—newspapers, magazines and radio-^

—

are filled with political propaganda. If people are ever going

to read about the campaign or listen to political speeches, this

is the time.^ How many actually did? In Erie County, during

the last twelve days of the campaign, 54% of the respondents

had heard at least one of five major political talks broadcast

in the days just before the interview, 51% had read at least

one campaign story which had appeared on the front page of

their favorite newspaper the day before the interview, and

26% had read at least one campaign article in the current mass

magazines. This is important. At the peak of the campaign,

in late October, about half the population ignored stories on

the front page of their newspapers or political speeches by the

candidates themselves, and about 75% of the people ignored

magazine stories about the election. In short, the flood of polit-

ical material at that time, far from drowning any of these

people, did not even get their feet wet.

The Concentration of Exposure

But this interpretation might miss the mark. Although half

the respondents were not exposed to any one source, perhaps all

of them, or nearly all, were exposed to some In other

words, perhaps the people specialized in their exposure to com-

munication, some reading but not listening and others listening

but not reading. And thus perhaps everyone was exposed to the

campaign somewhere.

Actually, however, the opposite is the case. With remark-

able consistency, political materials distributed through the

various media of communication reached the same group of po-

tential voters.^ The people who were exposed to a lot of

campaign propaganda through one medium of communication
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paigii and others during the last months—and thus perhaps

everyone was exposed to about the same amount of political

propaganda over the campaign as a whole. Againij howeverj

this is just not so. A^in the same group of people were highly

exposed at different periods of the campaign and another group

of people were little exposed at different periods in the cam-
paign (Chart 34).®

CHART 34

People highly exposed at

one time also tend to be

highly exposed at another

time of the campaign.

EXPOSURE FROM JUNE TO AUGUST

EXPOSURE FROM
SEPTEMBER
TO OCTOBER

High

Low

High aupcsura at both llnm

or low exposure at both ttmee

In suMj thenj exposure to political communications during

the presidential campaign is concentrated in the same group of

peoplcj not spread among the people at large. Exposure in

one medium or at one time supplements rather than comple-

ments exposure in another medium or at another time. The

large and increasing supply of political prouasyanda. durmo-

High Low
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campaign leads primarily not to a wider base of informed voters

but to a more intensive dosage of the same part of the elec-

torate.

Who Read, and Listened to Politics

Who were the people who did most of the reading about and

listening to the campaign? What distinguished them from the

people who paid little attention to politics?

The primary distinction between people who saw and heard

a lot of campaign propaganda and those who saw and heard

only a little was their interest In the election. This has been

mentioned in Chapter V, and need only be noted for the rec-

ord here.

The interested were highly exposed, and so were the decided.

At any one time, the people who already knew how they were

going to vote read and listened to more campaign material than

the people who still did not know how they would vote. In

other words, the group which the campaign manager is pre-

sumably most eager to reach—^the as-yet undecided—^is the

very group which is less likely to read or listen to his propa-

ganda. Just as educational programs on the air attract an au-

dience largely composed of-i.those previously familiar with their

contents, so does political propaganda tend to reach an audi-

ence that has already decided on its choice of a candidate.

In the chapter dealing with the role of interest in the elec-

tion, we saw that interest serves as a synoptic index for an

entire complex of personal characteristics. The most interested

people were better-educated, better-off, older, urban men.

These same characteristics are associated with high exposure to

political communications. There are good cultural reasons to

explain this. The better-educated have more intellectual equip-

ment and more civic training. The better-off have a greater

awareness about politics and think they have a larger stake in it.

The older also think they have a bigger stake in politics
j

in

addition, the younger people in this country, unlike the youth

of Europe, are not particularly politically conscious. The urban
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find it easier to expose to communications, especially print, be-

cause there are more opportunities to do so in the city than in

the country. And finally, men are compelled by the mores to

pay attention to politics and women are not.

Obviously, the people who expose most to campaign com-
munications are those who possessed all three factors: interest,

decision, and the appropriate personal characteristics.^ But

what about their relative importance? Cross-analysis reveals

that exposure to campaign communications was determined pri-

marily by interest in the election
5
secondly by a vote decision;

and finally by education, economic status, and sex and to a lesser

extent by age and residence.

In summary, then, the relative strength of these factors

highlights an important fact about exposure to political com-

munications. We will recall that the people with most interest

were most likely to make their vote decision early and stick to

it throughout the campaign. What we find now is that the peo-

ple who did most of the reading about and listening to the

campaign were the most impervious to any ideas which might

have led them to change their vote. Insofar as campaign prop-

aganda was intended to change votes, it was most likely to reach

the people least susceptible to such changes. It was least likely]

to reach the people most likely to change.

Which Is More Influential—Radio or Newspafer?

In recent years, the radio has taken its place beside the news-

paper as a distinctive medium of communication. Perhaps not

just “beside”; perhaps in some instances the radio has taken

the place of the newspaper. For example, has the radio cut

into the newspaper’s sphere of influence in American politics?

Did the two media serve the same function for the major par-

ties? In short, what were their comparative political roles in

Erie County in 1940?®

Before attacking this question directly, we must digress for

a brief methodological note. Suppose we asked the respondents

themselves to indicate what sources were most effective in in-
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fluendng their vote decision. Merely raising the question is

enough to call to mind the dangers involved in such a proce-

dure. Can respondents appraise the relative influences exerted

upon them over an extended period of time? Any statement by

them to the effect that they were ^^influenced^^ by the “radio^^

or “newspaper” may refer as much to the amount of listening

or reading they have done as to the actual influence of the

media. A direct self-estimate by respondentSj then, will not

serve our purpose.

Accordingly, a method of investigation was devised which

rests on the following assumption: the more concrete and speci-

fic the respondent's account of the experiences which have modi-

fied his view, the more likely it is that the account is valid.

General comments may inadvertently refer to amount of expo-

sure and not to influence. But concrete and circumstantial re-

ports of specific experiences tend to focus on decisive events

and to eliminate the component of amount of exposure. Ob-
viously, no single question can be expected to provide an ade-

quate index of influence. But we can use a battery of questions

which enable us to distinguish between general and vague re-

plies on the one hand and concrete replies on the other. If we
find that the influence attributed to one medium is consistently

mentioned more frequently as we move from general to specific

replies, then we conclude that this medium has actually exerted

a preponderant influence and that We have arrived at a valid

measure of influence.

With that procedure and that measure, what was the com-
parative influence of radio and newspaper in the 1940 cam-
paign? Just after the election, voters were asked to name in

retrospect the sources from which they obtained most of the

information that led them to arrive at their vote decision.

They were then asked to indicate which source proved most
important to them. Although the radio and newspaper ranked
about the same as general sources, the radio was mentioned half

again as frequently as the single most important source of in-

fluence (Chart 35). Half of those who mentioned the radio at
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all considered it their most important source of information,

whereas only a third of those who initially mentioned the news-

paper regarded it as most important. Thus, as we move from

the more general to the more specific indication of infiuence,

radio plays a relatively stronger role than, the newspaper. The
same sort of distinction can be applied to another set of data.

CHART 35

Asked which medium helfed them to -make

their decision^ the voters mention radio and
newspafer about equally. When they are

asked for the ^^most imfortanf^ source^ how-
ever^ radio gets a clear lead.

"HELPFUL" SOURCE "MOST IMPORTANT" SOURCE

Newspaper Radio Newspaper Radio

(401) Totol Coses (401)
(November Interview)

Radio and Newspaper as Sources of Reasons for Change

Whenever a respondent indicated a vote intention different

from the one mentioned in the previous interview, he was asked

the reason for the change. In some cases the source of the new
vote intention was stated in general terms, e.g., changed my
mind as a result of my newspaper reading.” In other cases, the

source of the change was reported in concrete terms, with a me-

dium of commumcationss directly linked to the reason for

change, e.g., “An editorial in Wednesday's Smdushy News
convinced me that the president’s experience in international
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affairs was indispensable.” (We should note here that whereas

in the preceding section we dealt with the respondents as a

whole, here we deal only with the crucial sub-group—the peo-

ple who changed their minds during the campaign.) When
the mentions of media making for changes in vote intention are

classified as general and concrete, how did newspaper and ra-

dio compare?

Until the last period of the campaign, considerably more

political material was available in the newspapers than on the

radio. Although it is difficult to measure this factor of accessi-

bility, only toward the close of the campaign could the amount

of political material on the air be considered at all comparable

to that found in the press. If we limit mentions of media in

connection with reasons for change to the last two months of

the campaign—the most active months of the campaign—what

then?

At that time the radio was mentioned less frequently as a

general source of influence but more frequently as a concrete

source. Once again, the stronger role of radio becomes more

conspicuous in the case of concrete ascriptions of influence.

In sum, to the extent that the formal media exerted any in-

fluence at all on vote intention or actual vote, radio proved

more effective than the newspaper. Differences in the way the

campaign is waged in print and on the air probably account for

this. In the first place, a considerable amount of political mat-

rial appears in the press from the beginning to the end of the

campaign with few notable variations. In time, the claims and

counter-claims of the parties as they appeared in cold print

came to pall upon the reader who had been exposed to essen-

tially the same stuff over an extended period. The campaign on

the radio, however, was much more cursory in its early phases

and became vigorous and sustained only toward the close.

Secondly, the radio campaign consists much more of “events^f

of distinctive interest. A political convention is broadcast, and

the listener can virtually participate in the ceremonial occa-

sion: he can respond to audience enthusiasm, he can directly
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experience the ebb and flow of tension. Similarly with a major

speech by one of the candidates: it is more dramatic than the

same speech in the newspaper next morning.

And thirdly, the listener gets a sense of personal access from

the radio which is absent from print. Politics on the air more
readily becomes an active experience for the listener than poli-

tics in the newspaper does for the reader. It represents an ap-

proach to a face-to-face contact with the principals in the case.

It is closer to a personal relationship, and hence more effective.

A Medium For Each Party

In 1936 and even more in 1940, most of the country’s news-

papers supported the Republican candidate for the presidency

(and the same was true in Sandusky.) And in both campaigns,

according to popular legend, Roosevelt’s “superb radio voice”

enabled him to exploit that medium far more effectively than

either Landon or Willkie. Thus, broadly speaking, it would

appear that each party had an effective hold on one of the two

major media of communication.

This was actually the case. In exposure, in congeniality of

ideas, in trust, and in influence—in all of these characteristics

the Republicans inclined in favor of the newspaper and the

Democrats in favor of the radio. Among people with the same

amounts of formal education, the Republicans read the news-

paper more than the Democrats and the Democrats listened to

the radio more than the Republicans (Chart 36). When we
recall the finding in Chapter XIII that the pro-Republican con-

tent of the newspapers was higher than that on the air, this

suggests once more that people tend to seek out political views

similar to their own. And our respondents were aware of the

facts in the case: when asked, in late October, where they found

“ideas on the coming election which agree most closely with

your own ideas,” the Republicans favored the newspaper and

the Democrats favored the radio, relatively speaking (Chart

37).

What about the implications? Again in late October, re-



SOME HtOH SCHOOL
OR MORE

REPUBLICANS DEMOCRATS

Exposure to Exposure to

Newspaper Radio Newspaper Radio

(102) (55)

NO HIGH SCHOOL

REPUBLiCANS DEMOCRATS

Exposure to Exposure to

Newspoper Radio Newspaper Rodi

(I3i) (122)

CHART 37

Republicans find the newspaper relatively more consis-

tent with their own ideas and the Democrats the radio

on each educational level.

SOME HIGH SCHOOL NO HIGH SCHOOL
OR MORE

Republicans

Nwapopsr Radio

Democrats

Newspaper Radio

Republicans

Newspaper Radio

Osmomits

Newspaper Radio
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spondents were asked which they thought was ^^closer to the

truth (more impartial)—^the news you get in the newspapers or

what you hear on the radio?” Again^ relatively
^
the partisans

ascribed “impartiality” and “veracity” to the media which pre-

sented views similar to their own (Chart 38), A transfer was

effected from partisan value to truth value.

This tendency was virtually confined to the better-educated

respondents. They were more sensitized to the partisanship

of the media and responded with distrust of the veracity of the

“rival” source of information. The less educated were less like-

ly to detect the partisan character of the media and hence less

likely to discount them accordingly.

And finally^ the influence of the two media was different for

the two parties (Chart 39), People changing their vote inten-

tions favorably for the Republicans mentioned newspapers more

frequently as the source of their reason for change and Demo-
crats mentioned the radio more frequently (taking the more re-

liable concrete mentions only).

In summary, then, Republicans preferred the newspaper and

Democrats the radio. Each party exposed more to “its own”
medium, found it more congenial, trusted it more, and was

more influenced by it.

In spite of the fact that the content of the radio favored the

Republicans, the radio more often impressed people in favor

of the Democratic party. Some of the reasons for this are clear.

When radio commentators and newscasters were cited by our

respondents, it was not so much because qf their broadcasts on

domestic politics but because of their reports on foreign affairs

and war news. Under the circumstances, these worked to the

advantage of the Democrats. Take, for example, the young

woman who returned to a Democratic vote because of a news-

cast: “FDR knows the European situation as well as any man.

1 heard a news refort that Hitler and Mussolini want FDR
defeated. If they do, it*s for their own benefit, so I will vote

for FDR if only to spite the dictators.”
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RefuhUcans also thought the newsfafer was relatively

more imfartial (closer to the truth) than the radio and

the Democrats favored the radio^ again on each educa-

tional level.

SOME HIGH SCHOOL
OR MORE

Republicans Democrats

hiewspaper Radio Newspaper Radio

47%

31%
34%

42%

1157) (55)

NO HIGH SCHOOL

Republicons Oemocrots

Newspaper Radio Newspoper Radio

||||IIMIII||||

32%
28%

24%

35%

(74) (71)

CHART 39

Peofle changing towards the Re'puhlicans

mention newspapers more often as an in-

fluence which led to the change and those

changing towards the Democrats mention
radio.

CHANGE IN CHANGE IN

REPUBLICAN DIRECTION DEMOCRATIC DIRECTION

Radio Newspaper Radio

ippun

31%
.

30%

1

17%

pP’llj

20%

lii
(80) (63)

Height of bar indicates number of times news-

paper imm or radio is mentioned os moin

source of change.
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The radio speeches of the candidates themselves also helped

the Democrats, All three of the respondents who mentioned a

Roosevelt speech in connection with a change in vote intention

shifted toward the Democrats. Similarlyj all four of the re-

spondents who mentioned both Roosevelt and Willkie speeches

were persuaded to vote Democratic. But of the eight respon-

dents who mentioned speeches by Willkie, four decided to vote

for Roosevelt. In other words, Willkie^s speeches were as likely

to boomerang against him as they were to operate in his favor.

For example, this young man, after vacillating between the

parties, finally decided for Roosevelt in October : W have heard

some of Willkie^s speeches and I donH like him. . . . All he does

is condemn Roosevelt. He doesn’t say how he will do things if

he gets elected. Roosevelt has never said anything against

Willkie.”

On the other hand, the speeches by the President did not

affect any changers adversely. The typical reaction is illustrated

in the case of this elderly woman who was undecided right up to

the last days of the campaign: Since I heard President Roose-

velt^s sfeech from Philadelphia I have decided that Willkie has

not had enough experience to be president. He doesn’t know
enough about the war situation.” And Roosevelt had much the

better of it whenever the respondents listened to both men and

compared them. For example, here is a young man who finally

decided to vote Democratic: ^^Willkie^s and Roosevelfs speeches

on Saturday night made me decide to vote for FDR. They
were the first speeches I heard. Willkie is no speaker—he

knocks too much.”

Thus Roosevelt’s “good” radio manner and Willkie’s “bad”

radio manner, often discussed during the campaign, actually

paid off. One should remember that most of these changers

were only activated and not converted by what they heard on

the radio. Still, such experiences clarify why the radio was con-

sidered more the Democrats’ medium as compared with the

newspaper. ,
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The Magazine—Sfecidhed Medium of Communication

Turning finally to the weekly and monthly journals, we find

another picture. A presidential campaign provides American

magazines with a central event around which articles can be

planned and written for a period of months, and they take good

advantage of it. Throughout the campaign, the mass magazines

carried a good deal of political discussion of election issues and

particularly of the candidates’ personalities, as we have seen in

the preceding chapter.

The possibility of magazine influence upon vote is limited at

the outset by the relatively small numbers of magazine readers.

As indicated in Footnote 1 to this chapter, only 15% to 25%
of the respondents read magazine articles on the campaign at

any one time.

But the small size of the magazine audience is somewhat off-

set by its characteristics. As indicated in Chapter V, we found a

small proportion of politically active and alert people in each

social group who were likely to influence the decision of their

fellow citizens—the opinion leaders. Among other differences,

they read more about the campaign and also listened more.

Such differences between the opinion leaders and the rest of

the people are especially marked in regard to magazine reading.

On our index of exposure we find that the average opinion

leader has about twice as high a score as the ordinary citizen

with reference to newspapers and radio. But with magazine

reading, the difference is almost three to one.

The highpoint of the magazine’s influence came relatively

early in the campaign in question. At that time, the newspapers

and radio are relatively free of campaign material because not

much is going on, and the magazines fill the breach with ^Time-

less” articles such as reviews of the challenger’s career. Most
of the mentions of magazines as sources connected with reasons

for change came during the first half of the campaign. And the

magazine is probably relatively more important during the pre-

convention period of late spring, before our interviewing began.
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But once the campaign reaches its height, in middle and late

October, the magazine takes even more of a back seat to news-

paper and radio.

Two tendencies in particular characterize the political role of

magazines: (i) they deal largely with personalities® and (2)

they have more space to devote to the elaboration of a point.

The preceding chapter showed the extent to which magazines

stressed the personalities of the candidates, particularly Will-

kief’s. This emphasis on personality also came out in the citation

of magazines in connection with the reasons for change in vote

intention. More often than not, it was the character of the Re-
publican candidate or his career or some other aspect of the

man himself, rather than his program, which was cited. Such

testimony appeared often: ^^Read a sketch of Wiilkie’s life in

the Saturday Evening Post. . . . Read about Wilikie’s life in

the Farm Journal. . .
.’^

At the same time, there were suggestions in the citation of

sources that the magazine was relatively more likely to supply

elaborations of a point than either the newspaper or the radio.

It is less tied to current events than the newspaper and it can

take more time to develop a point than the usual political speak-

er, who tries to cover a good many topics within one talk. No
definitive evidence is available on this matter, but hints of it

appeared from time to time in the interviews. For example,

here is a woman who decided to vote Republican in June be-

cause she thought Dewey would get the nomination: like

Dewey, from what I have read—his cleaning uf the gangsters

^

etc. I read an article in the American about the life and back-

ground of Dewey, and his work on crime in New York City.”

As a source of influence, the specialized magazine designed

for a special-interest audience rivalled the general mass maga-

zine. The latter have many times the coverage of the former

but they are relatively less effective in changing peoples^ minds.

The specialized magazine already has a foot in the door, so to

speak, because it is accepted by the reader as a reliable spokes- !

man for some cause or group in which he is greatly interested
;
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and with which he identifies himself. The general magazine

tries to speak to everyone at once and as a result is less able to

aim its shots directly at a particular target. In additionj the

general magazine is ordinarily considered as an entertainment

publication whereas specialized magazines are granted a serious

turn. In Erie County in i 940, the Farm Journal was mentioned
^ as a concrete influence upon changes in vote intention as fre-

quently as ColUeFsy despite their great difference in circulation,

and the Townsend publication as frequently as Lije or the Sat-

urday Evening Post.

This chapter provides a general idea of the role played by

the formal media of communications in the 1940 campaign.

Now we turn to the face-to-face contacts among the people

themselves.



Social Group

Repeatedly in this study we found indications that people

vote “in groups.’^ In this chapter we shall focus upon the im-

portance of this aspect of voting.

As the reader will remember, slightly more than half of

Erie County voters were Republican. This was true for the

total population of the county, as well as for the different

groups of 600 people included in our study. If, then, we had

taken the name of every hundredth person from an alphabetical

list of all county residents, we would have found, again, that

slightly more than half were Republicans.

But suppose now we had proceeded differently, had picked

a score of Republicans at random, and had asked them to name
as many friends, neighbors, and fellow workers as they could

remember. If we then asked the people assembled on this list

for whom they intended to vote, the proportion of Republicans

would have been considerably higher than it was for the county

as a whole. And, conversely, if we had started with a score of

Democrats and had asked them to name their associates in the

different spheres of their lives, we would have found a consid-

erably lower proportion of Republicans on this list than we

found in the county.

This represents another formulation of our statement that/

voting is essentially a group experience. People who work or
^

live or play together are likely to vote for the same candidates., *

Two kinds of evidence may be provided for this general

statement. On the one hand we can study directly the political

homogeneity of such groups as fraternal organizations,
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churches, sports clubs as well as the family and similar institu-

tionalized groups. On the other hand we can use an indirect

approach. People who have certain characteristics in common
are more likely to belong to the same groups. We know from

general observation, for instance, that people tend to associate

with others of their own age rather than with people consider-

ably older or younger than themselves. If we find then that

there are marked differences in voting between various age

groups, we would have inferential evidence that people who
have closer contacts with each other are more apt to vote alike.^

Social Stratification and Political Homogeneity

Beginning with this second and inferential approach, we find

our best lead in those factors on which our index of political

predisposition was based (Chapter III)—SES level, religious

affiliation, and residence.

Each of these three factors plays an important role in decid-

ing what type of people will have close personal contact with

each other. Farmers are more likely to see farmers whereas

they have less contact with urban people who, in turn, live

more among themselves. The same is true for groups of peo-

ple on different socio-economic levels. Common experiences,

as well as precise studies, show that an individual chooses his

friends and finds his neighbors on about his own SES level. As
a matter of fact, our urban social institutions such as clubs,

neighborhoods, restaurants, and informal social gatherings

bring together people of similar socio-economic status and con-

tribute to socially stratified living. Finally, common religious

affiliation not only brings people together at church affairs, but

is likely to influence marital choice and may affect employment.

Thus, what we have said before can be reformulated in the

following fashion:? People who have similar ratings according

to the index of political predispositions (IPP) are also likely

to live in closer contact with each other. And, the groups which
they form are likely to be rather homogeneous in political out-

look and behavior.
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This tendency is accentuated during the course of the cam-
paign. If we use our IPP ratings as an index of the groups to

which people belong^ then the changes in vote intention increase

group homogeneity. Table IX has classified the 54 changers

according to their IPP ratings. If, first, we look at their May
vote intentions, we find that 60% of them (the 24 cases ^ith

“Republican” IPP ratings who intended to vote Democratic,

and the 10 “Democrats” who intended to vote Republican)

were deviates. In the October interview, these same individuals

had adjusted their vote intention so that it was consistent with

their IPP ratings. The remaining 40% had become deviates.

In other words, the proportion of deviates among the changers

had been reduced by 20% between May and October. Thus,

the majority of voters who change at all change in the direction

of the prevailing vote of their social groups.^

TABLE IX: THE PARTY CHANGERS AND THEIR
POLITICAL PREDISPOSITIONS

Kind of Chmge- in Vote Intention

IPP Democratic-Refublican Refublican-Democratic

“Republican” 24 4
“Democratic” 16 10

This result remains substantially the same if we add two

control groups, for which we can study the changes between

May and July and between May and August.®

To the extent that the campaign brings about changes in

vote intention, then, these changes operate to increase the

political homogeneity of social groups. Upon further scrutiny,

it turns out that the people themselves are quite aware that the

campaign reshuffles their environment so that, politically, it

becomes more consistent with their own views, i At the last

interview before the election, we asked the following question

:

“Looking back at the campaign so far, how many people among

your friends and relatives have changed their minds on how

they will probably vote? In which direction did they change?”

In order to have a clearer picture of the situation, we studied

the responses of only those people who had a constant vote in-
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tention and who did not vote in the November elections. What
did these people observe going on around them? The answer is

given in Table X.

TABLE X: DIRECTION OF CHANGES NOTICED BY DIFFERENT
GROUPS OF RESPONDENTS

Majority Changed to None^ Total

FDR WW
Republicans 2% 549& 44% 100%
Democrats 17 22 61 100

“Don’t Knows” 7 2! 72 100

As we see from this tablCj each of the two major political

environments operates as a kind of magnetic force, drawing to

it people of like outlook, and rejecting individuals of dissimi-

lar viewpoint. In other words, each group becomes slowly but

surely more homogeneous in political opinion and behavior.

The changes taking place around Republican observers are, in

a majority of the cases, in a Republican direction. And, con-

versely, wherever changes in favor of Roosevelt are noticed,

they are reported by Democratic observers.

It might be argued that this result can be entirely explained

by the mechanism of projection—^that our observers saw only

those changes which favored the candidates of their choice.

Table X shows that this is not the case, however. For the

Democratic as well as the Republican respondents observed

more changes in favor of Willkie. And this indicates the realis-

tic nature of our respondents’ observations, for it is known that

the county became more and more Republican as the campaign

progressed.

The Political Structure of the Family

The family is a group particularly suited to the purposes of

our study, because here living conditions attain a maximum of

similarity and because mutual contacts are more frequent than

in other groupings.

In August we found 344 panel members who had made up
their minds as to how they would vote, and who also had an-

other eligible voter living in the same household. At that time,
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78% of these other eligible voters intended to vote for the

same candidate as did the respondentj 20% were uncertain} and

2% disagreed with the respondent in his choice of candidate.

The situation changed little when it came to actual voting.

After the election} only 4% of the 413 panel members who
Voted claimed that someone in their families had voted dif-

ferently from themselves.® It is interesting to observe} inci-

dentally} that the extent of disagreement increased slightly

toward the end of the campaign. This is consistent with the re-

sults of Chapter VI where we saw that people under cross-

pressure make their final vote intention late.

We can explore the inter-relationships of influence within

the family in somewhat greater detail. Among husbands and

wiveSj both of whom had decided to vote, only one pair in 22

disagreed. Among parents and children} one pair in 12 dis-

agreed} the gap of a generation increasing differences in life

and outlook. Agreement was least-—as all the jokes emphasize

—among ^fin-laws” living in the same household. One pair in

five showed disagreement on party alignment.

The almost perfect agreement between husband and wife

comes about as a result of male dominance in political situa-

tions. At one point of the study we asked each respondent

whether he had discussed politics with someone else in recent

weeks. Forty-five of the women stated that they had talked the

election over with their husbands; but, of an equal number

of randomly selected men, only four reported discussions with

their wives. If these family discussions play as important a role

for husbands as they do for wives, then we should get approxi-
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along wth my hushmid/^

husband has always been P^epubiican. He says that if

we vote for different parties there is no use in our voting. So

I think I will give in this year md vote Refublkan, . .

'It appears that not only the color of opinionj but the whole

level of interest is contagious from one family member to an-

other Of the men who had a vote intention and great interest

in the election, only 30% claimed that their wives did not in-

tend to vote, or did not know for whom. For men with less in-

terest, the figure is 52%.

If the relationships between father and daughter or between

brother and sister are studied, we find a similar dominance of

the male in political matters.]

In addition, the political homogeneity of the family may ex-

tend over several generations.; Our panel members were

asked, you consider that your family (parents, grand-

parents) have always been predominantly Democratic or pre-

dominantly Republican?” Fully three-fourths of the respon-

dents with vote intentions in September followed the political

lead of their families. Here are examples of two first voters

who took over the family pattern at the very beginning of their

voting careers

^Trobably will vote Democratic because my grandfather will

skin me if I donHJ^

^‘If I can register I will vote Republican because my family

are all Republicans so therefore I would have to vote that wayd^

These young voters, one a man and the other a woman, pro-

vide excellent illustrations of family influence. Neither had
much interest in the election and neither paid much attention

to the campaign.
I
Both accepted family tradition for their first

votes and both are" likely to remain in line with that tradition.

In the first case, there is even a hint that family sanctions are

used to enforce the decision. Thus are party voters born)

Now, what of the exceptional cases in which disagre€;"ment

does occur within the family? A number of respondents agreed
with the young voter just quoted, that political conformity is
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the price of domestic peace. There was evidence of a good deal

of tension in families which could not reach an agreement.

One girl reported in June she intended to vote for the

Democratic party because she “liked the Democratic candidates

better than the Republicans.” She “read an article in ColUer^s

about the Republican candidates and didn^t think they sounded

very interesting.” She “felt Roosevelt did a good job as presi-

dent” and approved the third term. The girPs parents, how-
ever, favored the Republican candidate and this was the source

of much conflict. The girPs mother told the interviewer: “She

just does it to be opposite. I have always felt that her views

were just revolt against tradition and the stuffy ideas of her

'parents

The respondent finally broke down and voted for Wilikie,

explaining, “My father and friends thought it would be a good

idea not to have Roosevelt for a third term because he would

be too much of a dictator.”

It is reasonable to expect that with such pressure toward

iiomogeneity, people with unhomogeneous family backgrounds

will be more uncertain about their own political affiliations.

Chart 40 compares the amount of shifting of political position

by respondents from families with different degrees of homo-

geneity in vote intention.

Less than 3% of voters in families homogeneous in August

changed their vote intention during the rest of the campaign.

But if there were some relatives who were undecided (the

second group in Chart 40) almost 10% of the respondents

shifted between August and October. And in the small group

of families in which there was definite disagreement, 29% of

the respondents went through at least one change in position.

And when the people in families not homogeneous in their

vote intentions did change their minds, they changed toward

the party favored by the rest of the family. Fully 81% of the

members of Republican families who were originally undecided

were pro-Republican in October j
and 71% of those in Demo-

cratic families later came out for Roosevelt. Whatever the
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reason, whether honest conviction or family loyalty, the fam-

ily molded their votes—and as a result the family became polit-

ically more homogeneous as the campaign wore on.

CHART 40

The less homogeneous the family is

with res'pect to their votes^ the more
the members of the family tend to

change their poinds.

POLITICAL ATTITUDE OF FAMILY

Portly in ogree-

In unanimous ment with res-

agrsemsnt with pondent a partly In disograemont
respondent undecided with respondent

ProportiOT who changed their vote

Intention during the campaign

Again, if all the family members were undecided about their

vote intention in August, 63% of the respondents from these

families were still undecided two months later. But if anyone

in the family had reached a decision in August, the proportion

of respondents remaining undecided two months later was only

48%, In other words, tlie person who lives in a family where
members have decided their vote intention is much more likely

to make up his own mind before Election Day than is the per-

son lyho lives in a family where no one has a clearcut vote inten-

tion, j
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The famityj thenj provided a very definite climate o£ politi-

cal influence. All of its members are inclined to vote in the

same wayj and in those cases where there is disagreementj the

tension of the situation leads the family members to make some
adjustments. It is usually the women who so adjust, and it is

from them that we get most of the references to family discus-

sions as sources of change.

There is no reason why other social groups should not be

studied in the same way. The higher level of political tension

created during the campaign gives us an opportunity to find out

how this political homogeneity of social groups comes about.

It is to some of the finer aspects of this process that we now
turn.

The Role of Formal Associations

Our sample was too small to make feasible a study of specific

organizations. But we can distinguish between those people who
belong to formal organizations and those who do not. There

are two general findings with regard to membership in these

formal organizations which are as applicable to Erie County

as they are to other American communities which have been

studied before./ In the first place, we find that the members of

any given organization are recruited from fairly similar socio-

economic levels. Secondly, people on the lower SES levels are

less likely to belong to any organizations than the people on

high SES levels.
)
(On the A and B level, we find that 72%

of these respondents belong to one or more organizations. The
proportion of respondents who are members of formal organiza-

tions decreases steadily as SES level descends until, on the D
level, only 35% of the respondents belong to any associations.)®

With these two results in mind, what differences between

members and non-members of such organizations does our main

thesis lead us to expect? We anticipate that on each SES level

the social predisposition of organization members will be more

strongly activated than is that of those people on the same SES

levels who are not subject to the “molecular pressures” of the
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associations. This, we must realize, will be possible only so long

as the comparison is carried out on each separate SES level.

Although the proportion of Republicans is generally great

on high SES levels, the Republican trend is still stronger among

those who join various associations (Chart 41 ). Why? Is it not

likely that simply meeting more often with other persons, even

in organizations not ostensibly concerned with politics, brings

EZZ3 Ropublicans t
~

> Democrats ( ) Total Cases

But at the low end of the socio-economic scale, our thesis

does not seem to hold true at first glance. According to our

thesis, those people on low SES levels who become members of

associations should, by association with others of like status, be

activated toward a Democratic vote intention. That trend is

not quite so apparent in Chart 41, however. It is true that on
the D level those active in organizations are a little less likely to
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be Republicans and somewhat more likely to be Democrats.

But the difference is slight. And on the C— levels the effect of

participation is still in the direction of Republicanism.

Our thesis is not refuted by these resultSj however. For ref-

erence to the second characteristic of these organizations ex-

plains the irregularities in Chart 41 and clarifies the whole
situation. Any people of C— or D level who belong to these

organizations constitute only a small minority^ and are natural-

ly influenced by the higher prestige of the dominant group.

The truth of our expectation about the normal tendency of

organizations—that they activate the latent predispositions of

members—can be seen clearly, however, if we study a type of

organization which is limited to people of the C— or D level.

As we stated above, there are few such groups in Sandusky,

but the trade unions do meet our criterion. In his union the

worker of C— or D economic level associates with, and is stim-

ulated by, others of like predisposition. As a result, we find

that on the C— and D levels, only 31% of those who were

union members but 53% of those who were not union members

voted Republican.

Politically, then, formal associations have a class character.

They facilitate the transformation of social characteristics into

political affiliations. But, conversely, our results show that the

prestige values within the organizations may, in the case of

minority members, operate to develop political affiliations which

are opposed to the predispositions of these members..

Bringing Opinions Into Line

One final observation demonstrates that during the campaign

social groups imbue their individual members with the ac-

cepted political ideology of the group. By and large, people

who intend to vote for a certain party agree with its main tenets.

Republicans, as we have seen, do not approve of the third term,

have a high opinion of Wiilkie, think that business experience

is more important than government experience, etc. Democrats

feel the other way around on all these issues. But in the middle
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of the campaign, in August, there were still a number of peo-

ple who had an inconsistent attitude pattern. There were, for

instance, 33 Republicans who felt that government experience

is more important in a president, and 30 Democrats who
thought that business experience would be more desirable.

(For further data on this, see Chapter IV). In the course of

the campaign there was a tendency toward consistency. More
than half (33) of the people just mentioned achieved harmony

between vote intention and opinion on this specific question by

October. But how did this come about? Did people finally join

the party which conformed to their ideas or did they take over

the prevailing opinion of the political group to which they be-

longed? This answer is very clear-cut. Thirty retained their

party allegiance but changed their vote intention to fit their

theory.’'

This is consistently true for whatever specific opinion we
take. Inconsistencies are reduced, but in such a way that peo-

ple stick to their vote intention and start to think about specific

issues in the way the majority of their fellow partisans do.

These results fit very well into what we have said before. If

a personas vote intention is to a great degree a symbol of the

social group to which he or she belongs, then we should not be

surprised that people iron out inconsistencies in their thinking

in such a way as to conform to the group with which they live

from day to day. In a way, the content of this chapter can be

summarized by saying that,people vote, not only with their

social group, but also jor it.

Vote Decision as a Social Experience

Ho.w may we explain the fact that social groups are po-

litically homogeneous and that the campaign increases this ho-

mogeneity still more? There is, first, the fact that people who
live together under similar external conditions are likely to de-

velop similar needs and interests. They tend to see the world
through the same colored glasses

j
they tend to apply to com-

mon experiences common interpretations. They will approve of
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a political candidate who has achieved success in their own walk

of life; they will approve of programs which are couched in

terms taken from their own occupations and adapted to the

moral standards of the groups in which they have a common
“belonging.”

But this is only part of the picture. There may be many
group members who are not really aware of the goals of their

own group. And there may be many who, even if they were

aware of these goals, would not be sufficiently interested in

current events to tie the two together consciously. They ac-

quiesce to the political temper of their group under the steady,

personal influence of their more politically active fellow citi-

zens. Here again, we find the process of activation by which the

predisposed attitudes of some are brought out by the influence

of others. But, in addition, we see here the direct effectiveness

of personal contacts. It is these which we must study in specific

detail.
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passively—than listened to a major speech or read about cam-
paign items in a newspaper. And this coverage “bonus’^ came
from just those people who had not yet made a final decision as

to how they would vote. Political conversations, then, were

more likely to reach those people who were still open to in-

fluence.

For example, people who made up their minds later in the

campaign were more likely to mention personal influences in

explaining how they formed their final vote decision. Simi-

larly, we found that the less interested people relied more on

conversations and less on the formal media as sources of in-

formation. Three-fourths of the respondents who at one time

had not expected to vote but were then finally ^‘dragged in”

mentioned personal influence. After the election, the voters

were given a check list of ^^sources from which they got most

of the information or impressions that caused them to form

their judgment on how to vote.” Those who had made some

change during the campaign mentioned friends or members of

their family relatively more frequently than did the respon-

dents who kept a constant vote intention all through the cam-

paign.

The Two-Stef Flow of Communications

A special role in the network of personal relationships is

played by the /^opinion leaders.” In Chapter V, we noted that

they engaged in political discussion much more than the rest

of the respondents. But they reported that the formal media

were more effective as sources of influence than personal rela-

tionships. This suggests thatTdeas often flow from radio and

print to the opinion leaders and from them to the less active

sections of the population. J

Occasionally, the more articulate people even pass on an ar-

ticle or point out the importance of a radio speech. Repeatedly,

changers referred to reading or listening done under some per-

sonal influence. Take the case of a retired school teacher who

decided for the Republicans: “The country is ripe for a change
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, . . Willkie is a religious man. A friend read and highly recom-

mended Dr. Poling’s article in the October issue of the Chris-

thn Herald called *The Religion of Wendell Willkie’.”

So much for the “coverage of personal contacts.” The per-

son-to-person influence reaches the ones who are more suscep-

tible to changCj and serves as a bridge over .which formal media

of communications extend their influence. But in addition^ per-

sonal relationships have certain psychological advantages which

make them especially effective in the exercise of the “molecular

pressures” finally leadiiig to the political homogeneity of social

groups. I We turn now to a discussion of five such characteristics.

Non-Vurfosiveness of Personal Contacts

The weight of personal contacts upon opinion lies, paradoxi-

cally, in their greater casualness and non-purposiveness in po-

litical matters. : If we read or tune in a speech, we usually do so

purposefully, and in doing so we have a definite mental set

which tinges our receptiveness. Such purposive behavior is part

of the broad area of our political experiences, to which we
bring our convictions with a desire to test them and strengthen

them by what is said. This mental set is armor against influ-

ence. The extent to which people, and particularly those with

strong partisan views, listen to speakers and read articles with

which they agree in advance is evidence on this point.

On the other hand, people we meet for reasons other than

political discussion are more likely to catch us unprepared, so to

speak, if they make politics the topic. One can avoid newspaper

stories and radio speeches simply by making a slight effort, but

as the campaign mounts and discussion intensifies, it is hard to

avoid some talk of politics. ; Personal influence is more perva-

sive and less self-selective than the formal media. In short,

politics gets through, especially to the indifferent, much more
easily through personal contacts than in any other way, simply

because it comes up unexpectedly as a sideline or marginal topic

in a casual conversation.) For example, there was the restaurant

waitress who decided that Willkie would make a poor president
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after first thinking he would be good. Said she; “I had done a

little newspaper reading against Willkie, but the real ’reason I

changed my mind was from hearsay. So many people don\ like

Wilikie. Many customers in the restaurant said Willkie would
be no good.” Notice that she was in a position to overhear bits

of conversation that were not intended for her. There are many
such instances. Talk that is ‘^forbidden fruit” is particularly

effective because one need not be suspicious as to the persuasive

intentions of the speakers
j
as a result one^s defenses are down.

FurthermorCj one may feel that he is getting the viewpoint of

^‘^people generally^” that he is learning how “different people”

think about the election.

Such passive participation in conversation is paralleled in the

case of the formal media by accidental exposure, e.g., when a

political speech is heard because it follows a favorite program.

In both conversation and the formal media, such chance com-

munication is particularly effective. And the testimony to such

influence is much more frequent in the case of personal contacts.

The respondents mentioned it time and again : “Fve heard fel-

lows talk at the plant ... I hear men talk at the shop , . . My
husband heard that talked about at work. .

.”

Flexibility When Countering Resistance

But suppose we do meet people who want to influence us

and suppose they arouse our resistance. Then personal contact

still has one great advantage compared with other media: the

face-to-face contact can counter and dislodge such resistance,

for it is much more flexible. The clever campaign worker, pro-

fessional or amateur, can make use of a large number of cues

to achieve his end. He can choose the occasion at which to

speak to the other fellow. Fie can adapt his story to what he

presumes to be the other’s interests and his ability to under-

stand. If he notices the other is bored, he can change the sub-

ject. If he sees that he has aroused resistance, he can retreat,

giving the other the satisfaction of a victory, and come back to

his point later. If in the course of the discussion he discovers
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some pet convictionSj he can try to tie up his argument with

them. He can spot the moments when the other is yielding^

and so time his best punches.

Neither radio nor the printed page can do anything of the

kind. They must aim their propaganda shots at the whole tar-

get instead of just at the center, which represents any particular

individual. In propaganda as much as in other things, one

man’s meat is another man’s poison. This may lead to boomer-

ang effects, when arguments aimed at “average” audiences

with ‘^average” reactions fail with Mr. X. The formal media

produced several boomerangs upon people who resented what

they read or heard and moved in the opposite direction from

that intended. But among 5 8 respondents who mentioned per-

sonal contacts as concretely influential, there was only one

boomerang. The flexibility of the face-to-face situation un-

doubtedly accounted for their absence.

Rewards of ComfUance

When someone yields to a personal influence in making a

vote decision, the reward is immediate and personal. This is

not the case in yielding to an argument via print or radio.

If a pamphlet argues that voting for the opposite party would

be un-American or will jeopardize the future, its warning may
sound too remote or improbable. But if a neighbor says the

same things, he can “punish” one immediately for being un-

impressed or unyielding; he can look angry or sad, he can leave

the room and make his fellow feel isolated. The pamphlet can

only intimate or describe future deprivations
j
the living per-

son can create them at once.

Of course all this makes personal contacts a powerful in-

i fluence only for people who do not like to be out of line. There
are certainly some people who gain pleasure from being non-

conformists, but under normal Gircumstances they are probably

very much in the minority. Whenever propaganda by another

person is experienced as an expression of the prevailing group
tendencies, it has greater chances of being successful than the
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formal media because of social rewards. For example, here is a

woman who was for Roosevelt until the middle of the cam-
paign: “I have always been a Democrat and I think Roosevelt

has been all right. But my family are all for Willkie. They
think he would make the best president and they have been

putting the pressure on me.^^ She finally voted for Willkie.

This aspect of personal contacts was especially important for

women.

The rewards of compliance to other people are learned in

early childhood. The easiest v/ay for most children to avoid

discomfort is to do what others tell them to do. Someone who
holds no strong opinions on politics and hence makes up his

mind late in the campaign may very well be susceptible to per-

sonal influences because he has learned as a child to take them as

useful guides in unknown territory. The young man who was

going to vote for Roosevelt because “my grandfather will skin

me if I don’t” is a case in point.

Trust in an Intimate Source

More people put reliance upon their personal contacts to

help them pick out the arguments which are relevant for their

own good in political affairs than they do in the more remote

and impersonal newspaper and radio. The doubtful voter may
feel that the evaluations he reads or hears in a broadcast are

plausible, for the expert writer can probably spell out the con-

sequences of voting more clearly than the average citizen. But

the voter still wonders whether these are the issues which are

really going to affect his own future welfare. Perhaps these

sources see the problem from a viewpoint entirely different

from his own. But he can trust the judgment and evaluation

of the respected people among his associates. Most of them are

people with the same status and interests as himself. Their atti-

tudes are more relevant for him than the judgments of an

unknown editorial writer. In a formal communication the con-

tent can be at its bestj but in a face to face contact the transfer-

ence is most readily achieved. For example, here is the case of
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a young laborer who professed little or no interest in the cam-

paign and who did not even expect to vote until late October:

^^Pve been discussing the election with the fellows at the shop

and I believe Fll vote, but I haven’t decided yet who for.” His

constant exposure to the views of his fellow-workers not only

brought him to the ballot booth but also brought out his final

Democratic vote in line with his colleagues.

A middle-aged woman who showed great interest in the cam-

paign was undecided until late October and then voted for

Willkie: was talking politics just this morning with a friend^

a businessman. He says business will improve if Willkie is

elected and that Willkie promises to keep us out of the war.

FDR is getting too much power. He shouldn’t have a third

term.” Her friend had apparently run out for her what

amounted to a small catalogue of Republican arguments and he

was impressive enough to clinch her vote, which had been in

the balance throughout the campaign. Her trust in his judg-

ment settled her mind.

Trust in another person’s point of view may be due to his

prestige as well as to the plausibility of what he has to say or

its relevancy to one’s interests. It is obvious that in all influences

prestige plays a considerable role. The degree of conformity is

greater the higher the prestige of the person in our group who
seeks to influence us. The plausibility of the consequences he

presents will seem greater if he is important. (Of course, the

formal media are also important in this respect.) The height-

ening of trust through the prestige of certain personal contacts

was clear in the case of the driver of a bread truck who changed

to Willkie because the prominent president of a business firm

had done him the honor of persuading him in that direction.

Then, too, there is the case of a middle-aged housewife with

little education who was for Willkie from May through Sep-

tember, became undecided in October, and finally voted for

Roosevelt. She left Willkie because of the statements of peo-

ple whom she considered authorities: talked with a college

student from Case, in Cleveland, and students are for Roose-
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velt because he has helped recreation. I talked, too, with a man
from Chicago who is very interested in politics^ and he doesn’t

seem to think that Willkie is a big enough man to handle inter-

national affairs.”

Persuasion Without Conviction

Finally, personal contacts can get a voter to the polls with-

out affecting at all his comprehension of the issues of the elec-

tion—something the formal media can rarely do. The news-

paper or magazine or radio must first be effective in changing-

attitudes related to the action. There were several clear cases

of votes cast not on the issues or even the personalities of the

candidates. In fact, they were not really cast for the candidates

at all. They were cast, so to speak, for the voters’ friends.

was taken to the polls by a worker who insisted that I go.”

he lady where 1 work wanted me to vote. She took me to

the polls and they all voted Republican so I did tooP

In short, personal influence, with all its overtones of person-

al affection and loyalty, can bring to the polls votes that would

otherwise not be cast or would be cast for the opposing party

just as readily if some other friend had insisted. They differ

from the formal media by persuading uninterested people to

vote in a certain way without giving them a substantive reason

for their vote. Fully 25% of those who mentioned a personal

contact in connection with change of mind failed to give a real

issue of the campaign as a reason for the change, but only 5%
of those who mentioned the formal media omitted such a rea-

son. When personal influence is paramount in this way, the

voter is voting mainly for the personal friend, not the candi-

date.

Practical Implications

In a way the outcome of the election in Erie County is the

best evidence for the success of face-to-face contacts. It so

happened that for some time the Republican machine in that

area worked much more vigorously than its Democratic oppo-
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nent. When asked whether they knew people who had good

ideas about politicSj our respondents mentioned considerably

more Republican than Democratic local politicians. A few peo-

ple who did not expect to vote but finally went to the polls

mentioned Republican canvassers as the main influenccj but we

could not trace a similar success for the Democratic machine.

However, one should not identify the personal contacts dis-

cussed in this chapter with the efforts of the frojessional politi-

cal machines. These personal contacts are what one might call

amateur machines which spring up during elections—individ-

uals who become quite enthusiastic or special groups that try

to activate people within their reach. One might almost say

that the most successful form of propaganda—especially last-

minute propaganda—is to “surround” the people whose vote

decision is still dubious so that the only path left to them is the

way to the polling booth. We do not know how the budget of

the political parties is distributed among different channels of

propaganda but we suspect that the largest part of any propa-

ganda budget is spent on pamphlets, radio time, etc. But our

findings suggest the task of finding the best ratio between mon-
ey spent on formal media and money spent on organizing the

face-to-face influences, the local “molecular pressures” which

vitalize the formal media by more personal interpretation and

the full richness of personal relationships into the promotion

of the causes which are decided upon in the course of an elec-

tion. ,

In the last analysis, 'more than anything else people can

's|move other people./ From an ethical point of view this is a

hopeful aspect in the serious social problem of propaganda.

The side which has the more enthusiastic supporters and which

can mobilize grass-root support in an expert way has great

chances of success. ^
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Footnotes

CHAPTER I

^Ail four groups approximated 600 at the outset. But in any questionnaire

study involving repeated interviewing, the problem of “mortdity” arises.

That is, there are always a few instances in which it is impossible to contact

some of the respondents on successive recalls. In this study, mortality arose

from a few who refused to be reinterviewed, some who were temporarily

unavailable because of illness or travel, and some who moved out of the

county permanently or who died. Every effort to keep mortality at a mini-

mum was made. In most cases of difficulty, the field supervisor personally at-

tempted to regain the cooperation of the respondent. In many instances, re-

spondents who were not successfully contacted on one interview were picked

up again on the next wave of interviewing. In the panel group, missing cases

on the seven 'uterviews were kept down to 14 per cent, a figure which proved

to be remarkably low in the experience of subsequent investigators. Analysis

of the characteristics of the missing cases showed that the number lost was so

small that their influence on the total trends was practically unnoticeable.

(Gaudet, Hazel and Wilson, E. C., “Who Escapes the Personal Investigator?”

Journal of Affiled Psychology

y

XXIV, December 6, 1940, 773-777.)

^Proof that repeated interviewing did not affect the results will be presented

in a separate paper.

®it is our hope that in all future elections similar studies will be possible.

Comparisons over a period of years should greatly enhance the value of any

individual results. It is therefore appropriate to add a word here on the kind

of improvements which, looking backward, we feel are advisable in such panel

studies. Whereas we made seven interviews with our group, in the future it

would ’be sufficient to make four interviews only—one before the conventions,

one right after the conventions, one on the eve of the election, and one right

after Election Day. The savings so achieved could be used to increase the

panel to at least 1,000 cases. There were a number of more refined statistical

results which we could not utilize in our study because the necessary cross-

tabulations brought us down to too small a number of cases. As far as the

interviews with the changers go, a more sophisticated case study technique

would be advisable to learn more about the background and the personality of

the changers as well as the specific situations in which their changes of mind

came about. The reader will find a few specific improvements indicated at
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various points throughout the text. Most important of all would be a more

detailed study of the role of face-to-face contacts. Furthermore, in the future

one should add some more descriptive material on the local campaign as a

whole, especially the way the local political committees spent their money and

general observations on the behavior of the people at local meetings. Finally,

more information on people who were active in the campaign would be useful.

In other words, we feel that as far as the voters themselves go, our technique

was successful and deserves to be tried out on a broader basis
j
however, we

regret that because of the lack of funds we were not able to supplement it

by more information on the specific region in which the campaign went on.

CHAPTER III

^Interviewers’ ratings actually cover only four steps: A, B, C, and D. Be-

cause more than half of the cases fell in the C category, we sub-classified these

respondents on the simple question of telephone ownership in order to get a

more convenient working distribution. C people with telephones are called

C-j-; C people with no telephones appear as C—

.

^For a systematic discussion of these ratings, see Genevieve Knupfer, The
Measurement of Socio-Economic Status^ Columbia dissertation, 1943.

®See Frederick Mosteller, “The Reliability of Interviewers Ratings” in

Gauging Public Ofinion, Hadley Cantril, editor, Princeton University Press,

1944; also experiments carried out by Archibald Crossley.

^See especially Lifers Continuing Study of Magazine Audiences.

®There are many ways in which people can be ranked according to their

average status. The average correlation between such indices is about .6.

They are usually interchangeable as far as relationships with other variables

are concerned. In other words, most of such indices would show the same

relationship between socio-economic status and vote.

®We use the figure of our May poll for this analysis because of the larger

number of cases available. The same result holds for the panel and control

groups, separately or in combination, and for each period of the campaign.

"^The farmers are not included in this classification because they present a

special problem. Rural people in this study were much more likely to vote

Republican than residents of the urban center of Sandusky.

Total WITH DeFI-

Proportions of NiTE Vote Inten-

Republicans TioNs (May)

Farmers 1o Farmers Non-Farmers
A and B ..... 68% 69% 62 276
C*4" 55 57 89 472
C— ... 66 42 92 426
u 58 21 38 272
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Tlie reader should not be surprised that we have some workers (other than

farmers) among the top 17% of the sample, in terms of SES levels. This
classification was made in the frame of the prevailing standards of a small

town and its rural environment.

There is, of course, a marked correlation between SES levels and type of
occupation. On the A and B levels, 80% of the people have “upper” occu-

pations, and on the D level, only 8%. In addition, there are differences within

the two occupational groups. On the higher SES levels of the “upper” group
we find the professionals, while clerks are found on the lower level of this

same group. Similarly, skilled tradesmen are found on the higher SES level

of the worker group, while unskilled laborers fall at the lower end of the scale.

®The control group was asked the questions in October and the panel group

in November. Chart 5 shows the two groups combined.

®if this is true, the Catholics in the South would tend to vote more Repub-
lican than the southern Protestants. (Such data would test this hypothesis.)

^®The same result appears if economic status is held constant. In each eco-

nomic group, the older Protestants are more Republican and the older Catho-

lics are more Democratic. Since education is so bound up with age in this

country—the old are less educated than the young because of recent advances

in popular schooling—this result may be affected by differences in education.

However, the age difference remains even with education held constant (inso-

far as reliable figures are available).

iiWe have omitted social identification from this correlation because it is

not what is usually taken as a primary characteristic, but is rather an attitude

derived from such characteristics.

^®See Appendix B for a detailed description of this Index.

CHAPTER IV

^Two sets of respondents explained to us their reasons for changing their

vote intention. On the one hand there are our panel members. The average

time span between the interview and the actual change was two or three

weeks. These respondents therefore talked about a rather recent experience.

On the other hand there are the control groups, and here the situation is

psychologically less satisfactory. In the first control group no explanations for

change were asked. The second control group was interviewed in August;

three months had elapsed between the two interviews. The third control

group was interviewed in October, which meant that some of the changes

could reach as far as six months back. Here it is quite likely that considera-

tions developing in the latter phases of the campaign had substituted for origi-

nal reasons at the time of change. For the main types of arguments (economic

reasons, war, third term), it would therefore be unjustified to draw on the

counts made with the control groups. There are, indeed, considerable differ-

ences in the frequencies with which these arguments appear.

The case is different when it comes to nuances of wording within each area.

If a respondent, for instance, chooses to talk about economic reasons and uses
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a “poor man’s argument,” there is no reason to assume that the specific sdec*-

tion should be influenced by the time at which his change in vote intention

came about. Actually, the specific interrelationships of party and argumenta-

tion within one of the major areas turned out to be the same for the panel

and the two control groups. We felt justified therefore in including in our

tables the two sets of data.

Roughly speaking, we had about an equal number of comments from the

panel on the one hand and the two control groups on the other although the

one set comes from 600 people and the other from 1,200. There are two

reasons for this. One reason is that the interviews with the panel members
were done more carefully and tlierefore the number of comments per inter-

view is larger. Furthermore, the panel contains waverers, that is, people who
changed their vote intention at least twice

j
in the control groups where only

two interviews were made with each respondent, no one could register more

than one change.

The quotations given in the text are all taken from interviews with pane!

members.

^References to spending and to the national debt might properly be con-

sidered indirect attacks upon the works program and other New Deal reform

measures, which were vulnerable from the point of view of the expense they

involved. However, they were omitted from the class arguments so that the

classification would remain fairly rigid. Among the Republicans, such ref-

erences were nearly two-fifths as numerous as the class arguments and their

probable class character should be kept in mind.

^Hereafter we shall talk of Republican and Democratic changers to denote

the people who made a change favorable to one of the two parties. A Repub-
lican change, for example, could involve any one of three steps: from Demo-
crat to Republican; from “undecided” to Republican; or from Democrat to

“undecided.”

^The only exception was the Theodore Roosevelt administration at the

beginning of the century. It would be interesting to know how our question

would have been answered at that time. Of course we shall never know;
but at least it can be hoped that when future elections raise new problems,

the social scientist will find reports like the present one useful in retrospect.

®The extent to which the careers and identifications of the candidates them-
selves contributed to this distinction in 1 940 is a real question. The point
could be tested further by devising several tests ranging from expressions of
narrow interests to broad interests. For example, respondents might be asked
to indicate the relative prestige which they bestow upon governmental and
business personages. Or their reading could be checked, to find out the role of
current affairs. Or they could be shown a picture of a large gathering of
people and asked to indicate what it meant to them (in the expectation that

some would identify it as a political meeting).

®For the details on the construction of this index of agreement with either
side, see Appendix B: Index of Agreement with Arguments of Either Side.



not considered. This can be seen by recomputing the proportion of greatly
interested respondents irrespective o£ educational level.

"^We use the May poll for this analysis because it gives us larger numbers
to work with. The result would be the same, however, if we used only those
members of the panel who actually did not vote.

®On the whole, our local interviewers as a group were able to identify the
residents of Erie County quite well and they agreed that the respondents
classified as opinion leaders on our scale were on the whole influential mem-
bers of their respective social groups.

CHAPTER VI

^Throughout this chapter, the degree of interest represented is taken from
the first interview. In other words, it is the degree of interest with which the

respondent started the campaign. The large majority of respondents main-
tained their initial level of interest throughout the campaign.

^This relationship has a certain correspondence to the psychological “Field

Theory” as developed by Kurt Lewin. In developing that theory, Lewin
showed, for example, that if a child is acted upon by a psychological force

drawing him toward a goal and at the same time acted upon by an equal

and opposite force pushing him away from that goal, he would “solve” the

problem by moving away from both forces rather than in the direction of

either. In other words, the “resultant” leads out of the field.

CHAPTER VII

^If a person combined these changes, he was grouped with either the

waverers or the party changers. That is, if someone crystallized and then

wavered, he was considered a waverer. If he crystallized or wavered and then

changed parties, he was considered a party changer.

^The data:

Percentage with Percentage with No or Total

Great Interest One Cross-Pressure Cases

Constants 43% 79% 196

Indecision waverers —

-

............ 29 7! 41

Crystallizers - 2! 58 109

Party waverers .... 20 40 IS

Party changers 17 33 30
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®As we go from constants to one-party changers to two-party changers, the

factor of cross-pressures becomes relatively more Important and the factor of

interest less important. As Chart 24 shows (the two middle sections, hori-

zontally, representing the two factors at odds with one another), the ratio

of interest to cross-pressures was about 7-to-l for the constants, S-to-l for the

one-party changers, and only 2-to-l for the two-party changers. In other

v/ords, the relative strength of the two factors varied: interest was relatively

stronger among the constants and cross-pressures relatively stronger among

the two-party changers.

CHAPTER Vm
^A finer classification of the respondents undecided in May, in terms of

their IPP scores, results in the following distribution of the people interviewed

in October:

October Vote
Strongly Moderately

IPP
Slightly IPHj

Republi- Republi- Republi-

Intention can can can cratic cratic cratic

Republican . 9 16 39 10 9 4
Democratic . 3 11 18 26 26 12

Total Crystallizers... 12 27 57 36 35 16

The result is the same for the control groups interviewed earlier for the

second time—one in July and the other in August.

^The fact that people select their exposure along the line of their political

predispositions is only a special case of a more general law which pervades the

whole field of communications research. Exposure is always selective 5 in other

words, a positive relationship exists between people’s opinions and what they

choose to listen to or read.

In our panel about half the people were constants, i.e., they did not change

their vote intention between May and October. The following table shows

that the constant Republicans were much more exposed to Republican com-

munications all through this period and Democrats to Democratic communi-
cations:

-— Predominant Political Color of Exposure

Neutral

Vote Intention RefuMican or None Democratic Total

Republican 67% 12% 21% 135

Democratic 23 13 64 95

The interpretation of this result must always be referred back to two sets

of factors: a sociological set and a psychological set. Psychologically, at least

two elements play a role. It is likely that a desire for reinforcement of one’s

own point of view exists. This phenomenon is discussed in greater detail at
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the beginning of Chapter IX. Secondly, it is probably a pleasant experience

to read something with which one is familiar if it has not yet reached the

stage of boredom. Women’s listening to daytime serials would be an example
of this. In times of political crisis there seems to be a tendency to listen

endlessly to commentators who tell the same story for hours with minor varia-

tions. However, these tendencies—toward reassurance and toward interest in

familiar material—deserve further study.

On one hand we have the sifting of communications by the environment,

as was pointed out in the text. In addition, we have here a phenomenon of

group solidarity. Most people read newspapers in order to read the daily

news, the sport page, the comics, etc. In most newspapers this material is

the same but a Republican will prefer to get such material from a Republi-

can newspaper as a sort of symbol that he belongs to his own political group.

In times of a presidential campaign, when the newspapers start to take definite

views on current events, the two groups then find themselves more and more

exposed to the arguments of their own side; it is not certain whether they

would not be more willing to accept a more balanced supply of communica-

tions if it were not for the inertia of their sticking to the newspapers they

habitually subscribe to. The latter point could be proven if one were to show

that the exposure bias is greater with newspaper reading than with radio

listening; our own material is not extensive enough to permit such a test.

It is possible, incidentally, that this phenomenon of inertia in newspaper

reading also accounts for at least part of the deviate cases, the people who are

more exposed to the propaganda of the enemy party. These seem to be partly

people who by coincidence get their daily news from a newspaper of the

opposite color and then in times of election do not bother to change. In re-

gard to radio, most of the exposure to the speeches of the enemy seems to come

from people who in general are not much interested in listening to political

radio programs and tune in only if the candidates themselves talk. This, of

course, makes for a more balanced diet.

The latter point would help to explain a noticeable refinement of our main

result. We can divide people according to their interest in the campaign

into two groups, those on the highest and those on the two lower interest

levels. Communication bias is stronger with the more interested people (see

Chart 30 ). This result, however, has a very complex nature. Interested peo-

ple, as we have seen, are more, likely to be biased in their exposure; but biased

exposure probably also heightens interest. This result, too, deserves further

study. It is obviously of great practical importance that the more deeply in-

volved people are in a political point of view, the more they shut themselves

olf from ideas which might invite argument and reconsideration.

^Actually, coming to a decision itself results in increased exposure. A cam-

paign is more like an exciting football game than like a deep-probing research.

The voter who has decided is not out of the game—^he is just getting in.

For most Americans the rivalry of the contest overshadows the personal quest
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to decide on which side to play. (See Chapter XII! for an account of the

contest element in campaign communications.) So it comes about that the

voter’s interest and zeal for political endeavor rises after his personal decision

has been made. The big action lies ahead. Zest mounts up to the hour when

the returns come in.

To show the effect of having a vote intention upon exposurcj let us compare

the exposure scores for the second half of the campaign for those who had a

vote intention in August and those who did not. (In other words, compare

the first and second lines in the following table). The table shows that those

who had a vote intention (first line) exposed themselves to more propaganda

than those who did not. This comparison is carried through in four different

groups in order to control the amount of exposure during the first part of the

campaign. On each level of exposure those who had made up their minds by

August had a higher average exposure score for September-November than

those who had not yet formed their vote intention by August. By the same

procedure, we can show that having vote intention affects the degree of

interest in the election in the same way.

Average Exposure Scores

September-November
—Exfosure May‘August—

High Moderate Limited Low
Definite

vote in-

tention

in Au-

gust 16.9 11.7 8.4 4.8

No defi-

nite vote

intention

in August 14.7 9.4 6.8 3.0

Total Cases

—Exfosure May-August—
High Moderate Limited Low

100 119 122 48

13 14 37 53

CHAPTER IX

*Such partisan exposure is not confined to politics. Its application to other
areas of communication has also been established. For example, educational
broadcasts reach primarily those people who need them least; in a recent series

of program on the contributions of various national minorities to American
life, the audience for each program was primarily composed of the members
of the particular minority group being extolled. Such exposure even extends to

commercial communications; people tend to read advertisements of the things
they already own and listen to the radio programs sponsored by the company
which manufactures their most important possessions.

^This represents only an extension of what we saw in operation in the case
of actiyatioHj where people undecided in vote selected communications which
fit their political predispositions. Here, however, this is intensified because
not only predispositions (in most cases) but also vote preference makes for
the selection of partisan communications.
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CHAPTER X

^
^The average exposure score for those with a constant political preference

was 10.9 1 the ‘^non-constants” had an average exposure score of 9J.
®The data:

Generai. Exposure September to November
Exposure Bias Very high Medium high Medium low Very low

Exposed predomiaantlf

to propaganda of own
side .. 66% 63% 55% 53%

Balanced or no exposure II II 14 1!

Exposed predominantly

to propaganda of oth-

er side 23 26 31 36
Total cases 122 117 107 47

CHAPTER XI

^Louis Bean, Ballot Behavior

^

American Council on Public Affairs, 1940,

^We might also follow the partial conversions through another change in

order to discover the ultimate effect of the campaign upon them. As we have

seen, most of those who leave the party appropriate for their iPP later return

to it; they would then be re-converted and reinforced. Similarly, those who
leave a vote intention counter to their IFF usually end up with a vote inten-

tion consistent with it; they would then be reconverted. In other words, only

a small group of the partial conversions would finally be classified as real

conversions.

CHAPTER XII

^These correlations are based on the 1,200 cases interviewed in October,

omitting those who had neither an expectation of the winner nor a vote in-

tention. At that time there were not enough people on the lowest interest

level to permit the computation of a third correlation coefficient.

^In general, voters decide in line with their IPP, but expectation affects

vote intention even when differences of IPP are controlled. A respondent

with a Republican IPP was more likely to vote Republican if he expected

WiUkie to win than if he expected Roosevelt to win.

-NO VOTE INTENTION IN MAY- -
Refublicak IPP Democratic IFF

Refublican Democratic Refublican Democratic

October Vote Intention exfectstion exfectation exfectation exfectation

Republican ... ^ 9
,

16 ,

,

,

4 3 :

Democratic
^

,

6 , 16 ,;8 .
17
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®We have seen that there is a generally high correlation betwreen expecta-

tion as to winner and vote intention. Two psychological processes can acconnt

for this relationship. One is the bandwagon effect discussed in the text. Here

expectation influences vote intention. However, there is also the possibility

of “projection”; people may project their own vote intention on others and

expect them to behave in the way they themselves behave. In that case the

correlation would be explained by expectation’s being the consequence of vote

intention, A finer statistical analysis shows that both processes—bandwagon ef-

fect and projection—play a role, but that the former is constantly the more

important. The evidence is given in a paper on “The Analysis of the Mutual

Interaction of Two Correlated Factors,” which will be published separately.

CHAPTER XIII

^For an elaboration of this chapter see Douglas Waples and Bernard Berel-

son, Public Communications ani Public Ofinion, Chicago, mimeographed,

1941. Particular credit is due Dr. Waples for his competent supervision of the

analytic work reported in this chapter. The contributions of Dr. N. C. Leites

and Mr. Ithiel Pool are also acknowledged.

^The analysis includes parts of 28 major radio speeches by the candidates

and their supporters as well as some newscasts over local stations. In magazines,

the analysis covered the campaign material in seven of the most widely read

magazines in the county

—

Life^ Colliers^ Liberty, Saturday Evening Post,

Readers Digest, Time and Look; in all, 64 magazine editorials or articles

were sampled. The newspaper analysis, totaling 1S8 items, included the front-

page stories on the campaign and the political columnists (Walter Lippmann,
Dorothy Thompson, Paul Mallon, Jay Franklin, Ray Tucker) in the four

major papers. Within these limits, and the time periods indicated in the text,

the analysis covered everything dealing with the campaign, whether directly

concerned with the “issues” or not.

CHAPTER XIV

^We have evidence to show, in fact, that exposure to campaign materials

was higher at this period than at any other. At various times during the

campaign, the respondents:

(a) were asked which of a list of five major political talks broadcast in the

preceding interval they had heard;

(b) were shown the front page of the preceding day’s issue of the news-
paper which they reported reading regularly and were asked which
of the stories dealing with the campaign they had read; and

(c) were shown a list of campaign articles which appeared in the mass
magazines and were asked to indicate which they had read.

The figures in the following table represent the proportion of respondents
who were expMed to at least one item in the media.



Medium Exposed to:

Time of Interview Radio Newsfafer Magazine
July (between conventions) 42% 29% 17%
September 28 21

October 54 51 26

^Question not asked.

^In order to discriminate between “high” and “low” exposure groups,

indices o£ exposure were developed on the basis of all available communication

data pertaining to the panel group. These indices provide composite scores

for each respondent indicating the relative amount of political material read

in newspapers and magazines and heard on the radio. It was also possible in

this way to determine general exposure to all sources for the campaign as a

whole, for the early months (May through August )and for the last two

months prior to the election. For details on the construction of these indices,

see Appendix B.

®This same pattern of overlapping exposure obtained for each of the three

public media of communication. Most of the people who were exposed to

political items in the newspaper at one time were also exposed at another. The
same relationship holds for exposure to radio and magazine material.

^The data:

Some High School or More:

Men
:

Women
11.

S

4S and over 11.8

Under 4S - 10.4

Urban - 11.2

Rural 10.3

A, B-.... 13.3

C+ '10.3

e— - to. 3

D - — 9.6

Great interest 12-3

Medium interest 9.2

No interest —
,

7.7

Has a definite vote intention

Doesn’t know for whom to vote

Doesn’t expect to' vote,-™.—.

156

183

9'

24(

13^

IK
I0(

4:

14 :

131

26
K
2-
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No High School:

Men 9.8 111

Women 7.7 113

4S and over — 9.1 158

Under 45 -

—

8J 66

Urban — . 8.8 128

Rural 9.2 96

A, B . - - lO.S 23

C-|- - 9.0 60

c— 8.4 73

D 8.1 68

Great interest 10.9 4S

Medium interest 8.4 136

No interest 5.7 24

Has a definite vote intention 9.5 I5S

Doesn’t know for whom to vote 7.4 11

Doesn’t expect to vote ... 6.3 45

®Let us recall the newspaper situation in Erie County at this point. There
were three newspapers in Sandusky with wide distribution throughout the

county. In addition, the Cl&pelmU Plain Dsder was read by a considerable

number of residents of the county. For a county of this sort, such newspaper
opportunities are exceptionally good. Of course, they might be still better in

the metropoli of the country.

®For an analysis covering this point, see “Biographies in Popular Maga-
zines,” by Leo Lowenthal, in Radio Research^ 1942-1943

f

edited by Paul F.

Lazarsfeld and Frank N. Stanton, New York, 1944, p. S07-548.

CHAPTER XV

^The statement that people vote in groups is not very satisfactory. People
belong to a variety of groups and therefore further research is necessary on
the question: with u>AfeA gtouf are they most likely to vote? The approxi-
mate procedure will be to select a sample of people and to take an inventory
of the groups they belong to. There will be the family, co-workers, family
a^ociates, neighbors and groups of people “they go with.” For each respon-
dent we shall need a list of the people who form these groups and their vote
intentions.

As the first result we will have a measure of political homogeneity of the
different types of groups. This might be called an extension of the sociometric
method in social research.
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The rank order of the different groups, in terms of the influence they
exert on the respondent, need not be the same for each individual. Some
people might wish to conform to their business associates and others to their

neighbors. As a next step it will therefore be advisable to look for persons

who find themselves at the point of intersection of two or more groups with
different political majorities. In specific case studies, we would try to find out'

to what extent the people are aware of the conflict and by what criteria they

make their decision, in all these studies, objective definitions of the different

groups would of course be necessary.

In our study we do not have refined data on this point. But as a substitute

one might consider the following information. In the final interview, a list

of sources which might possibly have been influential in determining a vote

was submitted to the respondents:

“From which of these sources did you get most of the information or im-

pressions that caused you to form your judgment on how to vote: relatives,

business contacts or fellow workers, other friends or neighbors, public speakers

(not radio), personal visit of the candidate, party worker in person, telephone

call from party worker, party literature, newsreels, magazines, radio, news-

papers? Which of the ones selected were most important to you.?”

The following table shows specifically for men and women how often the

three possibilities of relatives, friends, and business acquaintances were men-
tioned, either as one of several influences or as the most important one.

Mm Women

Influential:*

Relatives - S% 33%
Business contacts 33 8

Friends and neighbors — 14 23

No mention of personal contact as source

—

S6 52

Most Important;

Relatives — - !4

Business contacts ,
: ^— 19 S

Friends and neighbors 4 6

No mention of personal contact as source

—

77 7S

Total Voters :
215 198

*The “influential” group adds to more than 100 per cent because each

voter could have named more than one specific kind of personal contact.

“^^Less than one-half of one per cent,

A similar comparison reveals the differences between business and profes-

sional people, workers, and farmers:



Influential:

Relatives 5% 8% 8%
Business contacts —— — 38 4! 8

Friends and neighbors . 8 17 25

No mention of personal contact as source

—

57 47 70

Most Important:

Relatives 3 1 3

Business contacts 17 28 5

Friends and neighbors 1 4

No mention of personal contact as source

—

79 67 82
Total Voters 76 96 ^^1

^The “influential” group adds to more than 100 per cent because each

voter could have named more than one specific kind of personal contact.

^This tendency toward consistency of opinion and predisposition is discussed

more fully in a later section of this chapter.

®The data:

Direction of Vote Change
Democratic Repihlicm

IPP to Rcfublican to Democratic

therefore less conscious of such changes, and (b) people who have no particular

preference are not only less Interested in making such observations, but in
1 «Tf I'll 4 « «•« «
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From subsequent check-ups we are satisfied that the uncertainty could not have

changed the results by more than 1% in either direction.

®The data:

SES Level

Profortions Belonging

to Organizations

Total

Cases

A, B 72% 158

c-i- - 56 336

c— 44 353

D 35 204

paper to be published separately on “The Analysis of the Mutual Inter-

action of Two Correlated Factors” goes into this problem in detail.

CHAPTER XVI

^In two respects it is more difficult to get an index of personal exposure as

compared with one of radio listening and newspaper reading. One involves a

memory factor. Radio speeches are rather distinct events and people are not

likely to listen to too many of them. Therefore if they are asked to remember

those they have been exposed to, they are bound not to make too many mis-

takes. With newspapers it is still simpler because we can place the entire paper

before them and their recognition is fairly reliable, as we have seen in various

studies using this method. But people meet people the whole day long, and

it is not nearly so likely that they can remember everything that passed be-

tween them in discussion. At least it would first be necessary to do some ex-

perimentation with personal contact diaries as suggested in the text.

To this we have to add the element of self-consciousness. If people know

that they have to keep a record of what they talked about with other people,

they might very well be affected in their selection of topic. Radio diaries

have been tested and it seems that keeping such diaries make people record

their radio diet substantially. But this might be due to the fact that radio

listening is a much more standardized pursuit; talking with people is much

more flexible and might therefore be more affected by a request for syste-

matic recording.

It is hoped that experimentation in this direction will be furthered.
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Construction of Indices

At many points in the text we referred to indices which we had formed

to help us study political predispositions, activities, and attitudes. The follow-

ing is a brief explanation of each of these indices.

THE INDEX OF POLITICAL PREDISPOSITION (IPP)



“Which of the following statements corresponds most closely to your feel-

ing about the election?”

“I am very anxious to see my candidate elected” 2 30!

“I would like to see him win, but it is not terribly important to me” I I! 7

“It doesn’t make much difference to me who wins” 0 86

The scores inserted after each of the possible responses indicate the contri-

butions they make to the participation index. A score of six represents the

highest degree of political interest and activity and a score of zero signifies

almost complete indifference.

THE INDEX OF BREADTH OF OPINION

During the course of the study, many questions of current public interest

were posed to the respondents to determine their stands. There were always

some people who had no opinion. This is what the index tries to get at.

We do not care here which view they held for the purpose of determining

their breadth of opinion, but only whether they held a view.

We used five such questions put to the panel group and five that had been

put to the control group. If a respondent expressed an opinion on all five

questions, he got a score of five. Every time he said “Don’t know,” he lost a

point. The score for each respondent gives us insight into his “breadth of

opinion.”

Following were the questions used:

The Panel

‘Which do you think is more important—a president who is capable of

dealing with the European situation or one who is capable of dealing with our

economic problems at home?”

“How do you feel about the passage of the conscription bill—do you ap-

prove or disapprove?”

“How do you feel about President Roosevelt running for a third term—do

you approve, disapprove, or doesn’t it matter to you?”

“At the present time, what should the United States do about helping

England?”.
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“What do you think of unions on the whole—-are they a good thing or a

bad thing?’*

The CoNTRoi-

“Which do you think is more important— president who is capable of

dealing with the European situation or one who is capable of dealing with our

economic problems at home?”

“What kind of a president do you think Roosevelt has made-—goods or

no good?”

“How do you feel about President Roosevelt running for a third term—do
you approve, disapprove or doesn’t it matter to you?”

“What kind of a president do you think Wiilkie would make—good, fair

or no good?”

“If you had to choose for president between a man who has had mostly

experience in government and a man who has had mostly experience in busi-

ness, which would you choose?”

THE INDEX OF MAGAZINE READING ON THE CAMPAIGN

The respondent was asked about several specific articles appearing in current

issues of magazines. This index is simply a count of the number of articles

on political affairs that the respondent reported reading.

THE INDEX OF NEWSPAPER READING ON THE CAMPAIGN

Interviewers asked about the respondents’ newspaper reading habits. How
frequently did they read the various columnists available in local papers? How
many front page articles on the election did they recognize? Did they read

about the conventions in the newspaper? The greater such newspaper read-

ing activity, the higher the score describing exposure to political material in

newspapers.

THE INDEX OF RADIO LISTENING ON THE CAMPAIGN

Respondents were asked whether they had listened to specific radio speeches.

They got a positive score every time they answerd affirmatively. They were
also queried about listening to the political conventions and to political

speeches in general. Every answer indicating attention to political material

over the radio contributed to a high “political radio listening” score.

THE INDEX OF GENERAL OR OVER-ALL EXPOSURE TO THE
CAMPAIGN

The general exposure index is merely a summation of the specific indices

we formed to show the number of magazine articles read, the extent of read-

ing about political material and other news items in the newspapers, the

amount of listening to political and other news on the radio, and the degree
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of exposure to newsreels, to political discussions, and to public meetings. A
simple average of the separate indices yielded the general exposure index.

Questions of the following types were included in these indices;

“How much did you read about it (the Republican National Convention,

the Democratic National Convention) in the newspapers—-<5«ite a bit, only a

little, only the headlines, or not at all?”

“Did you read the article in “(magazine) on —

—

recently?”

“How frequently do you listen to news broadcasts over the radio—fre-

quently, occasionally or never? Do you usually turn the news on of your own
accord or does someone else turn it on?”

“Did you hear speak over the radio recently?”

“Have you heard anyone (family or friends) discussing national politics

since we were here before?”

“Did you see Willkie when he spoke at the railroad station?”

“Which of these front-page newspaper stories on the election did you read

yesterday?
”

“Do you listen to political speeches over the radio during political cam-

paigns: a great deal, sometimes, rarely or never?”

“With whom have you talked recently about national politics?”

“How often do you usually attend the movies? Did you see the following

newsreels?
”

“Which do you talk about more with your family (friends)—the political

campaign or the war?”

Each answer which revealed that the respondent had read or listened to po-

litical communications gave him a higher score than one which revealed that

he had not been exposed to such communications. We can determine general

exposure in this way for two periods of the campaign—from May to August

and from September to November.

THE INDEX OF POLITICAL EXPOSURE BIAS

This index is designed to indicate whether the respondent was exposed to

predominantly Republican or Democratic material. For the purposes of this

index, it was necessary to study the political content of the speeches listened

to and the magazine and newspaper articles read.

The respondent was arbitrarily given a positive score for every item favor-

ing the Republicans and a negative score for every item of Democratic flavor

that he had read or heard, if he heard speeches by Roosevelt or Wallace or

Ickes, or read an article praising the New Deal in a magazine or newspaper,

or reported listening to or reading about the Democratic National Convention,

his exposure score tended toward the Democrats. If, on the other hand, he

listened to Willkie or John L. Lewis, or read the editorials of a Republican
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newspaper, or heard or read about the Republican Convention, he got a posi-

tive score indicating a Republican tendency. The summation o£ all such scores

disclosed the political color of the respondent’s exposure.

This index was composed separately for each of the main campaign periods:

once for the convention period (between May and August) and again for the

period between September and November.

INDEX OF AGREEMENT WITH ARGUMENTS OF EITHER SIDE

In the October interview, each respondent was asked whether he agreed

with the following eight arguments then current in the campaign:

“Roosevelt has great personal attractiveness, capacity for hard work, and

keen intelligence.”

“Willkie is a self-made small-town man, who made his way by his genius

for industrial organization.”

“Willkie is a corporation lawyer whose real sympathies are all with big

business.”

“The New Deal has interfered too much with private business.”

“Roosevelt is rushing the country into war against most of the rest of the

world.”

— k,, ^


